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ABSTRACT 

The first chapter introduces the thesis and explores the 

historical bacKground and trends in society and education in 

and since the 1940s, especiallY the social, theological and 

educational scene. Chapter two shows that the term Christian 

Education has sometimes referred to a particular understanding 

of rel igious education. That usage is analysed and found to be 

unacceptable without significant qual ifications. 

The next four chapters clarify and analyse the understanding 

of the term Christian Education in four further contexts where 

it is used: Church schools (chapter three), longstanding 

independent schools (chapter four), recently establ ished 

Christian schools (chapter five) and the education of people 

in the church context itself (chapter six). 

Chapter seven considers the arguments Paul Hirst has made 

against the acceptabil ity of the concept of Christian 

Education and contends that these arguments are not val id. 

This chapter also points out that the five contexts where the 

term Christian Education is used (as explored in chapters 2 -

6), do not include the county schools, except that the first 

usage explored was the rel igious education in ~ounty schools. 

In view of this the chapter maintains that it is important to 

explore the relationship of Christian values and principles to 

education in county schools, a tasK undertaKen in the final 

chapter. 
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The last chapter asserts that Christian values and principles 

still ha.t)e 1 • .Ial id impl ication~. for' education in county schools 

and that education based on these values and principles can 

legitimately be described as Christian Education. Aspects of a 

Christian view of creation and fallenness are used as 

illustrations and the possibil ity of relating a Christian View 

of redemption to education in county schools I~ also 

considered. 
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CHAPTER 1 BACKGROUND TO THE THESIS 

This thesis aims first to present a critical analysis of the 

various ways the concept of Christian Education is used and 

second to demonstrate the thesis that the phrase Christian 

Education can have credibil ity when used to describe a 

possible relationship of Christian values and principles to 

the maintained sector of education in contemporary British 

society, including the county schools. In this thesis the 

words Christian Education begin with capital letters except in 

direct quotations which use these words together without a 

capital letter for one or both words. In those cases a 

capital letter is used only where one appears in the source. 

In an attempt to avoid misunderstanding, the phrase 'county 

school' is used in this thesis with the meaning it has in the 

Education Act 1944, where it refers to a primary or secondary 

school which is maintained by a local education authority and 

which was 'establ ished by a local education authority or by a 

former authority'. (1) The phrase 'maintained schools' has a 

wider usage in which it includes both voluntary (mainly 

church) schools and county schools, since the voluntary 

schools are to a large extent 'maintained' through pub1 ic 

funds. The phrase 'county school' may now be used in some 

educational discussions less often than was the case, 

particularly before the gro""th of comprehensive schools in the 

1970s and 1980s. Between the passing of the Education Act 

1944 and the increase in the number of comprehensive schools, 
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many schools IMere called "'County Secondary'" and sorne 'Nere 

called "'County Technical'" schools. The terrn Icounty school l 

is retained in this thesis because no alternative phrase is as 

precise. The term "'county school l is used in the Education 

Act 1986 and the Education Reforrn Bill 1987. 

Part of the background to this thesis is the tendency in 

recent decades to use the phrase Christian Education to refer 

to contexts other than the county schools, which can give the 

impression that the concept is no longer relevant there. For 

exarnple, the phrase is sornetirnes used with reference to 

independent schools with a Christian foundation. Hence, the 

task attempted first is the clarification of the various uses 

of the term Christian Education. What follows is an 

exploration of the relationships between Christianity and 

education in county schools to ascertain whether the concept 

"'Christian Education'" is any longer tenable when appl ied to 

the county schools. Instructive though it is to explore what 

Christian Education rneans in sorne independent schools, as over 

93~~ of the nation/s children are in rnaintained schools (2) it 

is crucial to explore ',oJha.t, if anything, Christian Education 

can rnean for county schools. 

The central concern of the thesis is not the rationale for 

rel igious education. The focus of the thesis is on the terrn 

Christian Education, which can be related to the whole of 

education not just to rel igious education. It is not that 

rel igious education is irrelevant, but that to concentr'ate on 

rel igious education would be to give the thesis too narrOIA a 
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focus. There are therefore several Key areas of interest in 

rel igious education, which in this thesis are not explored, 

for example, assessment and examinations in rel igious 

education, resources for multifaith teaching, supply of 

teachers. This does not mean that they are unimportant, but 

only that they are not at the heart of the thesis. 

Chapters 2 - 6 seek to analyse critically five somewhat 

different ways in which the concept Christian Education is 

used. There will be an attempt to ascertain what those who 

use the phrase mean by it and to identify any common or 

distinctive features in the spheres of usage. This 

clarification is necessary because the phrase is still used, 

with a variety of meanings impl ied but not often clearly 

explained. Chapters 7 and 8 seek to demonstrate and justify a 

continuing relationship between Christianity and education, 

with particular reference to the county schools. 

The rest of this first chapter explores, in two parts, the 

background to educational discussions and developments between 

1940 and 1987. The first part summarises relations between 

the Church and education in England, and the second summarises 

some of the trends in society and the curriculum of Engl ish 

maintained schools. Some points are more immediately relevant 

to the thesis than others but developments in society and 

education are part of the background to the ways the phrase 

Christian Education has been used in the period 1957-1987 and 

have therefore to be kept in mind. The phrase had a context 

and usage before 1957 which can not be ignored in any attempt 



to understand its changing context and usage after 1957. 

If there is suspicion today of the churchJs role in education, 

this should be no surprise when account is taken of the 

history of relations between the church and education in 

England both before and after the 1940s. For example, in 1919 

when H.A.L. Fisher, the then President of the Board of 

Education, proposed /that the control of all non-provided 

schools should be placed unreservedly In the hands of the 

local authorities, and that in return the authorities should 

be obl iged to provide facil ities for denominational 

instruction in all their schools at parents/ request/ (3) 

there was considerable resistance to this by many Roman 

Cathol ics, Ang1 icans and Non-Conformists a1 iKe, as there also 

was to Fisher/s plan to allow /contracting out for those who 

insisted on denominational atmosphere schools/ .(4) 

Later, in 1930 and 1931~ Sir Charles Trevelyan, the then 

President of the Board of Education tried three times to get 

through parl iament an Education Bill raising the school 

leaving age (his second attempt also included other 

proposals). At the first attempt the churches were not ready 

to commit themselves. The second attempt was resisted by 

Non-Conformists and Roman Cathol ics. The third attempt, 

whilst supported by Angl icans and Roman Cathol ics, was 

rejected by Non-Conformists who felt that the proposals if 

adopted would enable the Angl icans and Roman Cathol ics to 

consol idate their position too much. 
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The desi~e fo~ new initiatives, including new schools, 

continued and it took consi~e~able negotiating skill and 

pe~seve~ance to get all the parties to accept the p~oposals 

contained in the Education Bill publ ished Decembe~ 1935, which 

led to the Education Act 1936. As a ~esult of the Act, 

according to Ma~jo~ie C~uiKshanK, '519 p~oposals for new 

senio~ schools we~e submitted in the three years which were 

allowed, 289 by the Roman Cathol ics and 220 by the Angl icans'. 

(5) The outbreaK of war in September 1939 p~evented most of 

the proposals from material ising. 

More could be said about this and one could go back even 

further, for example to the compromise worKed out in the 1860s 

which, through the Education Act 1870, establ ished the dual 

system by allowing the establ ishment of Board schools as well 

as the continuance of church schools. However, even this 

brief description is sufficient to indicate that when the 

early 1940s arrived there was already a long history of 

controversy surrounding the matter of the church and education 

in England, notwithstanding the considerable educational 

facil ities provided by the church in the past centuries when 

the state's interest in education was very 1 imited. 

The British and Foreign School Society, closely associated 

with nonconformity, was establ ished in 1808. It was then a 

focus for nonconformist participation in the provision of 

schools. In 1811 an Angl ican society was founded: The 

National Society for Promoting the Education of the poor in 

the Principles of the Establ ished Church. Starting in 1833 
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Parl iament began maKing grants to these two societies but four 

fifths of the schools receiving grants were under An91 ican 

control and the Nonconformists resented this unequal 

allocation of funds, especially as around half the population 

were not Angl icans. 

Another nineteenth century development was the formation of 

the Ragged School Union in 1844 whose first president was Lord 

Shaftesbury (1801-1885). John Pounds had founded the first 

Ragged School in 1816 in Portsmouth. The Ragged Schools ,,,'ere 

for children in the cities whose parents were too poor to pay 

even the modest fees of the schools in the other two 

societies. The role of the Ragged Schools Movement changed 

with the passing of the Education Act 1870 bringing a 

consequent change of name to The Shaftesbury Society. 

The Education Act 1902 allowed voluntary schools to be 

supported from the rates. Nonconformists objected to this, 

seeing it as ·'rel igion on the ra.tes'. Nonconformists also 

dis 1 ike d the f ac t t hat ins i n g 1 e sc h 00 1 ar e as IAlh e r· e the on 1 y 

school was Angl ican, their children were more or less forced 

to attend an Angl ican school. These factors largely explain 

why generally this century Nonconformists have supported 

schools established by local authorities rather than church 

schools. The part played by Sunday Schools also needs 

mentioning. Though they concentrated on Bible reading and the 

teaching of Christian principles and moral ity, that was the 

only formal education many children had in the nineteenth 

century. The role of Sunday Schools arises again in chapter 
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6. 

The factors that form the bacKground to the Education Act 1944 

are several and complex. The church had a large and 

longstanding part In the education system and wanted a 

r·eligious. element to continue in any expanded system, yet it 

could not unaided meet all the pressures for change, some of 

which came into stronger focus during the 1939-45 war. As 

previously, a way ahead could only be found through 

negotiation and co-operation. 

The fact that controversies occurred, may not be the most 

significant factor for the purpose of this thesis. The fact 

that from the seventh to fifteenth or sixteenth centuries 

Engl ish educat i on was· in the hands of the church and "KneIAi no 

divorce bettAleen "rel igious" and "s.ecular·" education.' (6) may 

be more significant. Commenting on this, even as late as 

19.:53, Hilliard could refer to .'the conviction, never since 

lost, that rel igion is inesca.pably 1 inKed with educa.tion . .' (7) 

There are other aspects of the bacKground to the Education Act 

1944 which ought to be explored further. First, there is the 

large staKe of the churches. Events leading to the passing of 

the Education Act 1944 can not be fully understood without an 

appreciation of how large was the staKe of the churches. In 

England, by the 19405, the .'number of Roman Cathol ic schools 

had increased from 1000 to 1200 since the beginning of the 

century.'. (8) Though the number of Angl ican schools Ihad 
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fallen from 12,000 to 9,000' (9) in the same period, this was 

still a large number of schools and to them went 22% of the 

na.tion·'·". childr·en. (10) OI.)er.~.ll, 'half the schools in the 

country were still church schools', (11) 

A second Key to understanding the bacKground to the Education 

Act 1944 is the need and desire for change that had arisen. 

This partly concerned the church school situation. Some 

action was necessary on account of the limited funds of the 

chur·ches. For exa.mple, the qual i ty of the pr·emises of church 

schools was not as high as council school premises. When in 

1925 the Board of Education publ ished a 1 ist of schools with 

defective premises, the 1 ist had twice as many non-provided 

(ie church) schools on it as provided schools. Some of the 

defective premises were of course made worse in the two world 

wars. 

Further, separate senior schools (recommended in the Hadow 

Repor t 1926) had .' been prov i ded for 62% of sen i or pup i 1 sin 

c 0 un c i 1 s c h 00 1 s, but for 0 n 1 y 1 6;~ 0 f tho s e inc h u r c h 5· C h 0 cd s" . 

(12) The Education Act 1936 permitted local authorities to 

maKe grants of between fifty and seventy five per cent of the 

cost of new non-provided senior schools but the war prevented 

most of the building worK being carried out. If these 

proposals had gone on to completion, they would have eased the 

financial burden on the church, but not solved the problem. 

As it was, a solution was still required. 

However, in addition to such practical matters which obviously 
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required attention, there was a widespread desire for change, 

arising from various factors, one being what might be called 

"'the other- dual -::-y-::-tem". The situation in 1,lJhich most pupils 

attended only elementary schools, whilst a minority were 

selected for secondary schools with superior resources and 

curriculum (and hence prospects) had come to be regarded as 

unjust, divisive and an unwise waste of talent. In 1946 

Jeffreys wrote of "'our baneful heritage of elementary 

education - that is, an infer-ior- Kind of education, on the 

cheap, to give the labouring classes enough instruction to 

maKe them useful but not enough to put ideas into their 

heads.' (13) This situation could only be remedied by 

substantial change. 

The war obviously influenced the nation as a whole, not least 

in its thinKing about and desires concerning the future. Many 

people felt that Britain was opposed by forces intent on 

changing things beyond recognition. The preface to one booK 

(dated 1st January 1940) said England can not avoid "the 

impact of forces which ••• have now deployed in strength upon 

manKind." (14) In 1941, Livingstone expressed this vividly 

and dramatically: 

'Nazism, Communism and in a less degree Fascism ... 

have more similarities than differences. They do not 

Know the meaning of .•• Freedom .•. Justice, Merc! and 

Truth. • .• Suddenl>' the whole bottom has fallen out 

of our civil isation, and a change come over the whole 

world, tl,lhich, if unchecked will trans-form it for 

generations.' (15) 
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There was a strong consciousness that our way of 1 ife, the 

very nature of our society, was under threat, and that a new 

impetus and sense of purpose was necessary if our society, 

including its schools, was to preserve its values and 

strengthen its moral base. 

Not only was there a desire to resist forces hostile to the 

nature of British society, but also a desire to do this by 

re-asserting the place of rel igion, or more specifically 

Christianity, in our society, includiq; our schools. The 

Government White Paper Educational Reconstruction (1943) spoke 

of 'a very general wish, not confined to representatives of 

the Churches, that Rel igious Education should be given a more 

defined place in the 1 ife and worK of the schools, springing 

from the desire to revive the spiritual and personal values in 

our society and in our national tradition.' (16) The basic 

assumption made by many in the 1940s was that Britain was a 

Christian country. It therefore followed that if the 

educational system of the country were to be revised, then it 

was appropriate for there to be 'Christian' rel igious and 

mor-al education. 

The place given In the 1944 Act provisions to rel igious 

education in all maintained schools (including daily school 

worship and Ang1 iean and Non-Conformist participation in the 

devising of Agreed Syllabuses for rel igious instruction) 

partly explains why the churches accepted the Act. Some 

council schools had little or no religious instruction, though 

the Education Act 1870 allowed them to provide it. The 
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Education Act 1944 offe~ed the possibil ity of ending any 

tendency to confine education in council schools to secula~ 

sUbjects. 

Will iam Temple was one st~ong advocate of the ~elevance of 

~el igion fo~ all schools. He said: 'Education is only 

adequate and wo~thy when it is itself ~el igious ••• If the 

child~en a~e b~ought up to have an unde~standing of 1 ife in 

which, in fact, the~e is no ~efe~ence to God, you cannot 

co~~ect the effect of that by speaking about God fo~ a ce~tain 

pe~iod of the day. The~efo~e ou~ ideal fo~ the child~en of 

ou~ country is the ideal of a t~uly Ch~istian Education'. (17) 

That was in 1942. In 1943 he said: ' ••. let us not give the 

imp~ession that ou~ concern as chu~ch people is only with the 

adjustment, of the dual system: we ought as Ch~istians to be 

conce~ned about the whole of educational p~og~ess .•• '. (18) 

F~om this point of view, the ~el igious p~ovisions of the 1944 

Act we~e 'p~og~ess'. 

Howeve~, some w~ite~s a~e cynical about aspects of the 1944 

Act. Fo~ example, Ralph Gowe~ ~ecently w~ote 

'The bitte~ fact is that when Ch~istians got togethe~ in 

the p~eamble to the 1944 Education Act, the~e was so 

1 ittle t~ust about the teaching of Ch~istian faith and 

p~actice due to wo~~ies that the~e might be 

i nte~-denomi nat i onal "sheep-steal i ngll that the most 

innocuous way of doing Rel igious Education was to teach 

child~en the Bible.' (19) 

Appendix 1 sets out the basic ~el igious p~ovisions of the 
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Education Act 1944, the details of which are not essential to 

the present review. What is important to note is the fact 

that though the Act does not specify that rel igious 

instruction and collective worship must be Christian, partly 

to avoid the possibil ity of courts having to decide what 

qual ifies as 'Christian' rel igious instruction or worship, it 

was made clear in the debates in Parl iament that Christian 

rel igious instruction and worship were intended. This point 

is taKen up again in chapter 2. (20) 

There have of course been developments since the Education Act 

1944. One obvious aspect is the nature of the tasK involved. 

In the House of Commons on 1st July 1946 the Rt. Hon. Ellen C. 

WilKinson (Minister of Education), commenting on the tasK of 

implementing the Act said 'As the Government interpret the 

Act, that tasK means no less that the overhaul of the entire 

system of State Education'. (21) She also said 'I want to 

emphasise that we want to educate children according to their 

abil ity and aptitude ••• I do not accept any idea that there 

ought to be different grades of secondary education.' (22) 

As will be explained below, considerable progress was made 

with this major tasK, but a review publ ished in 1958 showed 

that the tasK was incomplete and a new initiative was needed. 

A second development has been the raising of the school 

leaving age, first to 15 in April 1947. This had been 

recommended by the Hadow Report 1926 and provided for in the 

Education Act 1936. Then with effect from 1st September 1973 

the school leaving age was raised to 16. 
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A th i rd det}e 1 opmen t has been the dec 1 i ne i!'"; !'"!cmber of chuf'ch 

r 
scho01s. r1a~orie Cr·uickshanl< I .. ~r"·ote ·Ji/Jithin a decade cf the 

passing of the Act over a thousand village schools, the 

i'!ajor·j ty of thelT Angl ican had dis.appear·ed com~iietel: .... ", (23) 

On 4th May 1950, in the House of Commons, R.A. Butler opened 

the education debate ~egretting /the slaughter of the 

innclcents in the s.hape of 1 i ttle countr·y schools. cut out of 

development plans by local authorities so that they are given 

no choice to opt i . .oJhether to be aided or controlled .. ,.J. (24) 

Des.pite this decline, the church schools still form a 

significant part of the education system. Around 22% of 

school pupils in the public sector in England are in voluntary 

schools. (25) Further figures about the present situation are 

g i t,r e n be 1 DiAl. 

The Government White Paper Secondary Education for All: A Ne~ 

Drive (December 1958) summarised the remarkable growth in 

education since 1944: 

- sixth forms in grammar schools: /nearly doubled in size', 

- children staying on voluntarily belond age of 15 years: 'up 

from 187,50 ° j n 1 948 to 290,60 ° i n 1 958' . 
.. 

- full time students in Technical Colleges: 'risen from 47,000 

to 76,000' ouer ten years. 

- part time stUdents in Technical Colleges: /risen from 

220,000 to 470,000/ ouer ten years. 

- number of university students: 'now double the pre-wa~ 

figure·'. 
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- school population of England and Wales: 'increase of well 

over a quarter ..... 

- new schools built: 'four thousand'. 

- new school places brought into use: '2,000,000' 

- number of teachers employed: 'risen by 85,000 since the war 

to a total of 260,000'. (26) 

Clearly, although the number of Angl ican schools had decl ined, 

there had been a notable post-war expansion in education at 

all level,:-. HO'Alever, this tAihite Paper also pointed out that 

the tasK of improving the provision of education was 

unfinished in some important respects: 

'there are, today, too many children of approximately 

equal abil ity who are receiving their education in 

schools that differ widely both in qual ity, and in the 

range of courses they are able to provide ... ' (Paragraph 

10) 

'There are still too many areas in which it has not yet 

been possible to give the secondary schools, and in 

particular the secondary modern, the resources that they 

need. And this is why many parents still bel ieve that if 

their children go to a secondary modern school, they will 

not have a fair start in 1 ife--. (Paragr-aph 11) (27) 

The Paper therefore proposed a five year programme of school 

building (primary and secondary schools): 

'As the first essential step the Government propose in 

co-operation with the local authorities and the Churches 

to launch and carry through a continuous building 
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programme for primary and secondary schools covering the 

five years from 1960-61 to 1964-5. The value of projects 

started in 1960-61 will amount to fifty mill ion pounds 

and in 1961-62 to about sixty mill ion pounds. It will be 

the Government's aim to get work costing three hundred 

mill ion pounds started in the five year period.' 

(Paragraph 22) 

'The main programme will be designed to complete the 

reorganisation of the remaining "all age schools". There 

are still about 150,000 pupils of eleven and over in 

these schools.' (Paragraph 24) (28) 

With regard to rel igious education, the Church of England has 

continued to have influence. Various Angl ican dioceses of the 

Church of England have often introduced new syllabuses for the 

church schools, and church representatives have actively taKen 

part in conferences convened to prepare Agreed Syllabuses and 

in Standing Advisory Councils on Rel igious Education, when set 

up in accordance with section 29 of the Education Act 1944. 

In one notable case, the Church of England objected to an 

Agreed Syllabus adopted by a local education authority. This 

concerned the City of Birmingham Agreed Syllabus and the case 

is reported in The Law of Education by Taylor and Saunders 

(29) and in the British Humanist Association pub1 ication 

Objective, Fair and Balanced. (30) 

The Birmingham Conference for the revision of the Agreed 

Syllabus, constituted in 1969, formally agreed a substantial 

'Agreed Syllabus of Rel igious Education and Handbook of 
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Suggestions for Teachers' on 28 January 1974. This document 

took the unprecedented step of admitting non-rel igious stances 

for 1 iuing (Humanism and Communism) to consideration in their 

own right and not merely as subservient to rel igious 

instruction. This led to protest from the Conservative group 

on the Education Committee and the Bishop of Birmingham. 

Despite these protests the City's Education Committee formally 

accepted the document on 7 May 1974. 

The inclusion of non-rel igious alternatives to rel igion 

represented a matter of principle which the rel igious 

opposition could not ignore. Before the next meeting of the 

Education Committee on 11 June, a legal opinion obtained by 

the National Society (Church of England) for Promoting 

Rel igious Education was made publ ic. This was to the effect 

that the proposed Syllabus did not conform to the requirements 

of the Education Act 1944. The local education authority thus 

felt obl iged to obtain its own legal advice, which confirmed 

the objection. In this situation, the Authority sought the 

advice of the Department of Education and Science, which 

advised that the Conference should be reconvened. This the 

Education Committee authorised on 8 October 1974. 

There were two grounds for suggesting that the intended 

Syllabus was not acceptable legally. The first was that the 

Agreed Syllabus was only about 250 words long and was vague. 

Counsel for the City advised that certain sections were so 

vague as not to constitute a'syllabus'. It appears that the 

six hundred page HandbooK was more 1 iKely to shape school RE 
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syllabuses than the extremely brief Agreed Syllabus. The 

second was that the 1944 Act requires Rel igious Instruction, 

but the Syllabus and HandbooK included substantial material on 

non-rel igious alternatives to rel igion. Counsel for the Cit; 

advised that, though non-rel igious matters could be included 

in a syllabus of religious instr-uction, this could only be 

done if they advanced the instruction of rel igion and related 

to rel igious instruction and were not 'taught for their own 

saKe'. (31) 

The re-assembled conference extended the proposed Syllabus and 

heeded the legal warning on content, maKing appropriate 

changes. For example, on non-rel igious stances for 1 iving the 

revised documents say 'Such contextual studies contribute 

tOI}Jards a critical appreciation of the distinctive features of 

rel igious faith' and the Introduction replaces the phrase 

'stances for 1 iving' by the word 'rel igion' as in the 

following extract from the 1975 version: 'The syllabus should 

thus be used to enlarge and deepen the pupils' understanding 

of rel igion by studying world rel igions ••• '. The revised 

Syllabus (1975) satisfies the legal requirements. The Church 

of England had demonstrated its continuing powers of 

influence. 

More recently the Angl ican and Roman Cathol ic churches have 

been seeKing to exert influence over the proposals to allow 

schools to opt out of the local education authority system. 

(32) This proposal includes allowing church aided and 

controlled schools to opt for grant maintained status. (33) 
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There have been objections from the churches, partl; because 

if aided and controlled schools ~opt out~ they could move 

fur the r away f r' om c h u r c h con t r 0 1. ( 34 ) I tis 1 ike 1; t hat the 

Church of England bishops in the House of Lords will seek 

amendments to the Education Refor'm Bill IJJhen it is debated in 

the House of Lords. 

The cost of the church schools to the churches continued to be 

high and at times their financial 1 imitations were viewed 

favourably by Parl iament. The Education Act 1953 ~made grants 

available for building aided schools in new housing areas.' 

(35) The Education Act 1959 ~extended a 75 per cent grant to 

all aided secondary schools, whether in existence or 

projected, which were built to cater for children at existing 

primary schools.' (36) Cruickshank shows that between 1945 

and 1962 the Church of England had opened 215 new schools, 

approximately half 'controlled' and half 'aided~, and the 

Roman Cathol ics 511 schools, none of them controlled schools. 

(37) In 1979 there was one Roman Cathol ic Controlled School -

a primary school with 33 pupils. (38) 

Overall, the number of Angl ican schools had continued to fall 

(to 7976 in 1959 and to 6588 in 1969) and the number of Roman 

Cathol ic schools had continued to grow (to 2033 in 1959). By 

1980 the number of Angl ican schools had fallen to 5,488 and 

the number of Roman Cathol ic schools had risen to 2,525. (39) 

Despite the reduction in the number of Angl ican schools the 

stake of the church in education is still large. In 1980 a 

third of the maintained schools in England and Wales were 
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church schools. (40) Also, at that time in England, one in 

every four primary children and one in six secondary children 

went to church schools. (41) This is a very significant 

number of children, but the twentieth century is one in which 

the proportion of children attending county schools has 

increased and the proportion of children attending Angl ican 

schools has decreased: 

Proport ion of children in each type of schoo 1 C~) 

1900 1938 1962 1967 1980 

Counc i 1 /Coun ty 47.0 69.6 77.6 76.9 78.0 

C of E 40.2 22.1 11.9 11 .8 10.9 

Cathol i c 5.4 7.4 8.4 9.3 9.1 

Other 7.4 0.9 2.1 2.0 2.0 (42) 

The nature of Angl lean and Roman Cathol ic provision can be 

explored further. 

In 1980, 64% of church primary schools were Angl ican and 34% 

Roman Cathol ie. The secondary school figures sholAl that Roman 

Cathol ics have put more resources into their secondary schools 

than the Church of England has: 24% of church secondary 

schools in 1980 were Angl iean and 54% Roman Cathol ie. (43) 

This gap had narrowed marginally by 1985 but the general 

pattern remained. Social Trends 1987 says: 

'Voluntary schools accounted for 23% of school pupils in 

the publ ic sector in England in 1971 and 22~~ in 1985. 

There were 1,027 thousand pupils attending voluntary 

primary schools in 1985, 63~1. in Church of England 

schools, 35% in Roman Cathol ic schools and 2% in schools 
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of other- denominations and r-el igions. In 1985, there IlJer·e 

608 thousand pupils in voluntary secondar-t schools, Roman 

Cathol ic schools accounting for 52/., Chur-ch of England 

s c h 00 1 s for 25/. and 0 the r- den clm ina t i CI n a 1 s c h 00 1 s for 

23/.." (44) 

A careful examination of all the figur-es shows that since the 

early 1960s the proportion of pupils in voluntary schools has 

remained ar·ound 22 to 23;~ but the .3.ctual number· of pupils in 

them has increased: 902,000 in 1969, 915,000 in 1970 and 

1,635,000 in 1985. Dur-ing much of the same period the total 

number of pupils in the county schools was increasing too. 

For over- a centur-y the Chur-ch of England has participated in 

the training of teachers. At the time the 1944 Education Act 

was passed, ther-e wer-e twenty-six Church of England Tr-aining 

Colleges (45) and they wer-e seen as having a cr-ucial 

contribution to make to the tr-aining of teacher-s, many of whom 

would help to give teaching in accordance with the new ser-ies 

of Agr-eed Syllabuses. Now the fr-ee-standing Church of England 

Colleges of Higher- Education are reduced to eight. In 1986 

the College of St. Mar-k and St. John, Plymouth was faced with 

the possibil ity of closur-e but was reprieved. It appears that 

the Church of England is extremely reluctant to allow any of 

its remaining colleges to be closed. 

Other- chur-ches have also been involved in teacher- tr-aining. 

For- example, the Roman Cathol ic Church has seven colleges with 

teacher training courses. The Methodist Church has two 

colleges involved in teacher- tr-aining: Westminster College, 
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Oxford and Southlands College, Wimbledon (now part of the 

Roehampton Institute). Westhill College, Birmingham, an 

inter-denominational free church college, should also be 

mentioned in this context. 

~, 

There have been critirms of church schools from a small but 

vocal minority of people. These criticisms are usually that 

some church schools are discriminatory (socially, academically 

and/or racially) because of their admission pol icies, or that 

they refuse to co-operate with local authorities over fall ing 

rolls. (46) Admission according to parents/ rel igion, often 

the first criterion for admission, obviously means selection 

of a particular Kind. In some multi-racial areas especially, 

this pol icy is alleged to divide the community, as it results 

in there being a church school with mainly white pupils (some 

travell ing from outside the immediate catchment area) and a 

maintained school with mainly /coloured/ pupils. It is 

difficult to ascertain all the facts but the case against 

church schools is quite well documented and some of the facts 

have been carefully obtained and recorded. (47) In July 1986, 

David Jenkins, the Bishop of Durham, said that in his view 

church schools were inappropriate in our plural society and 

ought to be phased out. (48) 

In the summer of 1981, about twenty heads of Church of England 

secondary schools in London and the south-east produced the 

All ington Statement (49), a brief document which urged, among 

other things, a closer relationship with local education 

authority pol icies on admissions and a sharing of the burden 
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of fa.ll ing rolls, a. strengthening of diocesan pDI .... !ers over 

church schools in their dioceses, and a lessening of the 

powers of individual governing bodies. The Diocesan Boards of 

Educ.:'.tion have been hesitant in embracing all the AllingtDn 

recommendations. Somewhat disappointed with the response to 

its recommendations, the 1982 meeting of these heads issued, 

not a further statement, which they felt could easily be 

ignored, but a series of crucial questions which they felt 

needed urgent attention. (50) 

Three other controversial aspects should at least be mentioned 

here. The first is the question whether publ ic funds should 

be used to help establ ish and maintain schools for other 

minority rel igious groups, for example Moslems. In terms 

simply of equal ih' of trea.tment, as there are church and 

Jewish schools which receive publ ic funds, this should be 

extended to Moslems. Those who feel strongly that the 

existence of church schools is socially divisive are likel~1 to 

thinK that extending financial ·::.upport fr'om publ ic fund~. to 

additional rel igious groups could tend to reinforce division 

in society. This matter is raised again in chapter 3. 

The second controversial issue is the matter of what precisely 

are the pol icies and intentions of the Labour Party, some 

leaders of which have at times appeared to favour the ending 

of the dual system (i .e. ending the ·::.tatu·:: of voluntary or 

church schools partly financed from publ ic funds) and the 

~. b 0 1 i ti 0 n 0 fin de pen den t s c h 00 1 S 0 rat 1 e as t the rem CI '..' a 1 (I f 

privileges such as charitable status. On 23 March 1984 The 
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Times Educational Supplement said 'Arguments for the freedom 

of parents to send their children to private schools were 

d ism i s·::.ed on l.,Jednesda}' by r1r. Ne ilK i nnocK ..• He at h.cKed 

private schools for their effect on the maintained sector.' 

He was quoted as having said 'In a democratic exercise of 

freedom there is onl; one real border - the point at which its 

exercise by some individuals starts to impinge on the freedom 

of others', 1:51) 

The third controversial matter is the proposal of the National 

Society (Church of England) in March 1984 that some church 

school governors should give up their places to 

representatives of other faiths and that where a majority of 

children attending a church school are from other faiths, then 

the governing body should surrender its majority control for 

five to seven years. The first possibil ity, where a few 

governing places would be given up, is Known as 'lend-lease 

governorships', and the second possibil ity as 'lend-lease 

schools'. It should be emphasised that the Green Paper which 

made these suggestions (52) was a discussion document and that 

the suggestions were for temporary, small-scale experiments. 

How those involved in church schools understand the concept 

Christiap Education is explored in chapter 3. 

The second part of this chapter explores some of the trends in 

society in the period 1940 - 1987 and their possible effects 

on the curriculum of Engl ish maintained schools. Gordon and 

Lawton, whilst trying 'to detect some important pressures in 

society which have reacted on the curriculum' take care to say 
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that curriculum change is not 'determined by social events: 

there have often been individuals working In a 

cDunter-cycl ical direction IAlho have had a la·::.ting influence 

..•. ' (53) a.nd that the 'connect i on between the prevai 1 i ng 

social and educational ideas ••. and changes which take place 

in the curriculum .•. is a very complex one.' (54) 

Nevertheless, it appears to be true that changes in society 

have to some extent influenced education. Therefore, some of 

these are mentioned below. Though various factors are 

identified they overlap and interrelate. 

The first major feature to be explored is the secularization 

of society and the accompanying revolution particularly in 

theology and rel igious education. An increase in secular 

tendencies was noted in a publ ication by the Department of 

Education and Science in 1971 which reported on a seminar 

organised by the former Secretary of State, Edward Short, and 

held in 1969. It st.3.ted th.~.t ·'1 ife is II mor'e and more 

secular in a negative way,' (55) 

De c 1 i n i n g c h u r c hat ten dan c e i s of ten ,. e gar de d a~· K e;.' e v i de n c e 

for secularization. Alasdair MacIntyre taKes this view: 

'If we looK at what happened between 1900 and about 1950 

in more detail we perhaps get some 1 ight upon the 

continuing causes of secularization. It is worth 

presenting the relevant figures in the form of 

percentages of the population rather than in numbers of 

members. It is only if one Knows IAlhat proportion of 

those who might practise Christianity actually do that 
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one can form a true conception of the extent of 

secularization. For the Church of England there IS a 

dec] ine between 1900 and 1950 In weekly attendance from 

eleven and a half per cent of the pODulation to three and 

a half per cent.' (56) 

More recent figures are available. In the following example, 

secularization is not mentioned, but the general situation is 

clear: 

-' In the 1970 s- the Br- i t i sh Ch u r c h 1 os t 1 mill i on membe r s , 

closed 1,000 churches and lost 2,500 ministers. It was 

yet another decade of decl ine, when the Churches in 

England a_lone lost 0.68 million members. IAlhile the rate 

of decl ine lessened dur-ing the decade, .~_ll the mainl ine 

denominations continued to decl ine in membership. 

Therefore, any discussion of church growth must taKe 

place in the context of overall church decl ine.' (57) 

HOI.NeVer-, declining chur-ch attendance, whilst an illustr.:t.tion 

of secularization, is not an adequate account of it. Various 

writers have explored the complex nature of the concept. In 

his 1965 paper David Martin showed that the terms 'secular' 

and ~rel igious' are used in various ways and he maintained 

that ~there is no unitary process called "secularization" 

arising in reaction to a set of characteristics labelled 

IIrel igious" ,-' (58) Nevertheless, he accepted that there are 

'certain broad tendencies towards secularization in industrial 

society-I for- example 'that rel igious institutions are 

adversely affected to the extent that an area is dominated by 

heavy industry; that rel igious practice decl ines 

proportionately with the size of an urban concentration; that 
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geographical and ::.ocial mobility erodes sta.ble religious 

commun it i es organ i sed on a terr i tor i a 1 ba=- is. / (59) 

Bryan Wilson defined secularization as /The process whereby 

(explicitly) religious thinKing, practice c..nd institution:: 

lose social significance./ (60) Alasdair MacIntyre described 

some of the effect::. of industrial ization on the IAlorKing cl.3.s::., 

including their tendency not to attend church, but he also 

sought to demonstrate that they did not build up secular 

alternatives to rel igious and moral questions, and to explain 

why: 

/A consistent and ::.ystematic secularism ... depends upon 

the possession of a vocabulary by that group in which 

these questions can be a::.Ked and an::.wered. Hence the 

loss of a frameworK and vocabulary by the Engl ish worKing 

class is it::.elf perhaps the major inhibiting force which 

prevented secular views dominating them .• in::.tead there 

remains a ::.trong vestigal Christianity ..• '. (61). 

Some ideas about secularization are mistaKen. David Lyon 

refer::. to several, for example: 

'that there was a "golden age" of faith, from which 

Western ::.ociety ha::. decl ined; that secularization happen::. 

automatically wherever "modernity" has arrived, without 

help from those who wish to speed it up and without 

regard to others who may try to resist it.' (62) 

John McIntyre, though he is exploring the multi-faith nature 

of British society, takes issue with any assumption that 

Britain has had an exclusively Christian past which has 

recently been eroded: 
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"'1 should 1 iKe briefly to note the error- in assuming 

that British society was singularly monol ithic before we 

had a great influx of immigrants. The values and 

concepts of Christianity which we have said constituted 

the ideological nucleus of western culture have been 

rarely without their critics in the past two hundred 

years. Western culture has scarcely ever enjoyed the 

security of the uni-faith situation; even in its hey-day 

of medieval Christendom, it was constantly under 

challenge from Islam. The situation is therefore not as 

novel as it is claimed to be .... (63) 

Though several writers seek to qual ify claims about 

secularization and not to overstate them, or seeK to give a 

comprehensive rather than simpl istic account of it, they do 

not try to reject the word or deny altogether that there have 

been various tendencies which can loosely but reasonably be 

described as secularization, though it may have been less in 

some sections of society than in others. The fact that the 

t e r m has s om e tim e s bee n m i sun de r s too d, has -::- om e tim e s bee nus e d 

simpl istically and has had to be qual ified in several ways, 

does not render it redundant. In 1965 David Martin said "'The 

IAlord secularization is too clo,=-ely 1 inKed to such di,=-tortions 

to be retained ••. Secularization should be erased from the 

sociological dictionary./ (64) Nevertheless he has found it 

indispensable and uses it frequently in his 1978 booK. 

Looking bacK to his 1965 paper he wrote 'I intended to open a 

debate rather than to banish a word ..• ' (65) and David Lyon 

said'it would be foolish to try to dispense with the term 

altogether.' (66) 
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Sociologists tend to study 'rel igion' in the sense that it 

r-efers to 'the rel igion of the churche-:.', 'official' or-

" con v e n t ion d. 1" r eli g ion. (67) IAI hen use din t his IAI a Y, tor e fer 

to religious institution~. or structures-, it IS· difficult to 

deny that secularization has occurred, that !s decl ine in the 

activities and influence of the churches. It is in this sense 

that O.R. Johnston preferred to speak of a 

'post-ecclesiastical society', rather than a 'post-Christian 

society'. (68) For the purpose of this thesis, the 

s i 9 n i f i can ceo f sec u 1 a r i z a t ion i s· not s· 0 m u chi nth e s ym p t om 

of decl ining church attendance, but in the decreasing church 

control of society, the decreasing influence of Christian 

institutions on vielAls a.nd decisions in public life, the 

tendency to anSIAler' fundamental quest ions IAli thout reference tCI 

rel igious or supernatural categories and the reduced attention 

given to Chr-istianity in school. 

This is not to sa.y that secularization has been total, or that 

simply to describe Britain as a ~secular~ society is adequate 

or correct. Nor is it to deny that the term secularization 

should be regarded as a 'problematic', by which is meant that 

'secularization' is a term that holds various related matters 

together in a rather rudimentary and loose way. (69) Nor IS 

it to deny tha t there are areas of vita 1 j ty in re 1 i 9 ion 

including Christianity or that some of these are trying to 

resist tendencies towards secularization rather than to 

accommodate to them. It is to maintain that the term still 

has some credibil ity and refers to changes which to some 



extent have actually happened. The word is used in the rest 

of this thesis with this context in the background. 

The tendency towards secularization particularly involves a 

changing attitude to Christianity and especially the 

r·ela.tionship of Christianity to mora.l ity, pol dics and 

rel igious education and this will now be explored. To the 

extent that one of the intentions of the Education Act 1944, 

particularly regarding rel igious education~ was to improve the 

moral qual ity of the nation, it was clear within twenty-five 

years of the passing of the Act that this was not being 

achieved. One publ ication expresses this as follows: ~ we 

are faced today, on the one hand with criticism of the way in 

which rel igious instruction in schools is carried out, and on 

the other hand with ev i dence of the dec 1 i ne in mora 1 

standards. These two are inseparably connected.' (70) 

All the same, not all the claimed results 1,~Jere felt to be 

retrograde. In 1962 results were publ ished of 'A survey of 

the Day school and Sunday school relationship'. (71) Some of 

those responding from churches reported adversely on the 

effects of rel igious instruction and school worship as the; 

saw them. The following are examples of such responses: 'It 

causes a decrease in Sunday school attendance', 'It is a 

substitute - it inoculates children against Church worship', 

'It conditions children to think of religion as just a.nother 

subject'. (72) However, some comments on the effects of 

rel igious instruction and school worship were more positive: 
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'The children are more knowledgeable, and therefore need more 

discussion', 'Reverence is greater, and the children worship 

readily', 'The Bible stories are better known'~ 'Bible and 

h ;r'm n K n olAll e d g e !~. inc rea sed'. ( 73) 

Clearly it would be unwise to general ise on the basis of these 

statements, but they confirm that there were assertions that 

the rel igious clauses of the Education Act 1944 were not being 

implemented in d. IAla::.-· tha.t pr·oduced the moral impr'ovements 

desired by many in the 19405. Alongside this were fresh 

assertions that moral ity does not depend on rel igion. (7~) 

The difference between the two realms could be argued 

theologically and philosophically, though with different 

emphases. 

Edward Short wrote ' ... today the idea of a code - providing 

for most people a ground-worK of rules - has well nigh been 

replaced by the individual person using his own reason to 

decide what is 'right' and 'wrong'.' (75) Short also wrote 

'The humanist and the agnostic bel ieves he can 1 ive a 

perfectly good 1 ife without Christian bel ief - and of course 

he is right,' (76) A 1 iberal ising of social norms was 

ref 1 ec ted in changes. in the 1 aw regard i ng hmnosexua.l i ty, 

capital punishment, abortion, divorce, etc. J.W.D. Smith 

(1970) was in no doubt about the impetus for these changes: 

'The tides of secular thought and 1 ife have swept away the 

f am i 1 i a r 1 an dm arK s 0 f m 0 r a 1 s tan dar d san d t r ad i t ion alb eli e f . ' 

(77) Further, it was a matter of observation that qual ities 

such as toleration, Kindness, generosity, honesty and patience 
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were not the monopoly of Christians or rel igious bel ievers, 

and there was a fear that if there is an insistence that 

moral ity depends on rel igion alone, then people who reject 

rel igious. bel iefs might feel they have 1 i ttle or no rea::·on for' 

ac tin g mor a 11 y. 

At the time of the passing of the Education Act 1944 there 

appears to have been a widespread acceptance that democracy 

and Christianity were natural partners, both being regarded as 

accepted British bel ief stance, quite properly reflected in 

much Bri tish 1 ife, including ·::.chool 1 ife. From ·:;'.t 1ea,::.t the 

1960s onwards, the assumption that democracy and Christianity 

are bound up together, each necessarily implying acceptance of 

the other, has been increasingly questioned. Though examples 

could be given of areas I/Jhere rights and freedoms have been 

restricted, it is difficult to make a strong case that 

democratic principles have been seriously eroded. 

Though it is correct to regard these changes as contributing 

to an increasing secularization of society, it must be 

remembered that Britain is not an entirel; secular society. 

Some reasons for this position have already been given. Other 

reasons are the apparently frequent occurrences of 'rel igious 

experiences~ (78), the contemporary interest in astrology and 

the occult, and the strong rel igious consciousness of some 

ethnic minorities. Having said this however, the fact remains 

that the questioning of the appropriateness of providing a 

Christian rel igious and moral education in the maintained 

schools of a plural society, provided the opportunities for a 
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revolution in rel igious education and a generation of new 

m 0 r' ale due a t ion p r' 0 g r amm e s, for- e x am p 1 e .' L i f eli n e.', the 

materials from the Schools Council Project in Moral Education. 

(79) One factor tha.t contributed to the decl ining interest in 

Christianity may well have been the prosperity of the 1950s, 

the .'you.'ve never- had it so good.' era. When material 

prosperity looms large in a generation's aspirations and is 

attainable, a weaKening interest in spiritual matters may be a 

more or less inevitable consequence. 

Anc·ther factor contributing to the decl ining intere:.t in 

Christianity and rel igion/rel igious education in general, is 

sometimes said to be the high status and regard given to 

science. For example, SanKey says 

'Within the western culture the advent of science 

appears to have gradually eroded the Christian view of 

man which for so long sustained it. Man is no longer 

seen as the special creation of God fondly formed from 

the dust of the earth and receiving His 1 ife-giving 

breath, but instead taKes his place at the tail-end of 

the impersonal evolutionary process. He no longer stands 

at the centre of the Universe which was made for his 

benefit and delight, but is situated on a r'ocK:/ pla.net 

which orbits a rather unexceptional star towards the edge 

of mill ions of ga 1 a.;{ i es. The sun and the moon are not 

the 1 ight bearing gifts for day and night and the rainbow 

is the result of diffracted 1 ight and not the :.ign of a 

divine covenant with men. In short these beautiful 

stories which stand at the beginning of the Bible have, 
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for- so 1 a.r-ge d. proport i on of the popul a.t i on, corne to be 

of 1 itt 1 e mor' e val u e than the s t or i e s abou t fa i r i e 5 an d 

Father Christmas which were giuen up with childhood. And 

with that the whole edifice of Christianity has been 

seriously questioned.' (80) 

In theology and rel igious education there was a revolution 

during the 1960s. Edward Short wrote that the upsurge in 

radical theology was 'in its own wa.y, as fundamental as the 

Reformation', (81) That may have been an overstatement, but 

developments in the theological world helped to create a 

cl imate in which orthodox Christian bel iefs were questioned 

more openly than in the war period and in the immediately post 

'/Jar years. 

John Robinson was influenced by earl ier writings, for example 

those of Paul Till ich. His Honest to God publ ished in March 

1963 and reprinted eleven times within two years J undoubtedly 

had wide popular impact in the United Kingdom. The Agreed 

Syllabuses of the 19405 and 1950s tended to assume the 

val idity of the traditional view of the nature of God. The 

search for a Christianity which would be acceptable in the 

'age of reason' involved a questioning of many of the 

traditional Christian views, and became Known as 'radical 

theology', It was given impetus in theological circles by 

theologians such as Bonhoeffer, Bultmann and Till ich, and in 

society in general by Honest to God and the ensuing debate. 

(82) The greater awareness of and sympathy with radical 

theology, had some influence on later Agreed Syllabuses and on 

rel igious education in schools. Some of these developments 
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are described in Teachers and the New Theology by Will iam 

S tr at·V':tXI. (83) 

The findings and theories of notable researchers and writers 

had no less effect on rel igious education. The two Key 

figur'es I,\/ere Ronald Goldman (84) and Harold LouKes (85). 

Their recommendation of a more 'child-centred' and less 'Bible 

centred' rel igious education and their out] ines of rel igiou5 

development of children (stages of conceptual development 

broadly follOl. .... ting the model of Jean Piaget) had a tr'emendous 

effect on religiou,:. education, an effect still felt today. 

The soundness of the research was questioned (86), but 

Goldman's writings (more so than LouKes') became the new 

orthodoxy of the 19605. 

HOI,.ve~.1er, nothing stands still in religious education, and in 

the terminology of the 19705 and 19805, Loukes and Goldman 

would be regarded as 'neo-confessionals'.(87) 8y the late 

19605 the phenomenological approach to rel igious education was 

beginning to emerge, for example in: 

Secular Education and the Logic of Rel igion by Ninian 

Smart, 1968, and 

Rel igiou5 Education in a. Secula.r· Setting by .J.t.LD. Smith, 

1969. 

In Schools Council IAlorKing Paper 36 Religious Education in 

Secondary Schools (1971), there are clear signs of Ninian 

Smart's influence. The phenomenological approach gained in 

popularity during the 1970s but has been criticised and so has 

been clarified and refined. (88) The nature of the 19605 
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r'evolution INas documented in Revolution in Pellgious 

Education: A Commentary publ ished in 1966 (89) and was 

re-assessed by Edl,AJin Cox in Problern~ .. 3.nd Po:=::ibil 'tie::. for' 

Rel igious Educ.~tjon publ ished in 19::::3. (90) 

A different trend to consider is the changing attitude to 

el itism, favouring egal itarian ideals instead, and 

particularly the expansion of comprehensive education. Though 

the Education Act 1944 required #secondarv education for all~ . , 

and a Kind of equal ity in education (for example, the supposed 

#parity of esteem~ of the parts of the tripartite s/stem), the 

Act did not herald a common curriculum for secondary pupils 

across the land. Gordon and Lawton speaK of the confused 

response of the Labour Party to the 1944 Act, notably in 

accepting the tripartite system so passively and for so long. 

(91) Equal i ty of opportuni ty, even though unobtaina.ble In 

entirety (if heredity gives anything that varies from child to 

child), was certainly not as great as it might have been. 

The famous Circular 10/65 (92) heralded much greater 

comprehensil.}isation - Statistical Bulletin 6/84 (93) ShOIAIS 

that by January 1983 83.6% of pupils at maintained secondary 

schools were in comprehensive schools. Social Trends 1988 

puts the figure for England at 85.4% in 1986. (94) Growth In 

comprehensivisation would inevitably mean fewer grammar 

schools and not surprisingly there was opposition. The Head 

of Watford Grammar School wrote in The Essential Grammar 

School, publ i·::.hed in 1956, that he INa'::· afraid 0+ "death by 

drowning in the deep waters of the Comprehensive School'. (95) 
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The BlacK Papers in the 1960s and 1970s (96) were largel; a 

reaction to the push for comprehensivisation. However, doubts 

a.bout the accurac/ of intelligence testing (usua.lly the major 

factor !n selection) were strengthened by research in the 

1950s, especially concerning the extent to which social 

factors influenced results. (97) 

Though Mrs. Thatcher withdrew Circular 10/65 when she was 

Secretary of State for Education, the Conservative Government 

has not implemented a reversal and is unl ike)y to do so, 

though the Assisted Places Scheme, the proposals for City 

Technical Colleges and those to allow parents to opt for 

schools to be taKen out of local authority control are looKed 

upon by some peop 1 e d.S i nd i ca t ions of the 1 im i ted Con-:·erva t i ve 

confidence in comprehensive schools. The increase in the 

number of parents choosing independent schools for their 

children is sometimes alleged to be largely because of 

inadequate provision for the maintained schools under the 

Thatcher Government. 

However, designating more schools as 'comprehensive' has not 

meant a common curriculum - differences between schools 

remain. Even a common core of Key subjects, which pertains 

without legal requirement, does not indicate a common syllabus 

for all pupils, and a common core imposed by legislation, as 

proposed by the Conservatives, would not necessarily achieve 

this, and arguably ought not to do so, on account of the 

var)ling abil dies of pupils. 



All t h eo sam e, I nth e 1 as t t I!J e n t y }' ear s 0 r sot her e has 

probably been more equal ity of opportunity than in the firs~ 

tJJJenty years after the 1944 Act. In one sense, equa.lit~,1 of 

opportunity plainly did not occur while the tripartite system 

predominated. Now, in most comprehensive schools, all pupils 

have access to the same curriculum, at least in their first 

few years there, though some courses are followed only by 

pupils I/Jith particular a.bilities or aptitudes, for· example, 

learning a second foreign language or tuition in a musical 

instrument. Offering pupils options for the last two years of 

compulsory education obviously means that once their choices 

come into effect some pupils. will follOl.-'I course::· different 

from others. Also, the opportunities of bO~/s and girls ha.ve 

become more similar - for example, many girls now take Craft, 

Design and Technology courses. Sometimes, a desire for 

greater equal ity has been regarded as an argument against the 

dual system, in that the church schools are seen by some 

people as preserving privileges for a minority of children. 

(98) 

A further trend to mention is the technological revolution. 

Though there was in the 1940s an awareness of the need for a 

considered response to technological advance (99), this 

awareness became heightened later. The needs of an 

increasingly techn010gical society meant that the 19505 saw 

the beginning of new avenues of technical education. For 

example, the 1956 White Paper on Technical Education (100) led 

to the es.tabl i shment of ten Coll eges of Advanced Technol og~,1. 
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The demise of technical schools is against the general trend, 

though the number of technical schools set up as a result of 

the 1944 Act, was small. The impact of technology has been 

partly on teaching method, for example in the use of schools 

radio and television broadcasts, language laboratories, 

overhead projectors, videos, and computers. There has also 

been an effect on the content of the curriculum, for example 

the changed focus in Craft, Design and Technology courses 

alrea.dy mentioned and in nelAI computer studies courses. 

Another way in which the growth in microelectronics and 

automation has had impl ications for the school curriculum is 

in the need to prepare young people for the increased leisure 

time forced on many of them by unemployment. (101) This need 

to have 'education for leisure' has been one part of the 

impetus for "life sKill~.·' courses. Another part has. been the 

need to prepare pupils for employment in the high technology 

workplace. In such courses the matter of values is clearly 

important, for example regarding views about ambition, 

vocation and the purpose of 1 ife. Where there has been a 

tendency to provide life skills courses IJnly for the 'les'5 

able' pupils, whilst the more able pursue academic courses, 

1 ifeskills courses have run the risk of being regarded as 'not 

really credible'. A continuing problem is the uncertainty 

about what pupils will do post sixteen - take up further 

study, training or employment, or become unemployed. 

Increasing immigration had an effect on the school curriculum. 

In the 1960s, and into the 1970s, immigration into Britain was 
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large compared to that in previous years. Between 1964 and 

1968 the number of Asian Commom'Jealth citizen-=:. who imfTligrated 

into Britain was 142,600. This meant an increase in the 

number of pupils from Hindu, Moslem and SiKh bacKgrounds. In 

addition there were immigrants from the West Indies, who 

f r e que n t 1 y c am e f r' om a C h r i s t i Cc. n b a c K g r 0 u n d • The i n flu e n ceo f 

immigration on rei igious education is discussed by Cox. (102) 

He said teachers -'saw their tasK as explaining to their pupils 

the var i ous r'e 1 i g ions to be found amc1ng them, and promot i ng 

understanding and tolerance. The aim was to help British born 

pupils understand the rel igions both of the indigenous 

population and of each other.' (103) 

The response has matured in at least two respects. Firstly, 

now schools have in them many blacK and coloured pupils who 

were born in Britain, educational talK is rightly less of 

"immigrants' and mor-e of the -'ethnic minorities" and one 

outcome has been that teaching about various world rel igions 

is now often accepted as a basic part of the rel igious 

education of all pupils in every gener'ation, not just as the 

i nit i .3_ 1 res p 0 n set 0 i mm i g r- a t jon • Sec 0 n d 1 y, the m 0 r- e p 1 u r- a 1 

nature of our- society (multi-cultural, multi-lingual, 

multi-racial, multi-religious) is influencing the broader 

school curriculum. Implications have been particularly felt 

in geography, history and Engl ish. Multi-cultural education 

IS now a widely accepted concept, though it has taKen on a 

more explicitly "anti-racist' nature since the National 

Association for Multiracial Education changed its na~e to the 

National Anti-Racist Movement in Education. 
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The above trends in society have not been arranged in any 

order of priority and each of them could be explored in 

greater depth. Also, there have been other influences upon 

the curriculum which could be explored. For example, one 

could examine the role of the Schools Council and its 

successors the School Curriculum Development Committee and the 

Secondary Examinations Council (104) or of key Reports (for 

example, Crowther Report 1959, Newsom Report 1963, Plowden 

Report 1967, James Report 1972, BullocK Report 1975, CocKcroft 

Report 1982, Swann Report 1985). 

Finally it must be said that one would find it difficult if 

not impossible to demonstrate a direct relationship between 

trends in society and curriculum change. However, this is not 
, 

to say that there is no relationship at all between the two or 

to imply that evidence for the relationship is not at any 

point strong. Clearly trends in society do influence the 

school curriculum, albeit mostly indirectly, though they are 

not the only or necessarily the greatest influence. 
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CHAPTER 2 CHRI STIA>J ED 'JCATI ON AS A PARTI CULAR KIND OF 

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 

The phroa.se Chroi~.tian Education is s.ometime·;:, used to refer- to a 

particular' Kind of r'e1igious education. This par·ticular usa.ge 

predominated in both county and voluntary schools up to and 

including the 1960s. Thus the Newsom Report 1963 said 

'The 1944 Act in its rel igious settlement was based on 

faith that these differences (between the Church of 

England and the Free Churches) could be resolved in such 

a way that they would not interfere with a real Christian 

educa.ticln in county schools .• ' (1) 

The 1944 Act refers in sections 25-30 to re1 igious education, 

r'el igious instr-uction, collective I.JJor-s.hip and r-el igious 

wor-ship (2), but as was mentioned in chapter- 1 it does not say 

that any of these should be Christian. Hansard shows that in 

the debates in parl iament leading up to the Act it was thought 

umJJise to specify "Chr'istian" rel igious education or 

instruction in the Act, although that was what was intended. 

That this was the intention is to some extent confirmed by the 

fact that the Act requires half of the members of the Agreed 

:::/11 abus. conferences to be from the Chur-eh of Engl.:<.nd and 

o the r I' eli 9 i ou s de n om ina t i on·; (F if t h Se h e du 1 e) • 

It is also confir-med by a clear statement made in the House of 

Lords by the Earl of Selborne that 

'it is the intention of the Gover-nment and of the Bill 

that the re1 igious instruction required to be gi'.}E-n shall 
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be Christian instruction, and that the corporate act of 

wor·s.hip ·:.ha.l1 be an a.ct of Chris.tia.n IAlor'ship ....... (3) 

The purpose the government had in mind was the 

strengthening of the moral and spiritual 1 ife of the 

n a. t ion, (4) 

Accordingly, there was a tendency to assume that the rel igious 

instruction and worship would be and should be Christian. The 

way this was interpreted is illustrated by the various Agreed 

Syllabuses publ ished between the 1940s and the 1960s. These 

largely contained bibl ical material. The City and County of 

Bristol Agreed Syllabus 1960 (also adopted in several other 

local education authorities, for example Essex) was one such 

syllabus and was entitled Syllabus of Christian Education. 

Another was the Northamptonshire Agreed Syllabus of Rel igious 

Education (Primary Section, 1968) which was entitled Fullness 

of Life and subtitled 'An exploration into Christian Faith for 

primary schools'. In the Foreword the authors said 'Our aim 

has been to teach our children, as our Lord did, to love God 

and our ne i ghbours ..... ' (5). 

Another reference to the general tendency to regard rel igious 

education in this way, is in the Introduction to one book 

t."h i c h s· tat e s· : 

"The tradition in rel igious education 1.I.)hich IAla.S embc.died 

in the first generation of post-war Agreed Syllabuses but 

drew upon earl ier experience, sought to introduce 

children to the Christian way of 1 ife by introducing them 

to the Bible.' (6) 

statements made in government pUbt ications in the 1960s can 
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':;. om~ t i ITt ~ s h ~ 1 P t (I i 1 lu s t rat ~ I/Jh .:.. t IAI a. =. the p r ~ v·:.. i 1 i n 9 v I e v·; 0 f 

rel igious education at th~ time. For exampl~, th~ Newsom 

R~port 1963 said 

" .• no Chr-istia.n could fc,r' a. mom~nt r'~st cClrdent with an 

~ducation which brought m~n fac~ to fac~ with a 

cr'ucifixion but not IAiith Chri·:;.t. R~l igious in·:;.truction 

in accordance with any local education authority's agreed 

sYl1a.bus i=. instr'uction in the Chr'istian religion.' (7) 

This association of rel igious education with Christian 

Education is discernible in the 1967 Report of the Special 

Committee appointed in 1964 by the Education Department of the 

British Council of Churches to consider th~ state and needs of 

rel igious education in county secondary schools. (8) This 

Report says 'Rel igious education in the particular sense in 

county secondary schools is to be interpreted as Christian. 

It cannot effectively be anything else in our country.; (9) 

Col in Alves recorded the results of a survey commissioned by 

this Commi ttee into rel igious education practice in second.:..ry 

schools. H~ followed this with a chapter 'Th~ N~w Approach 

Required'. Referring to 'major adverse factors In our 

developing situation which demand a r~appraisal of th~ 

traditional m~thods and approach~s of Christian ~ducation', he 

identifi~d them as some of the 'r~asons why RE is fail ing'. 

(10) The t~rms Christian Education and rel igious ~ducati(ln 

app~ar to be used synonymously. 

IAI hen A 1 v ~ s c om est 0 the n ~ tAl a p pro a c h 0 u t 1 i ned, h ~ c omm ~ n d·::. 

beginning religious education with current events and 

experiences rather than with particular past events. He goes 
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on 'In the Christian context this seems to imply beginnj~g, 

for example, with an actual church building or with visible 

objects having rel igious associations: or with Sunday or 

festival day: or with a Bible, a book of worship, a hymn booK: 

or with a service being enacted .. '. (11) The clear 

assump t i on is tha t pup i 1 s corne from a Chr i st i d.n background or 

at least live in a Chr·istia.n milieu. 

The book asserts that 'preparation for church membership is 

the duty of the churches, not the schools' (12) and rejects 

rel igious education that 'smacks of indoctrination and 

pro-:.eLdiza.tion'. (13) Neverthele·::.·::., the book implicitly ,:.ees 

rel igious education as Christian Education. The approach IS 

different but the main aim still seems to be to bring pupils 

to Christian faith. The section introducing the new approach 

ends 'Christian faith becomes real not through amassing and 

mastering any quantity of so-called facts of history, but 

rather through fostering the quest for meaning out of present 

experiences so that through the meeting 1 ife may be quicKened 

and meaning revealed.' (14) Alves still commended syllabuses 

that had an almost entirely Christian content. (15) 

A somewhat different expression of this attitude is Loukes' 

Teenage Rel jgion (1961) where the approach to rel igious 

education is based on the discussion of problems and has four 

stages: raising the problem, analysis of the problem, the 

Christian judgment or interpretation, and appl ication 

especially in the wider sphere of human relations. (16) He 

said this 'might be described as a Christian technique of 
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p~oblem-solving'. (17) What cha~acterises most researchers 

and writers on re1 igious education in the 1960s is that whilst 

they recognised various fail ings in rel igious education in the 

past, they still thought of it as pioducin,;' Christia.n faith, 

albeit through a more sophisticated, enl ightened and somewhat 

more open approach. 

A later book by Alves, which ranged more widely than rel igious 

education, entitled The Christian in Education is relevant. 

(18) Part of it t.o.Jas on r-el igious educa.tion (chapter- :;:). 

Referring to the 1963 Newsom Report Half our Future (19) he 

described its chapter 'Spiritual and Moral Development' as 

displaying a clearly Christian standpoint. (20) Alves added 

'that, at times at least, the Committee thought of themselves 

as Christians writing to Christians, and thought of rel igious 

education as making a direct contribution to Christian 

education. They also thought of Christian education as being 

quite specifically the tasK of the nation's schools.' (21) He 

went on to explore some aspects of the different Kind of 

rel igious education that was emerging, for example through the 

1971 Schools Council Working Paper 36 Rel igious Education in 

Secondary Schools (22), but the bacKground Alves traced in his 

chapter on rel igious education again demonstr-ated the viet"" 

th.3.t most rel igious education up to .3.nd including the 1960s 

regarded rel igious education as a Kind of Christian Education. 

Three aspects indicate the Kind of rel igious education that 

predominated in the 19405. and 1950s a.nd t·vas commended in a 

more sophisticated style in the 1960s: a large amount of Bible 
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study was still envisaged, a Christian response to ma~ters 

facing pupils was assumed to be what the lessons should be 

directed tm"Ja.rds, and the intention lA/a-=:· still tha.t pupil:::. 

should come to adopt a Christian position. The following 

ana.lysis explore:::. the v·:'.l idity of inten,reting Christian 

Education as this particular Kind of rel igious education. 

The term Christian Education in the way it is used in these 

sources appears to involve a particular content (Christianity, 

especially the Bible), a particular viewpoint (a Christian 

view of the world, current issues etc.) and a particular 

intention (the emergence of Christian faith in the pupils). 

It would perhaps be easy to dismiss the view that rel igious 

education should be seen as Christian Education (in terms of 

content, stance and intention), as inappropriate in a 

multifaith society. Various reasons could be given for such a 

dismissal: Firstly, it is unjust, in vie!A/ of the presence in 

schools of many pupils who do not come from Christian 

bacKgrounds. That j.::., it is not fair to assume pupils have a 

Christian bacKground and then promote Christian rel igious 

education, in a school where such an assumption is false. 

Secondl>', it is not educationally justifiable and i-::. liKell to 

be counter-productive. That is, some pupils and parents will 

resent Christian assumptions being made, and a positive 

partnership between school and home is ] iKe]y to be hard to 

maintain. Such resentment can lead to poor motivation and be 

detrimental to pupils' educational progress in terms of 

rel igious education and in other areas. 
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These arguments are strong, but other arguments have to be 

weighed against them. One such argument is that there appears 

to be some continuing desire for rel igious education to have a 

mainly Christian content. Some recent Agreed Syllabuses 

indicate this, though the aim may be different. For example, 

the Gloucestershire Agreed Syllabus 1981 says 

"Al though the cc.n tex t of re 1 i.;, i ou,:· educa t i on I,\) ill var'>' 

from p 1 ace top 1 ace, its con ten t w ill bed r al}m 1 .~. r gel /. 

from the study of Christianity in its man; forms, this 

being the rel igious faith which has most influenced our 

c u 1 t u r' e .. , ( 23) 

Some tAr i t e r s g i ve mu c hemp h a. sis to Br i t d. in" s Ch r' i s· t i d.n 

heritage and see this as a Key reason for wanting Christianity 

to be the main content of rel igious education. Nigel Scotland 

IS one such writer (24) and so are some of the contributors to 

the Order of Christian Unity publ ication Curriculum 

Ch . t· '.1. "';11::,) r I s I an I ~ y. ., ............. Th i s publ i cat i on arose fr'om a conference 

in November 1976 at which various ~targets~ were proposed and 

passed, one of which was 'The conference would wish to see 

secured for the future a specifically Christian content of 

Rel igious Educa.tion in our :::;tate schools". (26) 

Another 1 ine of thinKing that maKes it impossible simply to 

dismiss equating rel igious education with Christian Education 

is the vielAI th·:..t "r'el igion is inescap.3.bl;.' 1 inKed with 

education'. (27) This view asserts first that education can 

not be value free but can only be within a frameworK of values 

and a view of the nature of the world. However, it goes 
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further and asserts that in Britain it is Christian val~es and 

the Christian view of the world that should form the basis of 

e d u cat ion, inc 1 u din 9 r eli 9 i 0 use d u cat ion . The red. son -:. g! !.} e n 

for this further assertion might be that Christianity has for 

centuries been the religion that has influenced and shaped 

Br'itish 1 ife or· that those 1.J..lho maKe thi·:. a.ssertion bel ievi? 

that there are good reasons for preferring Christian values to 

other values or that the Christian view of the world is 

correct. 

It is true that education unavoidably involves views about the 

purpose of 1 ife and what are regarded as worthwhile 

activities. Besides such curriculum matters, the way the 

school is organised can at times indicate the value the 

institution gives to its various individual members. In this 

sense, the question of what values are at the roots of a 

:.chool, is a crucia.l question. If the :.chocd i-:. not to 

endorse Christian values, in its rel igious education and in 

other areas of the school's 1 ife, the question remains as to 

what values will be endorsed. 

However, the situation is not so simple, because a school can 

endorse some general Christian values without accepting the 

IAlhole ra.nge of Chr'istian beliefs. Nevertheless, it i-:. 

possible to explore the degree to which a school seeKs to 

divide its curriculum into religic,us and secula.r -:.phere-:. or to 

see them as parts of a whole, as relating to each other or as 

being a somewhat false distinction. A school which wants to 

avoid maKing a strong distinction between the rel igious and 
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the secular, if it has a Christian foundation or wishes in 

s·ome I/Jay tCI commend Chr·istia.n v.~dues. and principles, Cf!a./ ".Jell 

want to provide a Christian Kind of rel igious education in the 

sense in which that has been outl ined in this chapter. 

The close association of Christianity with education and 

rel igious education is different from the appa.r·ent sepa.ra.tion 

between the secular instruction (s.23) and the rel igious 

instruction (5.25-30) of the Education Act 1944. However, 

this 1 ine of thinKing is as much or more concerned with the 

overall basis of the whole of the curriculum than with 

r eli g i ou s e du cat i cln in par tic u i B.r . 

The arguments against regarding rel igious education as 

Christian Education need to be further examined. The first 

mentioned was a moral argument - that it I~ unfair to give an 

education based on Christian assumptions to pupils whose basic 

assumptions, and whose parents' basic assumptions, are not 

Christian. 

This argument may not be as strong as it sounds. In the first 

place, it must be said that many pupils. and par'ents IAlhilst not 

being committed Christians do not have a committed 

anti-Christian stance either. They might be described as 

agnostic, or as giving tacit acceptance to Christian 

principles and values. If they are agnostic they may be happy 

to accept a Christian rel igious education and see this as 

appropriate while their own uncertainty remains. The other 

parents and pupils mentioned are those who in their practice 
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accept Christian principles and values, though with 1 ittle if 

any personal Christian faith and without active participation 

in the 1 ife and worship of a local church. Their stance rna; 

be held somewhat subconsciously but if pressed their approval 

of Christian principles and values may make them express 

support for Christian rel igious education. 

Pupils who are agnostic or tacitly accept Christian principles 

and values may appreciate the arguments about Britain's 

Christian heritage and be will ing to explore Christianity. 

The parents may be as will ing for their children to make this 

exploration. In this case, so long as there is no pressure to 

conform or to express Christian faith, both parents and pupils 

might well be happy with the content of rel igious education 

being mainly Christianity. 

The second case to consider is the position of parents and 

perhaps pupils who have consciously come to convictions that 

are not Christian. They might be atheists or have a 

commitment to another rel igion. They may well object to the 

content and orientation of rel igious education being mainly 

Christian, however sensitively it is carried out. Their 

argument might be that such rel igious education is not in 

accordance with their wishes, perhaps because they see 

spending most of the rel igious education time on Christianity 

as a waste of time. This demonstrates the need to reconcile 

the desires of minorities and of individuals, with those of 

the majority. 
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In the 1960s there were many surveys about people's vIews on 

rel igion and rel igious education. (28) These tended to 

indicate major'ity suppDrt for retaining religious education. 

The Kind of rel igious education oreferred was usually unclear, 

but as most rel igious education In the 1960s was the Christian 

Kind described in this chapter, it is perhaps reasonable to 

assume that the support was for this style of rel igious 

education. There appear to have been fewer such surveys in 

the 1970s and 1980s. (29) The results publ ished by Souper, 

P.C. and Kay, IAI.K. in 1982 ar'e about school a.ssembl ies in 

Hampshire (30) and one ought not to general ise on the basis of 

findings with such a 1 imited scope. 

HOIAlever if it is st ill true that the major i ty of peop1 e in 

Britain want rel igious education to be Christian Education, 

the position of those who do not want this should be 

safeguarded. The right of parents to withdraw their children 

from rel igious instruction and worship is some safeguard, 

though if it means an embarrassing marKing out of a few pupils 

as different from their peers, that could be damaging for them 

and could be a somewhat high price to expect parents and 

pup i 1 s to pa; .... ·. Al so, it is no ~.afeguard for pup i 1 s 1,.Jho IAloul d 

1 iKe t 0 IAI i t h d r at,,1 from r eli g i 0 u -:. ins t rue t ion 0 r' I.N 0 r s hip 0 r' bot h 

and whose parents will not maKe the request. 

Another safeguard may be the parental choice available if 

different schools provide different Kinds of rel igious 

education. A further possibil ity would be to allow ~arents 

the right to provide teachers to give the Kind of rel igious 
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education they I/Jish in school dur'ing rel i,~ious education time 

(cf the 'released time' arrangements in New Zealand and 

Austral ia, IlJhere ·'specia.l rel 'gious instruction" IS ta.ught by 

visiting eler·g;.-- and other .~.ccredited nominees of r'el j';liou-::. 

groups). Section 25(5) of the 1944 Act is a possible 

safeguard as it gives local education authorities the power, 

in certain conditions, to allow pupils to be withdrawn from 

school during school hours in order to receive rel igious 

instruction elsewhere when arrangements for this have been 

made. If the provision of voluntary aided schools could be 

extended, that could offer additional choice and thus increase 

safeguards further. Some of these measures could be regarded 

by some people as giving institutional suppor-t for a divided 

and fragmented society. On the other hand, one could argue 

that recognising the rights of minorities should be a key 

tenet in a plur-a.l ·:;.ocieh'. 

The proposals of the Swann Report (31) to extend the provision 

of phenomenological rel igious education and to remove the 

right of parents to withdraw their children from rel igious 

education, could be seen as a reduction in the recognition of 

the rights of parents who do not want their children to have 

thi-:. kind of rel igious education. At its best .3. 

phenomenological approach carefully seeKs to clarif;.-- and 

understand the phenomena as understood by the participants but 

it is when categories of neutral ity and objectivity are 

emphasised that some parents object to such an approach being 

enforced on their children, largely because in their view an 

adequate appreciation of a rel igion is not po,;:.sible from the 
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position of a detached observer alone. 

The 1944 Act, by its requirement for local education 

authorities to devise Agreed Syllabuses for rel igious 

instruction, provided for regional variation. It is probably 

the case now that in some areas parents who want rel igious 

education to serve as Christian Education are in a minority. 

(32) The case for regarding rel igious education in maintained 

schools as Christian Education rests partly on the view that 

this is what the majority want. To that extent it is a 

pragmatic argument and always vulnerable to changes in popular 

opinion. 

The second main argument mentioned against seeing rel igious 

education as Christian Education, was that it is not 

educationally Justifiable and more specifically that it is 

detrimental to the educational progress of children who do not 

share the Christian assumptions. The first objection was that 

it is unjust as a matter of principle to have insufficient 

regard for those who do not hold a Christian position. This 

second objection is that there are educational arguments 

against it. 

As with the first objection, it should be recoqnised that some . -

parents and pupils, whilst not being committed Christians, are 

by no means against treating rel igious education as Christian 

Education and in fact may be happy to accept what is general 

custom. In that case, parental support can enhance 

educational progress rather than restrict it. 
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It could be said that the objection is not so much that 

r't-garding rel igious education d.S Christia.n Educa.tion directh' 

1 imits educational progress for some children, but more that 

there is no educational argument to support it. This could 

hinge on whether 'what the majority want' is regarded as 2 

va 1 i d argumen t. I n the vi el,\j of some ph j 1 osopher'::" it IAlOU 1 d 

not be a val id argument, because they thinK educa.tional pol icy 

should be based on what is rationally justifiable rather than 

only on what the majority want. One of the suggestions in 

this chapter has been that since education can not be value 

free, allowing education to be within the frameworK of values 

held by a substantial number of parents, does form a rational 

argument. As Britain is a society where value issues are 

controversial and IAlhere ther'e is not agr'eement on some crucial 

value matters, that is a Justification for having schools 

~Yhich, within limits, uphold a var'iety of value po':.itions. 

One further objection to regarding rel igious education as 

Chri,:.tian Education i,:. that the term religious education has 

been widely accepted as involving something far broader than 

Christian Education, in the sense of the content being mainly 

about Christianity, the frameworK being a Christian view of 

the world and the aim being the fostering of Christian faith. 

This wider view of rel igious education involves partly maKing 

no assumption that the main content should be Christianity. 

The influence of Christianity on Br'itish 1 ife is recognised a'::· 

one val id factor, indicating that there should be some 

teaching about Christianity, but examples of other factors 
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that should be regarded as relevant are, the various rel igions 

practised by many people in our society (for example between 

1.5 and 2 mill ion Moslems), the various rel igion5 that may be 

r- e pre s· e n ted i n 3. p 3. r' tic u 1 a r' a r- e a .: the s c h 00 1 c omIT! u nit y it s e 1f , 

the immediate catchment area and the wider surrounding area), 

the resour-ces. '~_'..Ja.ilable, the expertise of the religious. 

education teachers, and the time available. Multifaith 

r- eli g i (IUS e d u cat i on not on 1 y has con ten t b r:!.:d e r than 

rel igious education that concentrates on Christianity, but it 

makes no assumptions about the truth of a Christian account of 

the world and does not see the development of Christian faith 

as an aim of rel igious education, though it may for some 

pupils be an acceptable outcome. 

Regarding rel igious education as concentrating on Christianity 

may well have had widespread support in the 1940s and 1950s 

when coupled with this was a desire to see the rel igious and 

mor-al 1 ife of Britain rel}ital ised. HOIAI IAlidespread that 

support is now may be doubted. In this case treating rel igious 

education as Christian Education may be seen as appropriate 

for most pupils in a former era, but now not so appropriate 

for most pupils and not desired by as many parents as 

formerly. The more recent concept of rel igious education 

which, for example, seeks to help pupils understand the nature 

of r-el igious bel iefs. and pr-actices thr'ough explor·ing ·3. number 

of rel igions a_nd t-vhich is often called rel igious studies, 

reflects the struggle to secure a r'ationale for rel igiou'::' 

education which is educationally Justifiable for and in 

practice acceptable to the majority of pupils. 



Without denying the influence of Christianity in Britain, 

without exaggerating past Christian allegiance and without 

exaggerating the extent of secularization, it appears to be 

true that in same r"espect":" Britain is nmv ies.·::. Chr·isti;.iJ than 

it once was. That was one of the contentions of chapter one. 

In thi~" situcdion, one of the 1 imit::. i:. the period in .... Jhich 

regarding rel igious education as Christian Education for most 

pupils in the maintained schools can be justified or can have 

acceptance widespread enough to make it viable. There are 

regional variations and fluctuations of opinion within 

regions, and in some areas it might still be acceptable at the 

present time. If tho:.e I,vith re~.pon·:.ibil ity for r·el igious 

e d u c 2, t ion are i n t 0 u c h wit h 1 0 cal 0 pin ion, the y l,Ad 1 1 h a v e s om e 

awareness of whether or not there continues to be substantial 

support for seeing rel igious education as Christian Education. 

Some parents may well support rel igious education that has 
oC1\t. 

mainly Christian content, and evenLthat tends to assume the 

veracity of a Christian view of the world, but they may not 

endorse the fostering of Christian faith or practice as one or 

the key aim. The Durham Report (33) did not use the phrase 

'Christian Education' as referring to rel igious education and 

did not regard the fostering of Christian faith as a 

legitimate aim for rel igious education in the county schools, 

but it did still ar"gue for religious education in count/" 

schools to have a mainly Christian content: 

, the content of the eRE) curriculum in this country 

should consist mainly of the exp'oration of the 
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1 i ter·3.ture and bel iefs of the Christian fai th·'. C::4) 

British society is not monochrome. Modern Brita:n can be 

descr i bed as "a somewha t secu 1 ar soc i e t;l, IAI i th a r'es i due of 

Christian values, with a minority Christian strand which IS 

clear but diminishing, a.nd a.l=·o IAiith other rel igious minority 

groups and activities, and also including those involved in 

the occult and astrology.' In a plural society such as this, 

many people do not IAiant an o~}er·tly Chr·is.tian rel igious 

education and it is then difficult to justify that being the 

Kind of re 1 i g i ous· edu.ca t ion offer'ed to pup i 1 sin coun t/ 

schools. Those who try to preserve an overtly Christian 

r'el igious. education for all pupils, ·3.r·e 1 ikely to find many 

pupils and parents who have no "heart' for it. That may be 

the biggest restraint on retaining Christian rel igious 

education in the maintained schools. Head teachers, local 

authority advisers, Her Majesty's Inspectors and others who 

have some responsibil ity for or interest in what happens, are 

another restraint. They may feel that an overtly Christian 

rel igious education does not help secure the support and 

co-operation of significant numbers of parents. 

The relationship of Christianity to education, including 

rel igious education, must always taKe account of the nature of 

a particular society at a particular time in history. 

Theoretical ideals can provide alternative models or visions 

to aspire to, but proposals. ahvays have to taKe re.~listic 

account of the current situation. In practice, there are 

parts of the country where with regard to county schools there 

is onl! 1 imited support for rel igious education having mainly 
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Christian content, for maKing Christian scppositions and for 

having the fostering of Christian faith as a major aim. If 

Christianity does have impl ications for rel igious education in 

places where people do not want it to be synonymous with 

C h r i .=. t ian r eli g i 0 use d u cat ion, the n d iff ere n tim p 1 i cat ion s 

IAlill ha.ve to be elucidated. (35) 

In voluntary schools with a church or Christian foundation, 

seeing rel igious education as Christian Educa.tion, in the sense 

explained in this chapter, is more justifiable and advisable 

(36) than in schools which have no such foundation. However, 

even in these schools, an education that gives pupils no help 

in understanding the major non-Christian rel igions represented 

in our society, can reasonably be described as a~ inadequate 

preparation for their iife in British societ/ as it nOlAJ i,;: .. 

It I,AJould be possible for a s.chool to ha",Je r'el igious education, 

conceived of in this broader way, in addition to the Christian 

rel igious education which has a more narrow scope and purpose. 

The main conclusion of this chapter is that it is not 

justifiable to understand Christian Education as a particular 

Kind of rel igious education appropriate for all county schools 

in contemporary Britain. The rel igious education needed must 

be wider in scope. The wishes of some pupils and parents must 

be considered. HotAJever, it may s.till be ju·=.tifi.~ble in some 

are d. san d s om e c 0 u n t y s c h 0 [; 1 s, 1..\1 i t h qua 1 i fie a t ion s - not a b 1 :.' 

about providing in addition a broader rel igious education, 

perhaps in parts of the curriculum distinct from the Christian 

religious education. The latter might be called 
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'confessional' rel igious education and the former 

, non - con f e ,=. s ion d. l' r' eli 9 i 0 u .; e d u .: a t i .:0 n but as R 0 s sit e r .0<. .::. s e r t s 

these are somewhat unsatisfactory terms because they are 

'opposite by definition'. (37) He prefers the terms 

, e due a t ion i n f d. it h'- and ' e due a t ion i n r eli g ion .' tI. n d c omm end s 

a dialectical relationship between them. (38) In a school 

I,vi th hvo Kind~. of r'el igious education the question of the 

relationships between the two would be crucial. Those 

in~.Jol~)ed in chur'ch schocsls might feel tha.t 'education in 

faith' is the more important of the hvo t.3.·::.ks. a.nd thi·:. 

question arises in the next chapter. 

For the purposes of this thesis, it needs to be noted that the 

general meaning of the concept Christian Education, as used in 

this context, is a. particular Kind of r'eligic,us education (not 

the broader curriculum or process) and indicates a mainly 

Christian content, a Christian perception, and the fostering 

of Christian faith. 



CHAPTER 3 CHRISTIAN EDUCATION IN r1AINTAINED ::HURCH SCHOOLS 

The Church of England has a dual concern for education. On 

one hand there is a desire to provide through its church 

schools something of particular value for the children in its 

churches - sometimes referred to as its Idomestic' educational 

task. (1) On the other hand it feels concern for the general 

education of the whole community. Angl ican schools mal help 

it serve the whole community, but concern for the whole 

community also includes interest in county schools. 

This attitude has its origins in the time when the two 

functions. I/Jere combined in the educa.tional prot)ision the 

Church of England made before the State began to be 

financially involved. The first government grant for schools 

in England and Wales was in 1833. This was a grant to the 

British and Foreign School Society and the National Society. 

Prior to this, and while State involvement remained minimal, 

the Church of England was able to see its 'domestic' and 

'general' interests in education as one. 

The first grant of state aid for Roman Cathol ic schools was !n 

1847. Traditionally, Roman Cathol ic schools have regarded 

their schools as providing for Cathol ic children, but unl iKe 

Angl icans have not sought provision of or involvement in 

education for the whole community. This stance has been 

1,\1 ide ned s· om e IAI hat, par t 1;.' b /" the est .3. b 1 ish men t 0 f e cum e n i c d. 1 0 r 

"shared.' schools (2) and b)1 cali,::, for Catholic '5chools to 

develop a broader role in the community. For example, an 



.~. r· tic 1 e i n "T ~! e ..,. 3. b 1 e tin 1 983=· B. y:; ;.. t h t? Cat hOI i c=. c h [10 1 

should fulfil an unp~ecedented function in the human 

community. The~e should be a profound ecumenical character to 

its selection of pupils, its curr-icullJ,,;, its ethos and its 

readiness to meet the varying needs of the local community.; 

(3) 

The use of government funds in church schools has increased 

(4) and since 1870 many non-church schools have been 

e-=.tabl ished. I,Jhilst the pr·opor·tion of childr-en .~_ttending 

An g 1 i can s c h 0 cd s d r 0 p p e d f r- om 40. 2~~ i n 1 90 0 t 0 1 0 . 9~~ i n 1 980 , 

the proportion attending county schools rose from 47% to 78% 

in the same period. (5) Though the number of Angl ican schools 

has been reduced (6), the church-state partnership has been 

perpetuated and church school p~ovision continues to be 

substa_ntial. (7) 

However, arguments have been raised against church schools 

from both within and outside the churches. For example, some 

argue that the pupil intake includes a dispropor-tionateli 

large number of more able children and a disproportionately 

small number of pupils with behaviour problems. (8) This 

itself may nCft be intentional but -3_ consequence of entr-y 

pol icies 1_J"Ihich give fir-sot p~iority to children l.J"Ihose pa~ents 

are active members of the particular church whose school it is 

and high priority to children from other Ch~istian 

denominations. (9) 

Another allega.tion ;.:;. that church schools ha.vE" been ufIl,vill ing 
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t 0 c 0 - 0 per' ~d e I,t) i t h 1 0 cal aut h 0 r it; e s Cr ;i f all i n g r 0 1 1 ~.. (1 0 ) 

To an extent there are church secondary schools which admit 

children fr'om church famil ies I,t)ho 1 it)e some di~.h.nce .?"' . .!.:<./ 

rather than non-church famil ies who 1 ive closer to the school. 

(11) One group alleges 'in some areas church schools have 

become white enclaves using rel igion as a means of 

discrimination.' (12) Where church schools have a number of 

West Indian pupils (as they often come from Christian 

fa.mil iE'S.) th;-=. allegation i·:. clearly not entirely true. A 

pol icy which includes some pupils and thus excludes others on 

the grounds of their rel igious background is in a sense 

discriminatory, but not directly on the basis of skin colour 

or racial origin. 

In some church schools it is possible to meet the demands for 

places by those actively involved in the church and the demand 

for places made by others, but where church schools are 

oversubscribed and the pupils admitted are those with the 

stronges.t church linKs, the selection is plainb' on the ba.sis 

of -3. r·eligious criterion. Allega.tions of impr'oper 

discrimination are not necessarily justifiable. 

Discrimination is not necessarily morally wrong, though the 

I,vord ·'discrimination··· is c.ften u~·ed in .:.. pejor.3.ti t)e !.-'Jay. In 

education the word is sometimes used with a meaning that is 

not pejorat i ve .3.t all. 

For example, the thinking behind the General Certificate of 

Secondary Education includes an understanding of 

/differentiated assessment/ and one explanation of this 
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concept says that 'A11 examinations must be designed in such a 

way as to ensure proper discrimination so that candidates 

across the abil ity range are given opportunities to 

demonstrate their Knowledge, abil ities and achievements - that 

is, to show what they Know, understand and can do./ (13) The 

assertion here is that discrimination in this sense is vital 

in the interests of the equitable educational treatment of 

pupils. Another example could arise from the fact that though 

there has been an increase in the integration of handicapped 

children in ordinary schools (since the Education Act 1981), 

some special schools still exist and this could be said to be 

a discrimination between pupils. If the pupils who attend 

special ~chools receive there a more appropriate education 

than is possible in other schools, this discrimination 15 

morally and educationallY Justifiable for that reason. 

These examples show that any allegation of wrongful 

discrimination in the admission pol icies of church schools has 

to be argued for. It might be claimed that since there are 

church schools which exclude some children whose parents would 

1 ike them to be adm itt ed, t his disc rim ina t i on i sun f air 

because it denies to some pupils something desirable and 

arguably better than alternatives, and should be removed by 

the closure of church schools with the more equal treatment 

that would result. However, even if this included closing all 

independent schools, a degree of discrimination would remain 

and could be increased, since some popular county schools are 

already oversubscribed and consequently a number of pupils are 

denied places, so closing church schools would increase this 
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oversubscription in some cases and hence increase the number 

of cases where the desire of parents for places has to be 

denied. 

There may be some scope for enlarging the popular schools, but 

the possibil ity that demand will exceed supply will always 

remain and with it the necessity for discrimination in who is 

admitted and who is not. A further noteworthy consequence of 

closing church schools is that doing so would be at the price 

of denying to some parents the right to have their children 

educated in accordance with their reI igious views and some 

argue that this right should not be sacrificed. 

Selection at least partly on the basis of reI igious bacKground 

may be justified because the church invests in church schools 

partly to provide a particular Kind of education for its 

children and because the Kind of education provided may be 

more appropriate for children whose parents actively support 

in the home what is offered in the school than for children 

who have a non-christian background that might maKe this 

active support significantly more difficult to obtain. 

Against this is the view that a pol icy which secures an actual 

or apparent privilege for some pupils at the expense of others 

IS unjust and to that extent unchristian. On the other hand 

In a democracy one of the rights-valued is, or ought to be, 

for parents (as stated in the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights 1948) /to choose the Kind of education that shall be 

given to their children/. (14) 
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Clearly, there are constraints on what can be chosen. The 

nature of the I/Jorld often limits the choices pDssible, For 

the sake of illustration, suppose parents in London came to 

regard one particular school as 'the best' and all parents in 

London wished to send their children to this 3chool, It would 

be physically impossible for all these children to attend this 

school, but the right to express d. pr·eference Ci.nd the 

obligation to meet it when rea.sonably possibie (15) are 

justified in the present situation because there are various 

views about what is the best Kind of education and this 

continues to be a controversial question. In such a situation 

it is morally wrong to impose only one kind of education when 

it is possible to allow more than one. Where a variety of 

alternatives is' actua.lly a.vailable, there is genuine respect 

for human rights. 

However, parents do not have an absolute right, regardless of 

what it is they want Dr regardless of the views and wishes of 

other interested parties such as the State. While this caveat 

taKes account of the fact that often there are competing 

rights and interests, it should not be taKen as indicating 

that the right can be easily dispensed with or that there I~ 

no genuine right at all. The assertion that parents have some 

rights is based on a particular view of the nature of humanity 

in which fair·l>, high value is placed on family· life and the 

role of parents. This area is further considered in chapter 5. 

(16) 

The Kind of education provided In church schools could be in 
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jeopard; if there were an insistence on open access. O'Keeffe 

found that five under-subscribed Angl ican aided primar; 

schools in her sample /accepted pupils if their parents agreed 

that the acceptance of a place for their child was tacit 

acceptance too of the Christian 1 ife of the school./ (17) If 

there were open access with no understanding that parents 

would generall; support the Kind of education provided in the 

school, the; could work to undermine it. Whilst any 

undertaking giuen by parents when their child is admitted 

could be rescinded, that is no reason why church schools 

should not explain to parents the suppo~t the school hopes 

parents will give and seek to secure such support. 

Important characteristics of church schools are discussed 

later in this chapter (18) and if a substantial number of 

parents were actively to oppose these the health of the school 

could be weaKened. For example, if a number of parents 

campaigned to reduce the place of Christianity in rel igious 

education or to minimise church-school 1 inks, such a campaign 

if it were successful could fundamentally change the Kind of 

education provided in the school. 

The point here is that Christian parents, and others who 

support what church schools offer, have a right to preserve in 

church schools the education they want for their children. 

Only if there is a clear case of children being ajused or 

damaged in the school should this right of parents be 

curtailed. This is because children themselves have certain 

rights, for example to protection from ill-treatment. If 
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parents are allowed the right to have their children educated 

in accordance with their rel igious position, there is almost 

certainly bound to be a variety of Kinds of schools. One can 

only maKe this a basis for an accusation of unacceptable 

discrimination or divisiveness if one is willing to deny the 

right of parents to choose the kind of education to be given 

to their children. Vigilance in preserving this right, for 

Christians and others, could be regarded as a just and 

therefore Christian response. 

MaKing the education in church schools available to children 

of only some parents I~ not a denial of the right of other 

parents to support a different kind of education for their 

children. In defending this right for Christian parents there 

is an impl iclt acKnowledgement that other parents also have 

this right. Any parent who objects to the right of some 

parents to have their children educated in church schools 

whilst seeKing to retain their own right to have their 

children educated as they wish is being inconsistent. 

Sometimes the demand for places in church schools is greater 

than the number of places available. This is particularly 

true at secondary level since the Church of England has 

provided fewer secondary than primary places. (19) That is 

perhaps an argument for increased support for church schools 

from publ ic funds or for non-church schools to give closer 

attention to what parents want, but it can hardly be adequate 

grounds for changing what church schools provide or reducing 

the number of church schools which provide it. 
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Ther·e ha.~}e been attempt~. to obta.in 3.ided statlJ~. for- some 

~10s1ern schools. The deba.te a.bout this is not cr-ucia.l to the 

nature of the education provided in church schools, but IS 

mentioned because it is a related question and there is a 

prima facie case for saying that if there is to be Justice 

then there is no reason why in principle the advantages of 

aided status should be denied to Musl ims whilst being offered 

to others. It is not that Christian parents have the right to 

have their children educated in accordance with their 

r-el igious conviction·s- .:..nd that t10s.lem par·ents do not. It i·s. 

rather a debate about whether in carrying out this task both 

groups are entitled to the financial and other benefits which 

aided status brings. 

Reluctance to give aided status to some Moslem schools may be 

for various reasons. There is a concern that what is offered 

in Moslem schools and what would continue if aided status were 

granted could be better described as 'indoctrination' than as 

education in the way it is often understood in contemporary 

British society with its emphasis for example on developing 

rational autonomy. However in the case of church schools, 

concerns about the nature of the education being provided have 

not prevented the granting of aided status and it seems unfair 

to invoke that now as a reason for refusing aided status to 

t10s 1 em sc h 001 s . 

Another concern is for the welfare of girls in Moslem schools. 

There is a view that the role of women in Islam is more 

restricting on their freedom and opportunities than is thought 
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right by many people in contemporary British society. A 

further concern is that if aided status is granted to Moslem 

schools this perhaps increa.ses the 1 iKel ihood that other 

r eli g i 0 U s. gr· 0 ups 11·.1 ill sub .=. e que n t 1 y r' e que s· t the s. d.!"!'! e ,::.t a t u s for. 

their schools and the whole trend would harmfully deepen 

divisions in society. 

The issues raised so far in this chapter set the bacKground 

for an analysis of the nature of the Christian Education 

understood to be available in the maintained church schools. 

They may not all relate directly to what these church schools 

are providing but, by illustrating that their very existence 

and some of their practices are provocative elements in a 

number of controversial questions, they demonstrate the 

importance of attempting to clarify how those involved in 

these church schools understand the Christian Education they 

are seeKing to offer. 

Proponents of church schools mention various features of the 

education which church schools seeK to provide. These 

features interrelate in the 1 ife of the church ·=.chool and can 

not be separated out, but they can nevertheless be identified 

for the purpose of clarification. To some extent these 

features may be easier to maintain in aided schools than in 

controlled schools. In aided schools the '~overnors. hal . .JE. some 

powers that the governors of controlled schools do not haue. 

For example, the general position is that in aided schools the 

teaching staff, including the Head Teacher, are appointed by 

the governors and rel igious allegiance may be taKen into 
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account, and In controlled schools the teaching staff are 

appointed by the local education authority with the governors 

be i n 9 con su 1 ted bu t no en qui r" y on r eli g i ou s d.ll e g i an c e i s 

permitted. Obviously the precise situation varies from school 

to school and some controlled schools may exhibit these 

features more than some part!"cul~r a,"d d h 1 ... , - e sc 00 s. This could 

only be demonstrated by particular cases. 

One feature often mentioned is ethos. (20) This may be what 

one writer calls 'a Christian atmosphere'. (21) This is 

rather a general notion but some idea of its meaning may be 

ascertained from considering some of the main characteristics 

of church schools. 

Often the worship in the church school is thought to be h:ghly 

important. There IS some evidence (22) that church school 

as";embl ies ·00.r"e more expl icitly Chri·::"tian than tho';e in county 

schools. The government now acknowledges that some of the 

provisions of the 1944 Education Act concerning collective 

worship are not being followed in many schools and therefore 

is proposing modest changes in the law regarding collective 

worship for example to relax the obl igation that it has to be 

at the start of the school day and has to be a single act of 

worship. (23) John Hull's book School Worship: An Obituary 

(24) asserts that there are several reasons why worship in 

county schools is not justifiable. The doubts about the 

justifiabil ity of having worship in schools appear to have led 

to the demise of worship more in county schools than in church 

schools. It may well be that with church schools more parents 
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and pupils expect and accept that there will be worship and 

the concern that they are not giving voluntary assent to it is 

les.s justified thB.n in cClunty ·;:.chools I.JJhich, unl iKe chur,:h 

schools, often make no assumptions in favour of Christianity. 

t: om e tim est h e / sac r am e n 1: a.l 1 i f e / 0 f the s c h 001 i s· men t ion e d as· 

part of the worship in church schools. (25) Sometimes a 

communion service is held on the school premises and sometimes 

in the local church. In church primary schools it is usually 

only the adults who receive the elements, but in church 

secondary schools they are sometimes received by pupils who 

have been confirmed or who are full members of another 

Christian denomination. Even when few or no pupils receive 

the elements, it is. rega.rded as important felr pupils to 

witness this aspect of worship and be involved to some extent. 

It demonstrates an affinity between worship in the church and 

worship in the school. 

Attention is s.ometimes dra ... ,ln to the r'el igious education in the 

church school. One document refer's to / the emphB.s is tha. tis 

g i ve n toR. E. i n vol u n tar y den om ina t ion a. 1 s c h 0 0 1 5". ( 2 .~. ) 

Another mentions /the continuing right to teach Christianity' 

( 27) as i f t hat i s I,\)h a tis i n ten de din the r eli 9 i CIU s· e du cat i on 

in the church school. The National Society Manual for Church 

Schools in a section headed "The school and the local church" 

';ays 

.' The s. c h 00 1 i s not the p 1 ace for n a r r OI..o.J e van gel i sm (t h e 

children can/t escape), but the teachers should be aware 

of their responsibility to share with ther children the 
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truths which they have discovered, and to share their 

bel iefs. This is an immensely tender area and should be 

appr-oa.ched IJJith humility d.nd c.:..r·e./ (2::::) 

The m~d or i t~ .... of syll abuses. for r·e 1 i 9 i ou::· educa t i on ina i ded 

church schools contain on 1>' Christi.:..n mater·ial, often based ,:,n 

the Christian calendar. There is an exception in a recent 

document about rel igious education in Church of England 

voluntary aided primary schools in the Diocese of Chester. 

(29) It maintains a basically Christian framework but inserts 

features of other re1 igions where they can 1 inK fairly 

naturall,v with the Christ.ian r_n_I~,tp_nt. For px-mple ·Ir a I, _ d. ,. i 

section about practical Christianity it is suggested that 

reference mi9ht be made to ZaKat <charitable giving in Islam). 

For the church school the appointment of staff is of 

particular importance. This means appointing what one writer 

calls the ·'right people·'. (30) Burgess is more explicit: ' •• 

in the aided school the managers can - and for the most part 

do - earnestly seeK to appoint men and women of Christian 

con v j c t ion .. ' (;:: 1) The sec omm e n t s s h 0\ ... ' t hat the r· e i s· .;::. om e tim e·=:· 

an awareness that to a very large extent it IS the staff who 

.3.r·e in a pos.ition to influence the life of the school. 

Wjthout Christian staff it might well be difficult for a 

Chr i st i an ethos to be fostered in the s.cho01. Th i s· is not to 

say that Christian teachers always play their part per~ectly 

or to deny that teachers who are not practising Christians 

sometimes maKe a valuable contribution to the 1 ife of a church 

school. It is to assert that Christian teachers may have more 

incl ination and concern tha.n others to support and foster some 



characteristics thought to be important In c~urch schools, for 

example the wo~ship. 

The first of two major characteristics of church schools given 

by Alves, is 'the close presence of an adult community'. (32) 

Hem e an saC h r' i s t i 21. n c omm u nit ~i, sam e t i IT! e sam 0 n as tic 

community, but mostly the Christians in the local church. 

Ideally, ther'e I, . .li 11 be close 1 inKs bebAleen the church and its 

chur'ch school. Clergy may be int)olved in rel igious educ2l.tion, 

including school worship. Pupils and staff may visit the 

church a.s part of their religious education course 2I.nd for 

worship, for example at some Christian festivals or for a 

Leavers' Service. Sometimes the church school premises are 

used for church purposes, for example a Sunday School, when 

the school is not in session and this can add to the awareness 

that the church and its church school belong together. 

There is sometimes in church schools an attempt to allow 

Christian principles and practice to influence every aspect of 

the ·3chool·'~. life including 1,\Jhat is taught In le-::.sons. A 

recent Gloucester diocese document Worship in Church of 

England Primary Schools asserts that worship 'should have 

dir'ect 1 ink:s l,oJith the curriculum and should be central to the 

I.-,rhol eli fe of the schoo!." (33) Burgess th i ni<s tha.t among the 

aspects thought to be important 'Christian parents would 

€I mph as i z e .. the tea chi n g 0 f all sub j €I c t s from the an .;j 1 e 0 f 

C h r i s t i an fa it h and moral i t y .... ( 34 ) He m:.. / be somewhat 

optimistic when he goes on to sal 'Christians inevitably 

approach 0.11 ~.ubjects they teach in the light of their 



person;:..l convictions'. (35) 

A document publ ished by the SouthwarK Diocesan Board of 

Education refers to the 'prophetic element' in the worK of 

church schools. (36) Sometimes the church school should help 

pupils to question some of the values currently advocated by 

some sections of society. This is the same as the second 

major characteristic Alves advocates for the church school 

when he refers to its attempts to maKe its own critique of 

society. He expresses this as follows: 

.' if society is in need of God's redemption~ then the 

Church schools should be hoping to send out young men and 

women who do not conform to society~s standards, but are 

prepared to challenge them - constructively but 

uncompromisingly. The only way to achieve this is by 

creating within and around the Church school a community 

t-\Ihich is ma.rKedly better than society in genera1.' (37) 

Alves overstates his case when he asserts that this is the 

'only way~ to help children learn to challenge society's 

standards. Certainly a church school can attempt to have in 

its community relationships of mutual care, respect and 

tolerance and especially compassion for those who are deprived 

or handicapped, and this experience of relationships may maKe 

a lasting impre~.sion on pupils. Then if they find tha.t some 

rel.:..tionships lacK the·::·e qual itie·; they may recognise this:· and 

seeK improvements. However, the situation is complex and 

there are other ways of learning besides experiencing 

relationships of qual ity. A church school ought not to imply 

that there are no standards in society to which pupils should 
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conform. Rather pupils should be helped to discriminate 

between the varying standards and values they could embrace. 

Careful thinKing about moral questions is vital here and the 

use of case studies for example can help in this p~ocess. 

It is sometimes thought that church schools should be 

particularly interested in maintaining close 1 inKs with 

parents. Cooperation between home and school can be 

beneficial in a child's development in a way that 

confrontation or indifference can not. Also there may be 

theological reasons for having a high regard for parents and 

famil ies. The National Society Manual states 'Increasingly 

the school and home must be seen as a partnership.' (38) In 

Burgess' view since in aided schools the incumbent is often 

chairman of the governors he should seeK opportunities to 

explain to parents 'the benefits of a Christian education in a 

Christian community.' (39) 

Some but not many of those who write about church schools 

mention as important the school's attitude to its pupils. 

Noel Todd asserted that 'there are specifically Christian 

insights into how to deal with children.' (40) He said these 

included the place of sanctions, necessary because of the 

human condition. Bernadette O'Keefe suggests that church 

schools are popular because of their 'good discipl ine'. (41) 

Other characteristics are sometimes attributed to church 

schools. (42) Those already mentioned here serve to 

illustrate much of what is usually thought to be important 
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about church schools. It should not be thought that all of 

the =. e c h a r' a. c t e r' i s tic s a r' e peculiar' to c h u r' c h::. c h 00 1 s , For 

example, many county schools seeK to maintain close 1 inks with 

parents and to regard the educational task as a partners~ip. 

Also the county school may encourage some questioning of the 

va.lues pr'evai 1 irJl~ in society, though they might give differ'ent 

reasons for' doing this. Howel)er, recogni=.ing tha.t some county 

schools seeK to have some of the same features as church 

schools need not and should not mean that church schools 

should deny those features, though this does mean they may not 

have good reason for claiming that those features maKe church 

schools distinctive when compared with county schools. 

Anyone conversant with education in church schools who uses 

the phrase Christian Education with reference to church 

school:., is 1 iKely to ha.l)e ho.d that understanding of Christia.n 

Education moulded by these characteristics, some or all of 

which they will have observed in the church schools within 

their experience. It is difficult to summarise these 

characteristics and to describe briefly the ethos of church 

schools, but they clearlY do involve the school's staff, its 

curriculum especia.l1y the religic1us education and including 

the IAlorsh i p, its 1 inK,::, 1.A.1i th the church a.nd pa.rents, and i t,=. 

attitudes to society. These demonstrate that when the phrase 

Christian Education is used to apply to what is provided in 

church schools it is a very comprehensive concept. 

Since many church schools, especially church secondary 

schools, give fir=.t priority to children of Anglican parents 



and second priority to those of other Christian traditions, 

(43) this influences the school's composition and hence may 

have impl ications for the Kind of Christian Education 

attempted. For example, rel igious education and school 

worship that is more overtly Christian may be thought to be 

more appropriate than would be the case if more non-Christian 

pupils were in these schools. This pol icy could emphasise the 

church's 'domestic' concern for education at the expense of 

its claimed general concern for the education of the wider 

community, though it must be remembered that some church 

schools have a considerable number of non-Christian pupils. 

(44) 

Paul Hirst has been a frequent critic of the Kind of education 

attempted in church schools. (45) He regards education as 

aiming at 'the basic development of children as autonomous 

rational beings'. (46) According to Hirst this is a 

'sophisticated' view of education, whereas a society that 

'seeKs to pass on to the next generation its bel iefs and 

values' (47) has a 'primitive' view of education. He asserts 

that this 'primitive and unacceptable' (48) form of Christian 

Education is what denominational schools have in the past been 

con cerned t.\ti t h .3.n d recommen d-::- them to dis t i ngu i sh be h'Jee n l th e 

two distinct activities of education and catechesis'. (49) 

Hirst's views in this area have been challenged (50) and will 

be analysed in chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 4 CHRISTIAN EDUCATION IN LONGSTANDING INDEPENDHH 

SCHOOLS 

It is appropriate to start this chapter in the same way as the 

Durham Report starts its chapter on rel igious education in 

independent schools. (1) It recognises that the proportion of 

pup i 1 sin i n de pen den t s c h 00 1 sis sm 3. 1 1 c om par e d I).) i t h the s e i n 

maintained schools and yet that the term "independent schools" 

-'cover~. d. bell.Jildering va.r·iet}' of educational institutions". 

(2) In view of this wide variety, this chapter does not 

attempt a comprehensive description of the different Kinds of 

independent school but is confined to an attempt to analyse 

the expression Christian Education in so far as it appl ies to 

independent schools. 

Whilst a detailed historical examinatior is not approJriate 

here, the origin of some of the independent schools is 

relevant. Some are associated with ancient cathedrals. Of 

these King's School, Canterbury -'may date from the year 598
1 

(3), King-'s School, Rochester is purported to have been 

founded in 604 and there is evidence that St. Peter1s School, 

YorK was founded in 625. (4) That 1 inKs between Christianity 

and education go back to such early times partly explains why 

there has traditionallY been a key place for Christianity In 

independent schools. Edwards expresses this as follows: 

'Education was at the heart of the Christian mission to 

England. We should expect that St. Augustine would place 

the establ i shment of .~ Church school .:':11ong his. f i r'st 
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priorities and what evidence there is suggests that 

Christian education in Canterbury i~ very nearly as old 

as the Archbishopric', (5) 

The leading publ ic schools were founded later, for example 

Westminster and Winchester in the fourteenth century and Eton 

in the fifteenth century. Thomas Arnold became Headmaster of 

Rugby in 1828 and fostered education that would produce 

'Christians, gentlemen and scholars - in that order'. (6) 

Some of the schools founded in the ninete~nth century and 

influenced by the Arnold tradition were the Woodard schools, 

founded by Nathaniel Woodard (1810-1891), the first of which 

was Lancing College in 1848. In the 1980s the Woodard schools 

have been reviewing their raison d'etre and this work is 

considered below. 

With this long history of Christian involvement in independent 

schools it is no surprise that 'Ecclesiastical dignitaries are 

usually found on the governing bodies of independent schools' 

(7) and that Christian activities continue to be part of the 

1 ife of many independent schools. Dancy states clearly 'The 

traditional instruments of Christian education are three: the 

chapel, scripture teaching and the general influence of the 

community', (8) 

Some aspects of many independent schools are different from 

those of most maintained schools. To begin with there is a 

considerable boarding element, which makes it easier to have 

house prayers, house communions and evening prayers. Boarding 

staff can be in loco parentis to a degree hardly possible for 
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ma'ntained school staff. Many independent schools have a full 

time chaplain on the staff (9) and many have their own chapel. 

(10) There is a tradition of preparing pupils for 

confirmation and this is scarcely possible or necessary for 

schools in the maintained sector. There is some evidence of 

decline in the number of pupils. being confirmed. (11) Some 

independent schools maKe attendance at regular worship 

compulsory but some are experimenting by maKing attendance 

voluntary at most services. (12) 

The variety of Kinds of independent schools, mentioned at the 

start of this chapter, should of course be remembered. Some 

schools have no boarders and some have only a few. Some have 

no chapel and some have nowhere large enough to taKe the whole 

school, (13) Some have cla.ss B.nd house assembl ies, and In 

some independent schools there are days when no Kind of 

assembly is held. (14) 

In general it may be true that a gr-eater' rel igious ObsH·v.~nce 

is expected in independent schools than in maintained schools. 

In independent schools there is no statutory right of 

withdrawal from rel igious education or rel igious worship, and 

in many the rel igious activities tend to be greater in number 

and more integral to the 1 i fe of the school tha.n is the ca·:;·e 

in most maintained schools. This virtual compulsion and the 

monotony many pupils profess to find in the worship (15) lead 

to some resentment, but there are attempts tc improve qual i t/, 

partly by having a degree of variety, spontaneity and pupil 

partiCipation. 
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Traditionally many independent schools have thought ~I 

themselves as seeKing to create a Christian community. Where 

attendance at Christian worship is mainly voluntary and some 

pup i 1 s· op t ou t, it I/JOU 1 d be i ncorr'ec t to ~·ega.rd the Chr i:: t ian 

community as 'co-extensive with the school'. (16) However, 

that is not the only possible model fo~ a Christian community. 

When a compassionate and caring attitude is demonstrated by 

those who regularly participate In the Christian activities, 

tOI/Jd.rds those who do not, that can be regarded d.S a Ke; .. · 

criterion in the creating of a Christian community, not 

conformi ty b;1 d.ll the school"s members. 

References to a particular ethos seem to be fewer in the 

literature about independent schools than in that a.bout chur'ch 

schools in the maintained sector. This might be because the 

place of chapel and scripture teaching is so fundamental that 

the ethos this creates is obvious and scarcely needs mention. 

However, it is sometimes mentioned. The Carl isle report has a 

section on independent schools (17) and refers to independent 

schools that are 'aiming at a Christian ethos'. (18) Dancy 

uses the word 'atmosphere' and appears to have something at 

least aKin to ethos in mind: 

-' .. religion is. caught; not taught~ the faith of an/ 

particular boy depends less on the ordering of the chapel 

services or the scripture teaching than on the general 

re 1 i g i ous atmosphere of the commun i ty .. Th i s gener'a 1 

atmosphere depends ultimately upon the headmaster and the 

eh ap 1 a in." (19) 
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The Woodard Corporation now maintains twenty-five schools and 

various others are associated with it. (2~) In 1984 and 1985 

the Woodard schools carried out a review of their aims and 

ideals. The paper produced at the end of that process gives 

the following as the intention cf Nathaniel Woodard and of the 

Corporation and its schools: Jthat young people shall be 

taught Christian faith and practice in accordance with the 

tradition of the Church of England as it is contained in the 

Prayer Books.' (21) The same paper says this purpose today 

includes three aims. They are quoted here in full because 

they are comprehensive and further abbreviation could easily 

omit an important ingredient. 

'1. That each pupil shall be Christianly educated within 

the tradition of the Church of England, thereby achieving 

his or her full potential as a child of God, 

understanding the nature and importance of Christian 

faith, sharing in regular Christian worship, prayer and 

sacramental 1 ife and discovering the meaning of Christian 

vocation in the world. 

2. That Woodard Schools shall express a specific 

educational idea, namely the provision of a learning 

community in which different aspects of Knowledge and 

culture are seen as part of a coherent whole. Woodard 

schools are to base their educational programme on the 

Christian view of man and the world and to carry it out 

in a community founded on Christian principles and led by 

the Spirit of God. 

3. That each pupil shall be given the opoortunity to 

develop his or her talents to the full within the context 
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of ali~) ely 5 C h 00 1 c omm u nit y c om b i Ii i n g the be 5 t 0 f 

traditional and contemporar; methods of instruction ard d 

wide range of extra curricular activities.' (22) 

Stated like thi= it i=. clear' that the Chr'istian Education 

enl.)!saged is intended to engender Chr·i,::.tian rel igious practice 

and a Christian view of the world. The Woodard paper regards 

compulsory attendance at some services of worship as 

justifiable 'because the aims of a Woodard school are here 

ma.de explicit.'. (23) It is such conviction'::. that led Basil 

Mitchell to assert that the~e must be an element of nurture in 

a Christian Education. (24) 

There has been a debate about the nature of nurture and 

education. (25) They have often been seen as distinct 

processes but there have recently been attempts to show that 

there is a false dichotomy in the way they are sometimes 

understood. (26) One of the Key aspects is the concept of 

education that one has in mind. This crucially affects the 

question of whether or not nurture is antithetical to 

education. This chapter thus comes to the sa.me point as 

chapter three. (27) Hirst's views about the definite 

difference between education and catechesis apply as much to 

independent schools seeking to provide a Christian Education 

as they do to church schools in the maintained sector. 

Chapter 7 explores some of the points made by Hirst. 

Some comparison is now possible between the nature of 

Christian Education attempted in church schools in the 

maintained sector and that attempted in the independent 



sector. Both sectors seeK a pa 0 ticular ethos and both see the 

head teacher as crucial in establ ishing and maintaining this. 

This does not mean they necessarily seeK an identical ethos. 

Worship and sacramental 1 ife appear to be Key features of many 

independent schools and maintained church schools, though the 

extent of these is probably greater in independent schools 

especially where there are a substantial number of boarders or 

where a chaplain is on the staff or where both a~e the case. 

In the many independent schools where the chaplain teaches 

scripture, there is 1 iKel!, to be a large pl.:\ce for 

Christianity in the syllabus. The same can be said of the 

rel igious. educa.tion syllabus in church schools. (28) As. far 

as staff are concerned independent schools tend to appoint 

people who were themselves educated in independent schools and 

who may therefore be aware of the Christian traditions often 

present and who may be at least sympathetic to them. A 

similar affinity is sought in maintained church schools with 

varying degrees of success. (29) 

The last chapter indicated that there is some desire for 

maintained church schools to explore a Christian view of 

subject content. The Woodard statement already referred to 

shows that sometimes in independent schools there is an 

intention to develop a ~Christian view of man and the world J 

(30) though this is much easier to express as an intention 

than it is. to carry out in practice. This difficulty has al:::.o 

been experienced in many of the new wave of Christian schools 

establ ished in the 1980s and this is conside~ed further in the 
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next chapter. (31) 

Two features of maintained church schools would be much more 

difficult to implement in independent schools an~ therefore 

appear- to receive 1 ittle mE'ntion, One is. the C10-::.2 1 inKs IAlith 

a local Christian church. Where a school has its own chapel 

and probably Sunday services, there may be less need or 

incl in.~.tion for close 1 inKs IAiith a local church. This ma.Y not 

be the case with independent day schools, that is those with 

no boarding pupils or very few. It is not the case with every 

independent school that has boarders. (32) Much depends on 

the effort that is made to develop 1 inKs. 

Another feature that can be difficult for many independent 

schools to implement is close 1 inks with parents. That is not 

to say that no attempts are made to maintain as close 1 inks as 

possible. It is to suggest that at least with boarders close 

1 inks ~"'.Iith par·ents. ar'e in practice often difficult to maintain 

most of the time. 

A gap between what is intended in independent schools and what 

actuallY happens is sometimes admitted. Goodl iffe 

acKnowledged with reference to confirmation services that 

'parents could not easily come over' (33) and remarks that 

'however genuinely sincere the candidates may be, after even 

one or h\lo >'ea.rs the maj or i h' 1..\1 i 11 become 1 apsed 

commun i cants .... ' (34) 

Dan c y r e cog n i s e sag a p IAI i t h reg d. r d tor eli g i (I U::· e due a t ion: .' No 
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such gap between intention and achievement is 1 iKely to ~Q 

greater than that in the matter of rel igious education. But 

the intention is at least ':.omething, 3.nd it I':· present ;::oth in 

the constitution of most public school-=. a.nd In the heart:: of 

most of their headmasters.J (35) From the point of view of 

the intention of the founders it is probably important to keep 

the rna i n i n ten t i on s ~.1 i l} e eve n iff!j 1 fill i n g them i s 

d if f i c u 1 t. Po s sib 1 y man y par e n t s d. n d p IJ P i 1 s d. r' e al. .... are D -;: t his 

and other gaps, but prefer there to be efforts to reduce the 

gaps rather than to abandon the intentions. 

With the generally high emohasis on chapel and scripture it 

may be more or less inevitable that a sizeable proportion of 

pupils acquiesce for the sake of appearances whilst at heart 

remaining cynical or indifferent. One of the early Bloxham 

Project publ ications acknowledged this: "there may develop a 

certain conformity to Christianity, as part of a general 

conformity to school 1 ife, but 1 ittle inner commitment. J (36) 

This is a gap of another kind. If conformity without 

sincerity receives even tacit approval, that could amount to a 

damaging endorsement of hypocrisy, though probably motives are 

rarely if ever perfectly sincere and the relative degrees of 

~mere conformity' and sincerity can never be completely 

accurately quantified. 

There are suggestions that the role of chapel and scripture 

has been more for maintaining social order than for 

encouraging genuine Christian faith. (37) This tendency IS 

not confined to independent schools. In society at large 



the~e is considerable participation in church activities such 

as those related to rites of passage (eg wetcings and 

funerals) and those related to major festivals Ceg Christmas, 

Easter, harvest) and a very plausible account of this can be 

made in terms of conformity to social custom rather than of 

personal Christian faith and allegiance. (38) 
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CHAPTER 5 CHRI STIA(.j EDUCATION IN RECENTLY ESTAE:!..I SHED 

CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS 

This chapter is first a brief description of the ~ecent growth 

of new kinds of Christian Schools in Britain, identifying in 

particular the ways in which those involved in these sc~ccls 

understand the Christian Education they are seeKing to 

provide, and second a critical evaluation of the TaiG features 

of Christian Education as it is understood in this context. 

There have been various developments and groupings in the 

recent growth of the Christian Schools movement, a growth 

which has gained momentum in the 1980s. One organisation 

involved is the Christian Parent-Teacher League (CPTL), 

founded in 1966. It has the following aims: 

"a) to form a, 1 inK be h\Jeen per'::.ons j n teres ted I n the 

Christian doctrine of education and its implementation. 

b) to stimUlate, publ icise and circulate opinion on 

Christian education by magazines and meetings. 

c) to research into and provide information about the 

legal, financial and practical requir'ements reg.3.rdirl';i the 

founding of independent Christian schools. 

d) to form a linK between parent controlled Christian 

day-schools, when establ ished and to provide 

non-controll ing help to the establ ishment of such -::.chools 

conforming to the reformed standards.' (1) 

CPTL publishe~. a regu13.r NelJ,lsletter. The December 1980 is·::.ue 

reported on meetings on Christian Schools in Wales in June 
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1980 to which about 35 p20ple carne and in Perth in September 

1980 to which about 40 people carne and on a conference on 

Christian Schools held at Dra/ton Green in October 198~, 

convened b/ Ian Murray-Watson to which about 40 people came. 

(2) The Winter 1982 issue reported on a Christian Schools 

conference held in March 1982 at Stapleford House Education 

Centre, Nottingham under the auspices of the Association of 

Christian ~eachers and the Summer 1983 issue reported on a 

further Christian Schools conference, again at Stapleford 

House in March 1983. These conferences indicate the inte~est 

there was in Christian Schools in the early 1980s. CP~L 

favours parent controlled Christian schools, rather than 

schools controlled by local churches. One aspect of the worK 

of CPTL has bee~ to give encouragement and advice to Christian 

parents who are educating their children at home or are 

considering doing so. Sometimes, as more 1 ikeminded parents 

have been 1 inKed up, Christian Schools have developed out of 

these home education groups. 

A different development has been the establ ishment of schools 

which use the Accelerated Christian Education materials, 

produced in Amer i c.~.. These are progr-ammed 1 e·3.r·n i ng rna. ter' i a 15. 

Emmanuel Christian School, Fleetwood, establ ished in 1979, was 

the first ;:.choo1 in 8r- ita into use th i s scheme. ACE favour'::, 

schools controlled by local churches. 

There are a number of 'King~s Schools~ which use these 

materials, for example those in Basingstoke, Harpenden 

(formerly at Garston and Hemel Hempstead), Southam~tQn and 
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since 1983 an Annual Christian E~ucation Conference (about 300 

attended the Bristol Confer'encE' in 1'7'87) and h~.ve since 1984 

publ ished the 15.lng"s Educational Supplemr-,t, Under their 

auspices are thE' Association of Christian SchOOls' Heads and 

Chr;stian Schools Advisory Services, both founded in 1984, 

CSAS closed down in July 1987 but hopes to resume its worK. 

CSAS produced and publ ished Indi J.}idual ised Pr·ogr.:..ITrr:e Learning 

materials (IPL) which are based on similar principles to those 

of the ACE materials but have content more appropriate to the 

British situation. Though CPTL was establ ished earl ier than 

the King"s Schools and their associated organisations, these 

latter have been more active. 

Around sixty Christian schools started in the 1980s for 

example Acorn School, Romford, Essex (founded 1980); The 

I<ing's School, l\litney, Oxon (founded 1984); OaK Hill ~:;chool, 

Br·is.tol Cfounded 1984); The River School, t;Jor'cester' (founded 

1985). A fuller 1 ist of these recently e·;tabl ished Christia.n 

schools is in Appendix 2. 

The CPTL Newsletters and The King's Educational Supplements 

indicate that these recently establ ished Christian schools 

have frequently encountered similar problems, for example with 

premises, finance, and HMI visits/reports and DES 

registration. (3) These are not explored here because the 

first concern in this thesis is the analysis of the way the 

concept Christian Education is understood, not the exploration 

of the practical problems encountered. Therefore the 
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following discussion is an exploration of the understanding of 

Christian Education, which those involved appear to have. 

In explanations of why particular Christian schools started, 

two main motivating factors are frequently ~entioned. 

Firstly, there WB_:- (and still is) a conviction that there is a 

biblical injunction upon parents to bring up their children in 

the 'training and instruction of the Lord' (Ephesians 6.4) and 

that Chri-:dian s-chools are needed to fulfil this. The 

education in Christian schools is seen as being done on behalf 

of the Chr-istian par-ents because of the 1_}ieIAI that b;bl ically 

the r-espons-ibility for the upbringing of children, includin,~ 

educa_tion,lies-Y "Jith the par-ents-. It often involve-::- them in 

the school and sometimes activities del iberately taKe place in 

the home during the normal school day. One writer, referring 

to parents of Covenant School StocKport (opened 1981) wrote 

'We see the school as an educational extension of the home'. 

( 4) 

Secondly there was the view that many maintained schools were 

deficient in ways that made them unacceptable to some 

Christian parents. Hence, these Christian schools profess to 

attempt tlj give pupils a different overall -'message-' from that 

communicated through the county schools, that is 'Christian' 

rather than 'humanist' or 'secular', This presumably also 

involves helping pupils to come themselves to the view that 

much of British society including the schools is humanist and 

secular. Sometimes church schools within the maintained 

sector and independent schools with a Christian foundation 
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have also been regarded as deficient. The view has bee~ 

many of these also have surrendered too much to secular 

humanist influences. There are sometimes other motivating 

factors, for example a conviction that education ought not to 

be one of the functions of the State. The following extracts 

illustrate these points (further extracts are quoted In 

Appendix 3), 

The curriculum's 

.I, " appeal will be to those parents who do not want an 

atheistic, ma.terialistic or permissive education for 

thek childr'en .,.1. (5) 

.IThe real question is whether we should allow our 

children to be taught at all in schools where the whole 

system of education ignores and contradicts the Word of 

GDdll·~ (6) 

'If you would not allow blasphemy or obscenity !n your 

home, why is it permissible to send your child to a 

school where such things are common?.I, (7) 

'An educational system needs a clear and powerful view of 

1 de to guide it. The clear and pQI..'Jerful I"Jlel,lJ of 1 ife 

that our ch)il isation gives us is that 1 ife is 

meaningless, nothing is really good or bad, and that 

nobody can erect standards and values that have relevance 

to anyone but himself. Our society is doggedly agnostic; 

and so no God can be allowed to give us a frame of 
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reference to guide social aims and structures '" An 

agreement on a clear standard is simply impossible at 

~resent. Perhaps positive Christian action along a 

new 1 ine wil~ give a lead to those confused and 

demoralized tea.chers =·0 pa.theticall;v jammed i:-! the darK 

tunnel into which humanistic thought has led British 

educa.tion." (8) 

... the gener'al1;{ poor qua.l i ty of educat ion l..<Ji th i n the 

borough •.• was forCing many people to examine what sort 

of schools they would want their children to go to. 

it became clear that God had never put the provision of 

education IAlithin the realm of the st:de"s r'esponsibil ity. 

Responsibil ity in this area rests squarely with the 

parents and then IAli th those to 1 . .<Jhom they feel happy 

delegating this portion of their children's upbringing.' 

.: 9) 

There are two main assertions that emerge from these extracts 

and need to be analysed. The first is that bibl ica.lly the 

r·espon·::.ibility for the upbrirl';iing o·f children; and therefore 

for education, is with parents, and the implication tha.t to 

fulfil this. r·espons.ibilih' home education or' Chr·is.ti·~n s.choo!::· 

are needed. Reference is frequently made to Deuteronomy 6, 

Ephesians 6.4 and to various proverbs, for example Proverbs 

22.6 'Train up a child in the way he should go, and when he :s 

old he 1,\lil1 not depart from it.· .. Perhaps the Key::.ection in 

Deuteronomy 6 (shortly after the giving of the ten 

c omm a n dm e n t s ) i s v e r s e s· 6 and 7: .' And the s e f..\l 0 r d s v.) hie h I 

command you this day shall be upon your heart; and you shall 
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tea.ch them diligently to your childr-en ~ . .. . The empha.·=. i·:: on 

the:.e passa.ges can be ·=.impl istic. c:ther- re1evant bibl 'cal 

material is considered later in this chapter. The second 

assertion is that most maintained schools are now based on 

humanist assumptions, the effects of which are harmful to 

children and can not be tolerated by Christian parents. These 

will be analysed in that order. 

Since Deuteronomy 6 is often quoted in 1 iterature about 

Christian schools, this analysis will start there. As 

bibl ical support is claimed for' the function .3.ttributed to 

parents, one has to explore whether it is sound as an 

interpretation of the biblical material over·al1. HebrevJ 

parents were told to teach their children three things. The 

first was to obey all the commandments (for example those in 

Deuteronomy 5), to keep them and do them (cf.6.1f). The 

·=.econd IAI.~S to 1clve God IjJith all their heart, ·::.oul and might 

(Deuteronomy 6.4). (10) Thirdly, parents were expected to 

tell their' childr'en IAlhat God had done in the past 

(Dt.6.20-25). (11) One could summarise these by saying that 

Hebrew parents were told to give spiritual instruction and 

moral instruction. Some proverbs illustrate these two facets. 

For- e x am p 1 e, i n P r (I v E' r b s· 23. 1 5 - 2 6 the son i .=. t old t 0 ~ con tin u e 

in the fear of the Lord" (,,! .17), to be truthful (I.} .23), a.nd 

not to be greedy (v.20) or drunk (v.21). 

Three further re:.ponsibilities of parents can be distinguised. 

The fir'st is to control a.nd correct their children (i.e. 

discipl ine). This is clear from both the Old and New 
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Testaments. (12) The second is to care for and love their 

chi1dr·en. Thi·::.:::. r·e9a.rded as fund·?!T'ental .:r.nd normal. (1::::) 

The third, an aspect of the second! is to provide for their 

children's needs, for example, food and clothing. (14) 

However, the responsibil ities and authority of parents are not 

total - their· r·ight·;:. and r'esponsibil itie~. ·:t.re 1 imited. ~her'e 

are various reasons for saying this. 

Firstly, bibl ically, the children ar'e God'·:. !;lift, a~. for 

example In Psalm 127.3 'Lo, sons are a heritage from the 

Lord', He created them and gives them and they first belong 

to him. In this sense parents are answerable to God and ought 

not to say or act as if 'our children are ours to do as we 

1 ike I .. \li th'. The responsibi 1 i ty of parents not to provoke 

the i r' c~, i 1 dr' e n i s c 1 ear i nth e N e VJ T est am e n t (1 5 ) .:t. n d m u s t to e 

kept in balance IlJith the responsibility of children themselves 

which is mentioned in the next paragraph. 

The second reason for asserting that parents do not have the 

sole re~.ponsibj1 it/ in their' children's deJ.)elopment j.;:. tha.t 

bibl icall::--, children themselves bea.r some responsibil it/ -for 

their actions. (16) This implies that the onu~· i~. not 

exclusively on the parents. The fifth commandment 'Honour 

your father and your mother··1 pla.inl/ a.ppl ie~. to children 3.S 

well as adults. The New Testament confirms this position, for 

example in Ephesians 6.1-3 and Colossians.3.20. The Old 

Testament sometimes maKes it clear that if a child persists in 

rebell ion he bears the responsibil it," hjm~.€llf and j~. puni·;:~;ed. 

(17) Deuteronomy 21 shows that parents were told to taKe a 



r'ebel1 ious son to the elders - parents i!Jere not al1ol.J,lecl to 

mete out capital punishment themselves. 

A third point to mention is that God is the only absolute 

authority. Parents should not re-shape his decrees. For 

e;<ampl e, if they command the i r ch i 1 dren to steal or 1 i e or 

cease to pray, the ch i 1 dis nClt obl i ged to obey a·::. he is 

responsible to a higher authority. A fourth argument to 

con sid e r ! s t hat -:;. om ere s p 0 n sib i 1 i tie s J tho ugh 9 e n u i n e, a r' e 

shared. To assert that parents have responsibil ities for the 

upbringing of their children, is not to say that they alone 

are responsible. This point will be explored further below. 

A f i f th r·eas·on for not p 1 ac i ng respons i b i 1 i ty for' the 

upbringing and education of children exclusively on parents is 

that in practice few if any parents can actually teach thei~ 

children everything they need to learn. The areas of 

knowledge are now so wide that parents can not hope personally 

to instruct their children in everything. Also some of the 

skills children need to develop may not be ones the parents 

can teach. Only a hermeneutical approach that is naive wOL'd 

all 01.-1) d ire c t t r B. nsf e r, un qua 1 i fie d, of r' om the p 0 sit ! 0 n [I f 

parents 1200 or more years Be to that of British parents in 

the 1980s. Nevertheless~ a general principle may b2 c~ear and 

legi timate, though its appl ication in practice be a ma.tter for' 

debate and variety. 

~his analysis suggests that to say 'Parents alone are 

responsible for the upbringing and education of their 



childr'en/ is not tD tell tr'i? l.AJhole star';,'. It does not take 

note Df all that the Bible teaches. The Bible does give 

parents much direct responsibility for givinf; their chil,jren 

spiritual and IT! Q r ali n s t r u c t ion, but t hat i·::· not t 0::,3. y t h ~. t 

parents also have a direct responsibil ity to teach them 

matter'::. 1 ike math'::" science or' geclI;!r·aph/. HOllJ!?Ver', thi~. does 

not mean that Christian parents need have no interest in what 

happens in the teaching of such SUbjects. Some 

educational ists, for exa.mple Paul Hirst and Richard Peters 

(18) hal}e pointed out tha.t it i'::. not enough to te~.ch isolated 

pieces of information - pupils must be helped to develop a 

coherent picture, to relate the parts to each other within the 

whole picture, to see each item in context. 

Christians should be very interested in this process for at 

least tt.AJO rea.sons. Firstly, -3, bibl ical viel}J of the IA1orld, 

de~ived from its teaching on the sovereignt/ of God, IS that 

the whole universe is God/s: he created it, Keeps it !n being 

and nothing is outside his oversight. (19) This means that 

Christians should not /compartmental ise' as if some areas of 

Knowledge are secure in a world of their own, shielded from 

influence by a Christian or other world view. In principle j 

Chr·i~.tian bel iefs gil.)e .3. 1;,la,' of looking at the I,vor'ld tJJhich i~· 

not entirely the same as that which other bel iefs give. 

Therefore Christian parents should be very interested in the 

picture of Knowledge and the world which their children are 

developing. 

Parents may not be competent to teach the details of chemistry 
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or history or whatever (this is not to sUQQest that Christians 

have different formulae or results in chenistry or different 

dates for events in history) but when it comes to seeing t~e 

meaning and significance of each part In relation to the 

whole, (20) then a Christian view is distinc~ive and Christian 

par'en ts do hal)e some respons i b i 1 i t/ for teach i ng the i r 

children a Christian view of the world. David L/on said 

'T.hp_ scopo of C.hlr··lstl·~.n 1 . ~L h 1 t r <: '" C a 1m:":· on ~Jie 1,1) iO e spec rum OT 

1 ife I::· shrivelled as soon as a r·elatil.}f' ~.utonomy is 

granted to pol itics, economics or technology, Once 

Christians succumb to the view that such spheres should 

operate onl/ according to their own internal criteria, 

they have in fact surrendered to secularity themselves.' 

(21) 

The second reason for saying that Christian parents rightly 

have some interest in what is taught in every area of the 

curriculum, is their desire for themselves and their chilcren 

to love God with all their he.~.r·t, ::.oul J mind a.nd strength 

(Mark 12.30) and to be those who by redemption through Christ 

are having their minds renewed (Ephesians 4.23), In other 

words, a Christian's convictions should not be shed as 

red u n dan t 1,.\1 hen h e 0 r she c om est 0 sci e n ceo r i i t era. t u r e Q ran :l 

other subject. Rather they should remember their Christian 

bel ief·::. and seek to ascertain l.·.Jha.t insights they gil.}e to each 

subject. This task rna; sharpen the responsibil ities of 

parents. It is possible to take account of this, whilst not 

accepting th.:<.t all the r·e~.ponsibil it>' 1 ies I,. .... ith parents or-

tha.t parents'" responsibilities can only be fulfilled through 



Christian schools. 

It is necessary to explore briefly the role attributed to the 

State in the Bible, as this indicates a source of interest and 

re·;:.ponsibi 1 ity to put ~.long·;:.jde th.:d of parents. There ar'e 

two Key New Testament passages (22) and in these four 

functions of the State can b? detected. The first is to 

puni·;:.h the IlJrongdoer (Romans 13.3f). The s.econd is to levy 

taxes (Romans 13.6f). The third is to praise those who do 

right (1 Peter 2.14) and the fourth is to administer justice. 

Acts 16.35-40 and 25.8-11 bring out the State/s responsibil ity 

top rot e c t the inn oc e n t • 

These verses do not refer just to central government. 1 Peter 

2.13f refers to 'every human institution, whether it be the 

emperor as supreme or to governors sent by him'. It is 

legitimate to regard teachers in the maintained schools as one 

branch of the State/s rightful authority, 'in loco civitatis' 

as IAlell as ' in loco parent is". They are i n f~.ct loca.l 

government employees and in some respects agents or 

representatives of the State. They share in the tasK of 

maintaining and upholding law and order; they have a 

le;;:i timate function (in a 1 imited spher'e) of administer'jng 

justice, punishing wrongdoers and praising those who do right. 

They themselves of course are also subject to authority -

though not anyone's puppets. 

Local and central government services exist for or on behalf 

of the people - for their good and not for some other end. 



Employees of both central and local government have sometimes 

rightly been called 'publ ic servants', This means that seeing 

teachers and schools as partly agents of the State is ~ot to 

al ienate them from the people - even financially the teachers 

and schools are provided for by parents via taxes and rates. 

The State's role is not total or exclusive any more than the 

parents' role is. lt is possible for monarchs and other 

national and local leaders to go beyond their powers and this 

is acKnowledged in the Bible. (23) It therefore follows that 

the role of teachers is 1 imited. They are to help children 

acquire knowledge, understanding and sKills, but they ought 

not to use their lessons to inculcate in a morally 

unjustifable manner a particular rel igious or world view, 

though they need not pretend that they do not have views of 

their own or be afraid of explaining them when appropriate or 

imagine that pupils will not develop some world view or other. 

This sensitivity to each child is required partly on account 

of the nature of the child. Children are vulnerable and 

impressionable and should be helped voluntarily to develop 

their own rel igious views, rather than have their options 

closed by the manipulation of teachers or other adults. The 

meaning and relevance of children being in the image of God is 

explored in chapter 8. 

It is also necessary to explore briefly the role of the 

church. In the Old Testament era much teaching was in the 

Hebrew home, sometimes in a room set apart for it. Later it 

was associated with the synagogues and the temple. The aim 
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was to enable people to read the Old Testarent, to understand 

it .:<nd to 1 iue accor-ding to it. t10thers taught dauQhter~. 

about womanhood and domestic skills. Fathers taught their 

children their occupation. The Old Testament illustrates a 

pr-incipie of involvement of both par-ents and rel:9;OU~. leaders 

in the upbringing and teaching of children, but again one 

should beware of maKing inappropriate transfers from the Old 

Testament situation to that of the present da;. 

Some earli Christia.ns- a_llof.JJed their childr'en to ha.' . .!e ·3. secul2-.r 

education. The Christian Church had a particular concern for 

training church members and leaders. The church's interest in 

education for all children increased in the nineteenth century 

and paved the way for greater provision for education to be 

made by the State. 

The point here is that Christian churches have a legitimate 

and continuing role in teaching Christian adults and children 

(see cha.pter 6). The precise involvement of children in the 

earli churches is not clear from the New Testament, but it 

:·eems liKely that they h.:<.d a. place and learned a lot fr'om 

the i r- i n vol vern e n t. S om eat led. s- t 0 f P a u 1 ' s 1 e t t e r s I/J e r- e 

passed round and read in various churches (24) and some parts 

of his letters were addressed particularly to children (25) 50 

it seems highly probable that they were expected to be 

present. In the 1 ight of Jesus-' QI..\ln practice and teachin(~ 

(26) children could hardly be denied a place in each Christian 

community. The point to note in this present context is that 

the church has a legitimate role in the teaching of children. 
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The r·e~.ponsibilitie·=, of Ulristia.n pari?nt~. for' their' childr'i?f! 

are not such as to prohibit a contribution from the local 

church thou:;h a'~ INith thf? State, the church.ls r'cde i·::. 1 i;nited. 

One task for Christian parents is to explore the part the 

church can play and endeavour to balance the church.ls 

contribution with their own contribution. 

In summary, it can be said that the Bible gives parents 

particula.r r'esponsibilities in relation to their children, but 

·::·ome r·espon·:;.ibilit/ i~. also given to the child, the St.:de, and 

the church, though none of these has absolute authority or 

tot.:..l responsibility. It i~. a r'elationship of tr·u·:;t, ~vith a 

healthy ebb and flow of care and concern. If anyone group 

tries to assert total or exclusive rights, they go beyond 

their authority. If teachers say to parents 'Keep out - what 

happens here is not your business', they deny the parents' 

legitimate interest. If parents say 'You will do with my 

child in school or church precisely and only what I sa; you 

may' they begin to claim absolute authority. 

I.JJe have here, nClt a ~.imple line management situ.:dion (God

parents - children) but a more complex situation, an intricate 

web of relationships, in which parents, children, teachers and 

sometimes the church are involved, though the greatest burden 

of re::.ponsibil ity i~. on the parents. Par·t of this proce~.s can 

be examined by exploring the concept of teachers being 'in 

loco p':'.renti·:.·'. It i~. not embodied in any statute. Rd.ther it 

rests on common law, and has been shaped by case law. (27) In 

l.\1 ill i am'::- v E a d y (1 893) Mr. ,J u s tic e C a v e de fin e d a 
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schoolmaster's duty as follows: 'T~e schoolmaste~ is bound to 

take such care of his boys as a careful father would take of 

his boys'. (28) The definition was quoted b! Lord Esher, then 

Master of the Rolls, who added that there could not be a 

better definition of schoolmaster. 8a~rell and Partington say 

that "r·1r·. ,Justice Cave"s statement is s.til1 the most used 

definition of a teacher's duty and IS usually cited in cases 

where teachers are accused of neglect.' (29) 

This century the courts have occasionally ampl ifled and 

strengthened the 1893 definition. For example in Beaumont v 

Surrey County Council 1968 (a case arising from an injury to a 

boy's e!e during morning break) Mr. Justice Geoffrey Lane said 

'The duty of a headmaster towards his pupils is said to be to 

take such care of them as a reasonable, careful and prudent 

father would take of his own children.' (30) 

The concept has been further shaped by one piece of recent 

legislation, the Education Act 1986, through which c~rporal 

punishment is prohibited in maintained schools (since August 

1987). This does not apply to independent schools. Those who 

maintain that reasonable parents at times use appropriate 

corporal punishment and that teachers (being 'in loco 

parentis") ·::.hould have the right to do so too, are likel;.- to 

feel tha.t the extent to liJhich the concept nOl,I] appl ies in 

maintained schools has been eroded. Of course, the view of 

some parents in our society is that reasonable parents never 

use corporal punishment. In an article entitled 'Kingdom 

Education' Peter Davi; wrote ' ... the school will stand by and 
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uphold the parents and in a real sense act "in loco 

parentis".' (31) It appears that in these recently 

esta.bl iS~ied Chr!:.tian schools, appl ication of the pr'inciple 

, . , 
In lOCO par·enti·;:.' usua:l/ includes the po·;:-::.ibil ity of 

corporal punishment. David Pott wrote 'At Trinity School 

(Tameside) three debits for irresponsible behaviour means a 

iIJa 1 i op ••. '. ( 32) 

In anal/sing the concept 'in loco parentis" it is- impor·ta.nt to 

consider whether an; bibl ical material is relevant and to 

explore how the notion of teachers being 'in loco parentis' 

operates in pr·a.ctice. There is no biblical material that 

maKes use of the concept obl igator; or prohibits it (so long 

as nobody claims it involves parents in entirely giving up 

the i r r·espons. i b i 1 it i £os) . HCtI,vel)er, j none sen::·e it is 

consistent with the teaching of the Bible, namely its teaching 

about God's fatherl/ care for his creation (33) and his 

Justice and righteousness. (34) Parents and teachers may well 

feel that this qual ity of f·el.:r.tionship commends itsel·f to 

them. 

In practice the concept has value but can become problematic. 

In commenting about teachers being 'in loco parentis' G. R. 

Bar~ell wrote ' ••• the courts have usually borne in mind that 

wise, prudent and careful parents do not have fort; children.' 

(35) However, some teachers teach several hundred pupils per 

weeK, even five hundred or more and then the 

'parent-substitute' model can begin to looK inadequate. 

However, this is not the only way of looKing at the teacher~s 
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r-ole. The teacher is not only like a par-ent to the children. 

He i ~- a 1 =:-Ci -' a repre~-en ta t i Vi:: clf 1 al,oJ.'. (36) 

l,.Jhil::.t the concept of .'in loco parentis.' i,=- useful, it has-3. 

curious and unsatisfactory side to its namely that rarely jf 

ever in maintained schools do parents have the opportunity to 

decide which teacher(s) shall be in their place. This may 

even be unl ikel~r' in the small ish ChristiB_n schools, and e'-Jen 

there parents can hardly be in a position to supervise 

constantly the internB_l organisation of the school. There is 

presumably some loss of control in any real delegation. 

The alleged influence of humanism on the maintained schools is 

the second assertion to analyse. It is probably true that 

many people in Britain are humanistic in practice, though not 

actual members of the British Humanist Association or the 

National Secular Society. Hence, one can not assess the 

extent or effect of humanism simply by ascertaining the 

membership figures of these organisations, However, four 

recur-r-ing theme~- frequently ar-i=:-e in humanist: i ter-ah!;-e. 

The first is that man is a rational being. One of man.'s 

highest faculties is hi·:: . .:r_bil it; to r·e-3.~-on, his r.:r.tiona.l lh', 

Developing a rational mind IS a key aim of education to many 

humanists., Being r.3.tional i~. held in ver-y high e=:.teem. It is 

thought that man can reason things out, can reason his way to 

truth in every sphere. It follows from this that humanists 

wish to criticise rationally everything and reject whatever 

can not be s~own to be true by man.'s rational orocesses. 
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Because of this humanism tends to reject the supernatural. 

There is no comp 1 e te 1 y adequate emp i r I ca_l ev i dence or jog i ca_l 

argument for the existence of God or 1 ife after death (for 

example) so humanists either assert that pursuing answers to 

such ques-tions is unpr-ofitab 1e, or- -=-uch r-el igiou-=. ass-ertions 

are really only moral assertions (37) or they go as far as to 

say ther-e IS no God, ther-e is no 1 ife after- de-:dh etc. Dne 

woman, in describing how she became a humanist, wrote 'In the 

end reason took over.' (38) 

A second recurr- i ng theme inhuman j st l! ter-a ture j s th.:<_ t mEl_n is 

on his OIAln. Humanism is generally atheistic. Man is at the 

centre of the universe, not God. Man is thought to be and 

have the key to everything. Barbara Smoker, starts her 

leaflet What's This Humanism? by claiming 'This 1 ife, says the 

Humanist, is- a_ll IAle have •• -'. (39) In another leaflet The 

World and you - a Humanist Derspective is the statement 

'Humanists bel ieve in people. They do not look for guidance 

to Sou per nat u r a 1 E·OU r' c e s bu t t CI ou r- human IA1.3.rm t h, i n tell i ge n c e , 

creativity and concern." (40) This mean'::· that in re1 igiou'=' 

education, rel igions may be regarded as fascinating, but from 

a humanist perspective the real ity of any supernatural realm 

is discounted or denied and can not be a rel iable part of 

acceptable answers to ultimate questions. 

A third key theme in humanism is that man is sufficient. Man 

is developing, answering more and more questions, achieving 

more and more improvement. Humanist man rates himself and his 

abil ities very highly. Man can shaDe his own future. A 
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optimistic. Perhaps this is most clearly seen in the 

evolutionary account of man, which says through biological, 

socia.1, a.nd ps/cholaJgical evolution, man is getting better. 

At times the problems seem great - war, crime, violence, 

racism, pollution, Aids, etc. - and there may be occasional 

bouts of pessimism, but by and large humanism Ie opti~istic 

and asserts the sufficiency of man. None 0+ the problems are 

insurmountable - they can all be overcome by man in time. 

A fourth significant theme in humanism is 'openness!. 

Humanists encourage an increasingly open society - open to 

change and to plural ism. This view car be seen In the 

writings of Basil Bernstein, H.J. 8lackham and James Hemming. 

(41) Tra.ditional values a.nd beliefs, tr·a.ditiona.l a.uthority 

structures, are questioned and even discounted. Innovation 

and change are favoured. This has had an effect on education, 

for example, in the stance of the 'neutral chairman! 

encouraged by the Humanities Curriculum Project. (42) 

Education is not seen as an instrument for social isation, 

inducting pupils into the longstanding values and norms of 

British society, but as attempting to ensure that pupils 

become open to the possibil ity of rejecting some traditional 

values. 

T~e process of analysing these humanist themes, iGvolues 

identifying from a Christian perspective positive aspects, 

particularly in relation to education, and also aspects ~~ich 
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may be regarded as regrettable particularly b; Christia~s. 

One positive influence of humansm on education has been the 

general emphasis on rational it; which has mea~t a str2ss on 

the need to have va,l i d re2,son';s fc,r I.Nha tis done ! n educ-3, t ion. 

It is not sufficient to s,:'.y, for' example; -'It j':: the tr:..dition 

in Br'itain i or "It is what 1 • .\Ie 1 iKe doing", bec.3.use tho·::.e a.re 

not val id reasons in themselves. This has sometimes meant 

recognition of the need to give childre~ reasons for decisions 

made that affect them and for behaviour expected of them. 

A second positive influence of humanism is that there has been 

a stress on general moral values, that is ones that ought to 

be accepted by all people, including those INho ha.ve nD t'21 ief 

in the real ity of a supernatural realm. R.S. Peters mentions 

five: commitment to the principle of fairness and 

impartial it:;.', adherence to thE' principle of truth telling, 

acceptance that people shall in general be free to act as the; 

determine, recognition of the interests of others and 

considerinQ that they are as significant for them as one's own 

are for oneself, and respect for persons. (43) Similar values 

are given in the booK Individual Moral ity by James Hemming. 

(44) Peters says these are higher order principles and the; 

are self-evident. That is, one can not provide further 

reasons for accepting them, but if one pursues consistently 

the matter of having reasons for actions, one is always driven 

back to these principles. It may be true that these 

principles are advocated because of a residue of Christian 

influence, but in any case, they seem to be upheld by 

humanists and that ought to be welcomed by Christiars. 
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A third positive influence of humanism has someti~es been 

sup)ort for t~e less able and underprivileged J because of the 

view that every individual matters and deserves respect. This 

perhaps relates to the comprehensive ideal or the principle 

that each pupil should have an equal opportunity to receive an 

education appropriate for them. 

Fourthly, the trend towards openness (in so far as it is 

genuine and not the imposition of a non-Christian view of 

things) has its benefits. Schools which are trying to be 

/open/ are presumably not as closed to parental interest and 

involvement as some schools have been in the past. Also, such 

schools are presumably not closed to the ideas and interests 

of pupils and hopefully are not closed to the changing 

circumstances in society and therefore this might help to 

develop a more relevant curriculum than has sometimes been the 

case. 

From a Christian point of view, there have also been negative 

influences of humanism on education. Firstly, the teacher's 

authority can be undermined, especially when humanism is mixed 

with relativism or existential ism. If pupils are taught to 

question everything, this can go too far, for example if they 

then repeatedly demand reasons for everything that is expected 

of them. Probably the emphasis on rational ity is not intended 

to have this result, but there is a risK that some pupils will 

think it entitles them to hold up any classroom activit; they 

wish by a demand that the teacher Justify his or her request 
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to the satisfaction of the pupils. 

A second negative influence of humanism on education is the 

denia.1 b/ humd.nists of the real it), of the supernatural realm. 

In r'el igiou·::. educ:dion, this mCi.y leal)e rel igions. as· 

fascinating areas of study, but questions of truth are 1 iKely 

to be avoided or at least regarded as very secondary. In 

denying the real it)' of the supernatural realm, hUG~nism denies 

the truth of Christianity in so far as Christianity includes 

among its tenets some that i nt)ol',}e superna.tura.l rea.l it i ES. As 

humanism puts man at the centre of everything, and removes God 

from this position 1 increased acceptance of a humanist 

position is bound to be reqarded by Christians (and some other 

ral igious bel lever':,) as a retrogade tendenc;"", 

ThirdlYl one consequence of the denial of the existence of 

God, is inevitably that the notion of responsibil ity to God is 

redundant. That for Christians is bound to be seen as having 

regrettable implication'::, for mor'a1 educa.tion. Openness is 

relevant here too, because it can easily lead to rel~tivism, a 

den i a 1 0 f the .~ .::. s e r t ion t hat s om e m 0 r' alp l' inc i p 1 e s aT e ... g i v en'" 

and app1y in every g?neratlon. LinKed with this is criticism 

of the notion of punishment being deserved. From the 

acKnQl..,J1edgement of r·e·::.ponsibi 1 i ty comes the val idi ty of 

ansl.-I)er.:..bi 1 i ty and therefore of bl arne and pun i shment. It i·3 

when the notion of answer-abil ity is denied that punishment IS 

held to be inapp(opriate. Instead of punishment deserved, one 

sometimes finds humanist preference for remedial treatment, as 

i f d. lIb a d be h .3. U i 0 uri s D n 1 y ani 1 1 n e :··5 • C • S. L e t.l) i s 1,\1 r· 0 t e 
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about the humanitarian theory of punishment, asserting that In 

fail ing to hold man responsible for his actions <whilst 

instead excusing him because of heredity or upbringing) 

humanism reduced the value of the human person rather than 

defended or enhanced it. (45) 

A fourth criticism of humanism i~- that it often appears too 

optimistic. In believing that man can on his own solve all 

the problems he is faced with, 1 ittle or no account is taKen 

of man's fallenness, which for Christians is always to be 

regarded as a factor 1 imiting both adult and child capacity 

for good. The final chapter of this the-;is explores a little 

further the impl ieations for education of human fallenness. 

Fifthly, man's rational capacities are highly regarded in the 

humanist view of things. From a Christian perspective they 

are elevated too mueh in humanism, because man's fallenness 

means his rational capacities are flawed as are his other 

capacities, and because Knowledge of God is regarded as 

possible but not through rational argument alone, though there 

is an important place for it. 

It is in the 1 ight of this Kind of analysis, that some 

Christians favour independent Christian schools, partly 

because of a deep unease with what the maintained system 

offers and partly because of a deep conviction that it is an 

impl ication of a bibl ieal imperative giving parents weight;.-

obl igations and responsibil ities t-\iith regard to their 

children's upbringing and overall welfare. 
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Charles Martin is one writer who bel ieves the recent Christian 

schools trend can not be 'more than an interesting experiment 

in Britain .... (46) He als.o critici':.es. it as only a partial and 

inadequate response: 

"First, the logic of their position i,:. that they have 

nothing to say to the system except to denounce it. They 

have no reason to argue for its improvement. They should 

not join in the debates about RE, assembly, discipl ine, 

sex education, comprehensive or selective. If they opt 

out of the system, they opt out of the debate. Secondly, 

they do not solve the nation's problem. If five, ten or 

h\lenty per cent go atA.lO.y from the sy·;tem, they IJJon't make 

the problem of the system go away. They may maKe things 

worse for the system.' (47) 

Martin's point may have been val id in the early 1980s when the 

Christian schools movement was rather introverted and felt 

1 ittle responsibil ity for the condition of the maintained 

schools. More recently there has been a widening interest and 

a new awareness of reasons for seeking improvements in the 

maintained system. 

It was interesting to note that at the Christian Schools 

conference in Bristol in March 1987 were about fifty 

maintained school teachers. Some of these may have been 

seeking opportunities to leave their difficult posts in 

maintained schools for what they perceive as easier positions 

in Christian schools. However, it appears that concern for 

the welfare of the maintained schools is now seen as an 
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important Christian response even by those involved in these 

Christian schools. They see Christian schools as giving 

"'1 ight ... to the lJ.Jorld (demonstrating a val id and l}iable 

alternative model) and Christian teachers in the maintained 

system as providing "'salt/. 

In the Christian schools 1 iterature, both aspects are 

somet imes acKnol/Jl edged. At the 1984 conference one speaKer

(Alan Vincent) spoKe of a "'pincer movement' to combat 

humanism. He "'did not see that Christian schools spelt the 

end of Christian involvement in secular education. Indeed the 

reverse is true.' (48) A new organisation 'Christian in 

Education', formed in January 1986 aims to foster Christian 

involvement in both the maintained sector and in Christian 

schools. Their leaders have experience in both spheres. (49) 

S om e c r i tic i sm s 0 f C h r- i s t ian s c h 001 s h a v e not bee n 

acKnowledged here and ought to be mentioned, even though they 

may strenuously be denied by those who support Christian 

schools. It is sometimes alleged that they are el itist and 

divisive. Some assert that they restrict children too much. 

By educating them in an artificial 'hot-house' environment 

they fail to equip children for 1 ife in the I/Jor-ld. Some 

allege that they are indoctrinatory. Alan StorKey says they 

'could be another failure to positively respond to the 

integrity of the Christian faith in education. Christian 

schools could be a cultural retreat ..... (50) 

One criticism worth mentioning in the context of this thesis 
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is that those involved in Christian schools are unclear about 

the stance and content of courses they provide in their 

schools. This question is not so much about the ethos o~ 

pastoral care in such schools, but more about the curriculum 

provided, and the direction and content of lessons. Some have 

found that it is much easier to start a Christian school than 

to be clear about what is a Christian view of each subject and 

how to communicate it to pupils. This has become evident when 

publ ished materials from a Christian perspective seem not to 

be available and resources usually used in maintained schools 

are used also in the new Christian schools though they nowhere 

profess to clarif}' or communicate a Christian perspective. As 

the new style Christian schools are still in their infancy it 

is to be expected that a number of years are needed to 

consider these matters. 
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CHAPTER 6 CHRISTIAN EDUCATION IN THE CHURCH CONTEXT 

This chapter considers the nature of the Christian Education 

which the mainstream churches provide, mainly through 

activities on church premises. 

Over the last two hundred years most churches in Britain have 

invested a lot of resources in the teaching of children and 

young people. The Sunday Schools Movement has been part of 

this emphasis. Robert RaiKes (1735-1811) formed a Sunday 

School in Gloucester in 1780 mainly for teaching children to 

read and to learn a catechism. He was not the originator of 

Sunday School s (1) though he IJJas the major promoter of Sunday 

Schools in England. 

Some organisations have used the term Christian Education to 

refer at least partly to this Sunday School worK. One example 

is in Experience and Faith - A Christian Education Syllabus 

with Parallel Themes for all-age Groups in the Church. The 

title itself is some indication through its application to the 

Christian Education of children and adults in the churches but 

the Introduction begins with a more expl icit statement: 

~For fifty years the British Lessons Council has been 

responsible for the preparation of outl ines upon which 

many of the Free Churches have based their lessons for 

children~s departments. In that time it has pioneered 

much that has now come to be regarded as commonplace in 

Christian education.~ (2) 
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This book maintains that Christian Education is much more than 

the instruction received. For example, it makes the following 

comments about a further component in Christian Education: 

/It is now generally recognised that participation in the 

worship and fellowship of the Church is a fundamental 

factor in Christian education. When children come to 

know the Church through this kind of experience, they are 

most 1 ikely to grow into a true understanding of the 

bel iefs by which the Church 1 ives./ (3) 

The importance of worship, albeit in different contexts, was 

evident in the earl ier consideration of church schools (4) and 

independent schools. (5) 

The same publ ication explains why it includes in its syllabus 

themes for adult groups: 

"The suggestions IAlhich follolAl should, therefore, complete 

an ·'all-through/ and "parallel" programme of Christian 

education for the whole Church family. Such a programme 

will enable family worship in church or home to be 

centred around themes that all will, in one way or 

another, be considering. It should be helpful to parents 

to be studying, at a deeper level, the same themes as 

their children." (6) 

The role of parents in relation to the various understandings 

of Christian Education has been mentioned before (7) but here 

in the context of the family and the church parents and 

children are involved together in the process of Christian 

Education much more than is possible in most schools. For 

Roman Cathol ics the role of parents and church schools has 
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been particularly emphasised because there has been less 

rel iance on Sunday Schools for the provision of Christian 

Education. 

Part of the church's ministry to young people is evident from 

the numerous Christian youth organisations formed during the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The following 1 ist 

indicates some of these and their date of foundation: National 

Christian Education Council 1803, YMCA 1844, YI,JCA 1855,80;-"5·' 

Brigade 1883, Student Christian Movement 1889, Girls' Brigade 

1893, Crusaders 1906, National Young Life Campaign 1913, Girl 

Crusaders' Union 1915, Campaigners 1922, Universities and 

Colleges Christian Fellowship 1928, Covenantors 1930, Church 

youth Fellowships Association 1931, Methodist Association of 

Youth Clubs 1945, British youth For Christ 1947, Inter-School 

Christian Fellowship 1947, Pathfinders 1953, Cathol ic Youth 

Service Council 1962. These have of course to some extent had 

their varying emphases and have developed their varying 

traditions but in general terms evangel ism and training in 

discipleship have been among the main aims of such 

organisations. Some of these organisations have not worKed 

within a particular church, preferring to be 

inter-denominational or non-denominational, but nevertheless 

they have influenced a considerable number of young people and 

must be regarded as having had a part in the Christian 

Education of young people. 

The wisdom of supporting this concentration on worK with 

children and young people for over two centuries is questioned 
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by some writers (8) mainly on the clear evidence that it has 

not led to an increase in adult participation in church 1 ife. 

One writer who thinKs Sunday Schools have failed wrote 

'Hundreds of thousands' of mainly worKing class children have 

attended Sunday schools but they mostly 'belonged later in 

1 i fe to no church'. (9) 

Hull says 'The age of eight is the high water marK of 

rel igiosity in the 1 ife cycle of many a modern person. 

Scepticism, secularism, rebell ion, boredom, sex and pop songs 

set in very quicKly after that pious age.' (10) The failure 

of most children to turn childhood participation in Sunday 

school into adolescent and adult participation in church 1 ife 

is sometimes attributed to the absence of Christian practice 

in their homes. (11) Recognising what Sunday schools have not 

achieved does not mean denying what they did achieve in terms 

of providing opportunities for learning to read and for moral 

and rel igious instruction that many eighteenth and nineteenth 

century children did not have elsewhere. 

Josl in says 'For the most part of the current century Sunday 

Schools have been in decl ine.' (12) Where previously most 

Sunday schools had a few pupils who went on to become Sunday 

school teachers, apparently many Sunday schools are now so 

small that this does not happen. (13) .Joslin's view is that 

Sunday schools have tended to become introverted, worKing 

mainly with children of those already involved with the 

church. He advocates increased attention to the 

evangelisation and teaching of adults. The document referred 
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to earl ier in this chapter (14) demonstrated that some 

churches have for several years been giving attention to the 

education of adults in the church. One of Josl in/s 

recommendations, on the basis of his experience, is that house 

groups can help fulfil the role of the churches. 

With those who attend church fairly regularly the features of 

the Christian Education they receive there are evident: 

participation in worship (15), a means of instruction (eg the 

sermon), Christian observance in the home and family (16) and 

presumably a varying degree of mutual learning and 

encouragement through a range of informal contacts possible in 

the fe 11 OI.lJsh i P of a 1 oca 1 church commun i ty. The place of 

worship, the influence of a Christian home and the effects of 

personal relationships in the church, perhaps indicate that 

Christian Education in the churches needs to be more than 

instruction about Christianity. For example, there must be an 

effect on the will, a challenge to repentance, commitment and 

service, and a mutual encouragement to continue in faith. The 

intention is not just to inform but to influence the whole 

person. 

Josl in/s concern is partly for those who do not attend 

activities on the church premises. In his view home groups 

(eg for Bible study and discussion) can have several 

advantages. For example, people unaccustomed to attending 

church can join in activities in a neighbour/s home without 

first having to overcome the barriers associated with 

attending a church service with which they are unfamil iar. 
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Also, a sense of belonging and acceptance can be built up in 

fairly small house groups more easily than in church services, 

and comments and questions from everyone present are also 

easier. (17) This approach fits well with Josl in/s view that 

a 1 ife of mature discipleship is more 1 ikely to follol)J if 

there has been considerable /instruction' before 'persuasion': 

'Spiritual problems arise where inadequate instruction has 

been too hastily followed by impatient persuasion.' (18) 

The insights of Josl in may be helpful, but concentration on 

the teaching of adults, through house meetings or by any other 

means, can be no panacea. The churches need to give 

continuing thought to their work with children and young 

people. To neglect this whilst being submerged in adult work 

would not be helpful. In the church context Christian 

Education quite properly embraces both children and adults. 

There should be no emphasis on either at the expense of the 

other. The growth of the 'Family Service' has been one 

attempt to involve famil ies together in worship and learning 

and thereby balance the frequent division of congregations 

into departments selected according to age. (19) 

The effectiveness of Christian Education in the church context 

should not be judged only or even mainly by the numerical 

stength of the congregations. That is to view Christian 

Education in pragmatic or functional terms alone. Sometimes 

the main motive for concentration on worK with children 

appears to have been the future health of the churches. This 

Kind of thinKing is perhaps typified by the title of the booK 
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"Today" s Ch i 1 dren, TomorrO',o.J" s Church". (20) 

There are deficiencies in thinKing that priorities for 

Christian Education in the churches can be ascertained by 

identifying the age gr'oup ''''hich has most potential in terms of 

numbers 1 iKely to be loyal members in forthcoming years. One 

is that it is impossible to tell with any certainty which 

group has the most potential. Another is the false assumption 

that strength will be in one particular age group. Another is 

that it is inconsistent with Christian theology to thinK that 

one group matters more than another. People matter because 

they are human beings (21) not because they can maKe the 

greatest contribution to the church of the future. 

The concept of ~continuing" or ~l ifelong" education,which has 

gained credence in recent years, may point to something 

valuable for the church. There seems to be 1 ittle awareness 

of the relevance of Christian Education for old people, 

presumably because the purpose of Christian Education has 

tended to be to strengthen the church of the future and old 

people are regarded as having 1 ittle to contribute to this. 

With the trend towards earl ier retirement and greater 1 ife 

expectancy, those aged over fifty may be more significant than 

ever before. It is not that here is another group which might 

have exclusive attention, but that a healthy view of Christian 

Education in the church context embraces everyone within it 

regardless of age. This includes recognition that qual ity 

matters as well as quantity and that future usefulness to the 

church is not the most important criterion in assessing 
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quality. 

One aspect of this matter of qual ity is the degree to which 

the Christian Education helps church people to relate their 

faith to their contemporary situation. John Hull makes it 

abundantly clear in his book What Prevents Christian Adults 

from Learning? (22) that features of modernity affect the 

context and role of Christian Education. Whilst his main 

concern in this book is with the Christian Education of adults 

in the churches, the same must be true of the Christian 

Education of children and young people in the churches. 

, He refers to one feature as "objective plural ization". (23) 

Part of this plural ity is the variety of Christian 

denominations that exist. Another aspect of it is the close 

presence of other rel igions. Yet another aspect is the inner 

fragmentation that can arise when one person has several 

different roles. For example, one person may be employee, 

child, parent, churchgoer, sports club member and so on. To 

some extent a range of bel iefs and values are offered within 

and between these situations. John Hull"s strong conviction 

is that Christian Education must be much more than 

transmission. (24) It must explore and clarify the situations 

in which Christians 1 ive. It must help Christians relate 

their faith to the apparently competing bel ief stances and 

world views they meet. If it does not, then it increases the 

1 ikel ihood of the Christian-'s faith being an isolated, 

compartmental ised matter, unrelated to the real world. 

Providing opportunities for understanding the various value 
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options and rel igions avai lable has thus. become essential, 

even if traditionally such opportunities have not been 

included in the activities of some churches. 

One might have thought that Christian Education in the 

churches would be confined exclusively to education in 

Christianity. Perhaps that has been the case in many 

churches. Christians of all ages need something broader than 

this for at least the same reasons as those given in chapter 2 

to support the case that pupils need a rel igious education 

broader than Christianity alone. (25) If Christian Education 

within the churches is to be broad enough to include the 

various value options and rel igions available, this has 

impl ications for the training of ministers, lay preachers, 

Sunday school teachers and youth leaders. It is 1 iKely that 

many of these people themselves need opportunities to explore 

the various value options and rel igions being offered for 

acceptance in contemporary British society. 
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CHAPTER 7 CHRI STIAN EDUCATION UNDER REVI EI,.J 

The previous chapters do not exhaust the variety of ways In 

which the expression Christian Education is used. For 

example, in a review of a book on the Bible (1) Peter Woodward 

says /Too much Christian education consists of tell ing 

children about the Bible in a way which diverts them from 

coming directly to it, as they are able./ (2) The precise 

appl ication of the phrase Christian Education is not made 

clear but since the reviewer commends the book to /everybody 

involved in church education, all Christian educators, and 

most teachers of Rel igious Education/ (3) he presumably has in 

mind for the phrase an appl ication at least that wide. The 

term has also been used to refer to a partnership in Christian 

Education in which both Day and Sunday schools are deemed to 

be participating. (4) The expression can also function as 

shorthand for /education about Christianity/, perhaps 

referring to the exploration of Christianity in a multifaith 

course. 

There may of course be still other usages. However, those 

explored in chapters 2 - 6 are enough to illustrate that 

because the phrase is used in a variety of ways, there can 

only be effective communication when it is used if there is 

vigilance in clarifying the meaning in mind. It is not that 

there is wide agreement on its meaning which can be taKen for 

granted and that the variety of usages is merely in the 

differing contexts where it appl ies. Famil iarity with its 
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currency in one context may tend to obscure the different 

understanding of it which others can have. 

It is true that the varying references to Christian Education 

sometimes employ the same terminology in their descriptions of 

it. For example, several understandings of Christian 

Education refer to the place of worship in Christian Education 

(5) but that does not mean that their understanding of 

Christian Education is altogether the same. One reason for 

asserting this is that their understanding of worship may be 

somewhat different. The charismatic worship of some recently 

establ ished Christian schools can be much more informal and 

spontaneous than the 1 iturgical worship in some churches and 

some independent schools with a Christian foundation. Another 

reason is that some understandings of Christian Education give 

a high priority to an aspect scarcely present in another 

understanding of it. For example, in Christian Education in 

the churches the role of parents is often a crucial and 

integral aspect, but in independent boarding schools it does 

not have such a vital place for many of the pupils. 

It might be argued that the aims of Christian Education in the 

varying contexts are the same and the different contexts 

merely reflect different means to this same end, or that the 

differences in the varying contexts are only a matter of 

degree. There may be some truth in both of these assertions, 

but when the different understandings of Christian Education 

are compared it appears that their understanding of the aims 

of Christian Education is not altogether the same. These 
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differences in aims partly reflect different theological 

emphases. One Christian tradition puts a high priority on 

individual conversion and faith. Other traditions put a high 

priority on sacramental worship or on service to the community 

or on denominational loyalty. This is to be expected when one 

considers that the term Christian Education is used by 

Angl icans, Roman Cathol ics, members of the mainstream Free 

Churches and by recently establ ished independent churches and 

fellowships. Their theology and practice, including their 

understanding of what being a Christian means, varies to some 

extent and is therefore 1 iKely to affect their understanding 

of Christian Education. 

Some earl ier chapters (6) have indicated that the credibil ity 

of the notion of Christian Education has been Questioned, 

notably by Paul Hirst. Whatever the differences or common 

ground between the variety of usages of the phrase Christian 

Education, they are all suspect if the criticism that the 

whole idea of a Christian Education is /a Kind of nonsense/ 

(7) is justified. This being so it is important to understand 

and analyse Paul Hirst/s view of the concept and this chapter 

now concentrates on this tasK. 

In his 1971 article (8) Hirst said that whereas at one time 

subjects 1 iKe maths, engineering and farming were at least 

partly understood by reference to one/s rel igious bel iefs, now 

these have an autonomy, where right and wrong is determined by 

rational principles. Also, he asserts, education has a 

similarly autonomous status. 
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Hirst anticipated that Christians would respond by saying that 

since Christians and humanists disagree on some points, there 

must be a distinctively Christian concept of education, namely 

that a Christian 'will want his children brought up in the 

Christian faith'. (9) This he calls a 'primitive' concept of 

education. He prefers a 'sophisticated' view of education, in 

which it is 'concerned with passing on bel iefs and practices 

according to, and together with, their objective status'. (10) 

In this view there are canons of objectivity and reason 

against which Christian bel iefs must be assessed. 

In response to Hirst's position, several points can be made. 

In his 1965 paper 'Liberal Education and the Nature of 

Knowledge' (11) Hirst 1 isted seven distinct discipl ines or 

forms of knowledge. In his 1973 paper 'The forms of Knowledge 

Re-visited' (12) he said 'It was no part of the thesis even in 

its earl iest foundation that the forms of knowledge are 

totallY independent of each other, sharing no concepts or 

logical rules. That the forms are inter-related has been 

stressed from the start'. (13) Hirst has maintained that the 

forms of knowledge are autonomous or logically distinct (14) -

this means they are in his view distinct from each other. It 

should be noted that rel igion appears in the 1965 1 ist of 

forms (15) and was still there when the article was reprinted 

in 1974 (16), though in a 1973 article (17) he said he did not 

know if it was a form of Knowledge. This original confidence 

and later hesitation suggests that at least at some points 

Hirst's scheme is not altogether firm and clear. 
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Whilst we may well be able to distinguish several forms of 

Knowledge, they are inter-related and have to be, in the 

process of forming a coherent view of the world as a whole. 

Peters has argued (18) that an educated man is not just 

Knowledgeable in his field, but is someone who relates his 

field to others, forming a coherent pattern of 1 ife. From 

this perspective it is legitimate to relate one discipl ine or 

form (eg rel igion) to another (eg education). It might be 

objected that education is not a form of Knowledge but against 

this is the position in Hirst's 1971 article (19) where 

mathematics, engineering, farming and by impl ication education 

are all referred to as 'pursuits'. It is in the tasK of 

relating a religion (eg Christianity) to education that a 

rel igious (or Christian) view of education emerges and does so 

even if education is a pursuit rather than a form of 

Knowledge. It appear-s that Hirst wants one area, namely 

logical rules, to influence all other forms of Knowledge, but 

denies that rel igion should or sensibly could have a similar 

role. 

A comprehensive understanding of many contemporary issues (eg 

Aids, conservation, disarmament, pollution, world popUlation 

growth) is not possible if a particular pursuit or form is 

entirely autonomous. To understand these problems one has to 

draw on various discipl ines and it is sometimes possible to 

bring the concepts and evidence of one discipl ine or form to 

bear on a matter which also comes within the ambit of another 

discipl ine or form and to do so without a nonsensical relating 
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of concepts. 

At two points Hirst seems to oversimpl ify a matter. Firstly, 

he wrongly assumes that the response of Christians will be 

only to want their children brought up in the Christian faith 

whereas Christians often have a far broader interest in 

education than this (20) and by no means always prefer for 

their children an indoctrination that conditions their 

children to respond in a narrow and prescribed way. Secondly, 

he commends objectivity without acknowledging how notoriously 

difficult it is to have complete objectivity, since every 

thinker and reseacher brings much that is subjective to his 

work. 

Christians may well have theological reasons for objecting to 

Hirst/s rejection of the notion of Christian Education. These 

arise because Christian theology is a comprehensive structure 

of doctrines which have impl ications in many areas of 1 ife, 

including education. This can be demonstrated in various 

ways. For example, on one hand there is good theological 

reason to maintain that some genuine knowledge is possible for 

everyone regardless of rel igious bel ief or experience. 

Christian bel iefs about common grace, general revelation, and 

the continuing though spoilt image of God in man, support this 

view. To maintain that some knowledge is possible regardless 

of rel igious bel ief and experience is important for education. 

However, on the other hand the concept of special revelation 

can contribute to education an aspect that is not there if 

education is confined to the rational development of 
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autonomous persons. If one bel ieves that particular 

revelation or illumination is possible that is also 

significant in one's view of education. This possibil ity of 

relating both general and special revelation to education, 

constitutes one reason for asserting that Christian theology 

can be related to education. 

Another' theological point arises from Hirst's high confidence 

in the rational capacities of human beings. He appears to 

give 1 ittle or no place to the Christian notion of human 

fallenness. This concept arose in a different context in an 

earl ier chapter and is relevant again in the next and final 

chapter. (21) Since the Reformation it has been widely 

accepted in Christianity that the fall has affected every area 

of the human person. If bel ief in the fallenness of humanity 

is accepted, there is at least a question about the constant 

rel iabil ity of the rational capacities. Many Christians would 

go further and assert that their understanding of the doctrine 

of the fall definitely rejects the view that reason remains 

unaffected. Hirst's position seems to rely heavily on the 

rel iabil ity of human rational ity. 

One further area of Christian theology that is relevant is the 

bel ief in God's sovereignty and omniscience. This includes a 

bel ief that God has complete Knowledge about the whole 

universe. Paul acKnowledged human dependence on God when at 

Athens he quoted a Greek poet who said 'In him we 1 ive and 

move and have our being'. (22) From Paul's statement that 'In 

him (Christ) all things hold together" (23) it can be inferred 
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that IlJe do not 1 ive in a IIJ0rld conta.ining several "'autonomou:.'· 

discipl ines or forms of thought, but rather in a universe 

which is one entity Kept together by Christ. One consequence 

of slJch a bel ief is that never IlJi 11 a relating of (true) 

Knowledge in one area to (true) Knowledge in another area 

result in a contradiction. If there is an apparent 

con trad i c t ion, the apparen t KnollJl edge is a t some po in t or 

poi n t spa r t i a lor not act u a 1 K n 011J 1 e d g e, 0 r Know 1 e d g e i non e 

area is not correctly understood in relation to Knowledge in 

another area. This bel ief in the unity of the world need not 

lead to a non-sensical relating of concepts such as talKing 

about "'magnetic fields being angry"'. (24) Maintaining that 

aspects of Knowledge can not be contradictory, does not imply 

that all concepts can be related in a direct and meaningful 

way. 

Hirst expanded his views on this topic in a lecture in 1978 

(25) and in it the idea of a Christian concept of education 

was treated with less hostil ity. It is not seen as "'a Kind of 

nonsense' or a 'huge mistaKe' as it was in 1971 (26), though 

it is still reQarded as a 'primitive' and 'inadequate' concept 

of education. 

Hirst calls this 'primitive' concept of education 

'catechesis', and his 'sophisticated' concept of education 

'education in natural reason' (27) and says 'education and 

catechesis, based respectively in reason and faith, are 

properly to be seen as complementary.·' (28) Also he regards 

the outcomes aimed at by 'open-ended rel igious education' and 
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by 'committed rel igious catechesis', as 'perfectly 

compatible'. (29) Further he speaKs of the relationship 

between faith and reason as one in which faith is 'a 

complement to reason'. (30) 

In applying this distinction to church schools Hirst says he 

can "see only one IAiay out for the Church School .•. and that 

is if the activities of education and catechesis are sharply 

separated within the school, being self-consciously and 

del iberatel>' presented to the pupi ls as clearly different in 

character and objectives.' (31) He goes on to say that 

'whereas education will be dominated by a concern for the 

justificatory status of bel iefs by natural reasoning, and 

demand response solely on that basis, catechesis will present 

bel iefs so as to challenge pupils to free response.' (32) As 

Hirst pr·esented this lecture tCI a Roman Cathol ic audience it 

may be no surprise that the treatment of a Christian 

perspec t i ve on educa t ion is somelAlha t more sympa the tic here, 

but his position needs to be analysed carefully. 

In this further analysis the first point to note is that 

Hirst's use of the terms 'primitive' and 'sophisticated' is 

unhelpful because they are not neutral, purely descriptive 

terms. 'Primitive' has in common usage pejorative overtones 

and 'sophisticated' can imply 'superior'. In view of this 

care should be taKen to ensure that these terms do not 

influence judgment more than is warranted. Hirst may not have 

satisfactorily demonstrated that using these terms in this way 

is justified on rational grounds. For example if parents (or 
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a society) were to be convinced that particular bel iefs are 

tr'ue and va 1 uab 1 e and not wan t the i r ch i 1 dren < or the nex t 

generation) to accept these bel iefs, that could well be 

considered to be irrational. If parents are convinced of the 

truth and value of particular beliefs it is reasonable that 

they should want others to accept them. To reduce the risk of 

scoring a point by the somewhat hidden impl ications of the 

terms ~primitive; and ~sophisticated; one could speak of the 

first and second concepts of education which Hirst described. 

Early in this lecture Hirst appears to recognise two concepts 

of education but regarding them both as Kinds of education is 

not maintained. This inconsistency is a further criticism of 

Hirst~s position. He inserts ;Catechesis' for the 'primitive' 

Kind of education, and reference to ;education in natural 

reason; gives way to references simply to ;education~. This 

has the effect of ;cornering the market', trying to monopol ise 

use of the term 'education;, trying to reserve the use of the 

term to mean what he does and to deny its legitimate use in 

other ways. He replaces the first concept of education with 

an alternative term <catechesis) but does not do so with the 

second concept of education. To be consistent and to avoid 

the impression that the first concept of education does not 

warrant being regarded as education, an alternative expression 

should also be coined for the second concept of education. 

Perhaps ;rational training' would be appropriate or ;reduction 

training; since the intention is to reduce everything to 

questions of 'objectivity and reason'. (33) 
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This criticism of Hirst's position can be extended by a closer 

examination of the way he contrasts education and catechesis. 

Insufficient justification is given for this contrast. He 

fails to demonstrate that education can only mean a process In 

which natural reasoning dominates. 'Education in natural 

reason' (34) is a very 1 imi ted and 1 imi ting concept of 

education. It is not clear that areas of the curriculum such 

as art, craft, music, drama, 1 iteratur"e, careers education, 

physical education and rel igious education will be adequately 

conceived if 'On this second view, the character of education 

is in the end determined simply by the canons of objectivity 

and reason appropriate to the different forms of Knowledge and 

understanding that we have.' (35) What qual ifies as Knowledge 

in these areas is one crucial aspect, but there is much more 

to each area than a rational analysis of truth claims. For 

example great worKs of art can not be reduced to statements 

amenable to verification according to particular truth 

criteria, without overlooKing much that is involved in their 

being great worKs of art. Also, there is much more to 

rel igion and rel igious education than the doctrinal aspects or 

truth claims which can be identified and assessed 'by the 

canons of objectivity and reason'. (36) 

Sometimes Hirst has supported a concept of education somewhat 

less narrow than that in this 1978 lecture. For example in 

his article 'Liberal education and the nature of Knowledge' 

(37) he said 'Certainly 1 iberal education as is here being 

understood is only one part of the education a person ought to 

have, for it omits quite deliberately for instance specialist 
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education, physical education and character training.'e3S) 

However, what Hirst describes in this 1978 lecture as 

'education in natural reason' or 'education' seems to be the 

same as the '1 iberal education' he earl ier regarded as a 

1 imited or restricted Kind of education. (39) 

This argument can be taKen further because concentration on 

education in natural reason may not accord with some views of 

the nature and responses of children. In Christian theology, 

though different aspects of human nature can be identified, 

such as body and mind-soul-spirit, these can not be separated 

out but operate in a 'psycho-somatic unity'. In this sense 

the nature of every child is such that they can not respond at 

an exclusively intellectual level. Education which 

concentrates on the development of mind more than or at the 

expense of development in other areas is a biassed Kind of 

education in a way that education concerned with the 

development of the whole child is not. If education 

concentrates too much on mental development, this impl ies that 

emotional or spiritual or physical development is less 

important. 

Also as a matter of practical possibil ity, teachers can not 

ensure that children concern themselves in any tasK only with 

questions of objectivity and reason. They respond as whole 

people. In the case of Christianity no teacher can guarantee 

that children will feel the challenge of it (or aspects of it) 

only in the catechesis context, whereas Hirst appears to want 

to confine personal challenge'to that context. 
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Another point to Question is Hirst~s view of the stance of the 

county schools regarding rel igion. He rightly says ~our 

totally state financed schools are not officially at present 

rel igiously uncommitted~ (40) and then goes on to imply that 

they would be rel igiously uncommitted if they concentrated on 

~education in the particular sense I have outl ined·' (41) and 

omitted for example school worship which is 'catechetical 

rather than educational~. (42) However, to exclude worship 

would be to take up a stance towards rel igion and to say 

something about rel igion, namely that collective worship is 

considered to entail elements which make its provision in 

state financed schools undesirable on rational grounds. 

Schools 'A/ould then be committed to a different stance on 

r·el igion but not to no position at all. 

Hirst said 'the schools of our rel igiously plural ist society 

are .• moving steadily to a secular position as a result of 

social forces·'. (43) Whilst this may be true of some schools, 

it is not true of all, perhaps particularly not true of most 

church schools, and it is in any case not a reason why 

Christians should in principle welcome or prefer this claimed 

'secular position' of society at large or prefer schools to 

exchange a hitherto rel igiously committed position for a 

secular one. 

In his consideration of Christian Education Hirst seems to 

have in mind school situations rather than church situations 

where, as chapter 6 showed, the concept is still used. This 
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chapter has indicated that the meaning of Christian Education 

is to some extent dependent upon what is meant by the ter-ms 

/Christian/ and /education/. (44) Chapters 2 - 6 considered 

five contexts in which the terms /Christian' and 'education' 

are used together, the word /Christian/ functioning to 

distinguish a particular type of education. Though with 

varying emphases in meaning and method, Christian Education in 

all these contexts seeks to foster Christian faith and 

discipleship as these are understood in each particular 

context. 

It is noteworthy that four of these usages (those considered 

in chapters 3-6) altogether avoid the largest area of 

educational enterprise, namely the county schools, and the 

fifth (considered in chapter 2) related only to rel igious 

education in county schools, not with the major part of the 

curriculum. This prompts the question whether Christianity 

can still have impl ications for education in county schools or 

whether the nature of British society is now so secular or so 

plural that impl ications from Chr-istianity should not be 

sought because so few people have any degree of acceptance of 

Christianity itself. The extent of secularization in Britain 

has been considered earl ier (45) and the case for regarding 

Britain as somewhat but not altogether secular lI.}ill not be 

repeated here. 

The next chapter explores the possible impl ications of 

Christianity for the county schools in the contemporary 

situation. Expressed like this it could appear that the 
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education in county schools is accepted in an a priori fashion 

as being other than Christian and so no amount of impl ications 

from Christianity could render it Christian Education. 

Whether at least in the county school context it would be more 

accurate to speak of J a Christian view of education J or J a 

Christian contribution to education J rather than of 'Christian 

Education' is a question which I/Jill be left until the next 

chapter. 

(46) 
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CHAPTER 8 RELATING THE CONCEPT CHRISTIAN EDUCATION TO COUNTY 

SCHOOLS 

It is quite reasonable for the term Christian Education to be 

used with reference to the education provided in schools with 

some Kind of church or Christian foundation and in the church 

context itself. However, this leaves out the question of 

whether Christian theology has anything to say about the 

education of those who come from no Christian bacKground and 

maKe no Christian profession or about the education available 

in schools with no church or Christian foundation, 

particularly the county schools. It is the contention of this 

chapter that at the present time Christian theology has much 

to contribute to education in county schools. The assertion 

is that this contribution is still val id in a multifaith 

society and that it should not be neglected through an 

exclusive concentration on Christian Education as it appl ies 

within the Christian community. 

The church school experience suggests that this wider 

contribution of Christian perspectives might be welcomed. An 

earl ier chapter noted that some church schools continue to be 

popular, even to the point of being over subscribed. (1) This 

preference for what church schools have to offer comes 

sometimes from parents practising a rel igion other than 

Christianity and sometimes from those with no particular 

rel igious affil iation. This raises at least the possibil ity 

that Christianity is having some impl ications for these church 
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schools which non-Christian parents find acceptable and even 

desirable. The wider question is then whether Christianity 

should have impl ications for the county schools and whether 

there would be support for such impl ications in the present 

multifaith context of British society. 

In some parts of England Christianity continue:. to have an 

influence on the education in county schools through the 

headteachers and staff appointed. One piece of recent 

research showed that in Gloucestershire over four fifths of 

the headteachers of county primary schools claim affil iation 

to one of the Christian denominations. (2) That personal 

practice confirms the val idity of the claims made by these 

headteachers is seen in the finding that of all the primary 

school heads in Gloucestershire 'Two in every five (42%) 

attend church most weeks and a further 14% attend regularly at 

least once a month.' (3) 

The rel igious views of these headteachers appear to be having 

some bearing on the kind of assembl ies usually held in their 

schools. The research shows that in 71% of the county schools 

assembl ies are regarded as Christian in one sense or another. 

'For 41% of the county schools the major emphasis of 

assembl ies is described as impl icitly Christian, while for 28% 

the major emphasis is described as expl icitly Christian but 

not denominational. Just 2% of the county schools claim that 

the major emphasis of their assemblies is explicitly Christian 

and denominational.' (4) 
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In considering the findings regarding rel igious education 

(excluding the assembl ies) it must be remembered that the 

Gloucestershire Agreed Syllabus states that the content of 

r-eligious education "will be dral.AJn largely from the study of 

Christianity in its many forms ...... (5) The research report 

states "While very few (2%) claim to ignore the agreed 

syllabus altogether, only 3% claim to follow it very closely. 

Of the other 95%, one-third follow it quite closely, while 

two-thirds follow it only in general terms.' (6) 

Lesl ie Francis summarises his findings concerning 

Gloucestershire county schools as follows' .• Christianity is 

still far from dead in county schools in Gloucestershire. The 

data present a much more traditionally Christian picture than 

current educational theory seems to provide.' (7) and 'Many 

county schools promote a Christian presence in education and 

foster contact with the churches.'. (8) 

Francis contends that it is not unreasonable to regard 

Gloucestershire as representative of the shire counties in 

general. (9) Even if he is correct, the possible impl ications 

of Christian bel iefs for education need to be argued for on a 

still broader basis. It is necessary to give examples that 

apply more widely than in assembl ies and rel igious education. 

The two examples below focus on aspects of the Christian 

doctrine of humanity. These are del iberately select~d because 

education so centrally involves people. 

Part of the Christian doctrine of humanity is that every human 
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being is created by God and made in his image. (10) There is 

a substantial body of 1 iterature which explores the meaning of 

this doctrine. (11) It includes asserting that every person 

matters, has inherent worth, has some moral awareness and has 

a capacity for spiritual 1 ife. 

The impl ications of this for education are perhaps obvious -

that every child has value, simply because he or she is human. 

The value of pupils is not conditional upon their 

achievements. This involves giving every pupil an education 

appropriate to their age, abil ities and aptitudes (12) rather 

than regarding each pupil as merely secondary to the needs of 

society. This is not to say it is acceptable to ignore the 

wider needs of the community, but it is to deny the val idity 

of any util itarian view of education that means the welfare of 

the individual is subordinated or the most important aim of 

education is preparation for the world of worK. It therefore 

follows that over-emphasis on the development of the 

technological sKills needed by modern society, should be 

avoided because it treats the pupils as means to an end rather 

than as having the much greater value and significance which 

being in the image of God confers. 

Another impl ication of regarding every pupil as being in the 

image of God, is that every pupil should be helped to 

appreciate spiritual and moral values. This includes 

attention to the creative and affective areas rather than 

regarding education in a purely functional way in which for 

example the major aim might be to equip pupils to secure 
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maximum material prosperity once they leave school. 

Christian bel iefs about human fallenness (13) are also 

relevant here. It is not that the image of God is denied or 

altogether cancelled by human fallenness (14) but it is to 

acKnowledge that it has some damaging affect on people. Put 

another way, this entails recognising that the human situation 

is one in which as well as there being much that is noble and 

wholesome, there is also a temptation towards evil and even a 

tendency towards it. If this is accepted as the human 

condition, one impl ication for education is that every child 

has a potential for good which should be promoted, and faces 

moral choices and temptations to evil which require the 

development of discernment and self-discipl ine. 

At a somel,~ha t broader 1 eve 1, there are genera 1 va 1 ues and 

principles, which have bibl ical support, which are important 

to Christians, which significantly affect the character and 

ethos of school s, and I.-\lh i ch can command accep tance much more 
~ 

I..~idely than in the Christian cons!~tuency alone. Commitment to 

honesty and truth tell ing are examples. Others were referred 

to in an earlier chapter (15). They are relevant because 

education is inevitablY a value laden concept. In no county 

school can education avoid encouraging some values. Hence it 

can be extremely beneficial to have values which can be 

supported by a large majority of parents - Christians and 

others. 

An education which taKes these values seriously and upholds 
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the view of human dignity and the human predicament mentioned 

earl ier (16) can be consistent with Christian bel iefs and 

principles, and certainly not be anti-Christian or neutral as 

regards values. In this sense it could be described as 

Christian Education. 

Used in this way the term Christian Education does not 

indicate that the content of rel igious education is 

Christianity (though it may be), nor that the expl icit aim is 

the nurturing of Christian faith (though it may have that 

consequence for some pup i 1 s). I t does i ndi cate that the 

character of the school, or more particularly the values 

generally upheld in it, are Christian values, albeit of a 

fairly elementary Kind (eg about commitment to honesty and the 

care of individuals). These basic values are ones which 

Christians can wholeheartedly affirm - without any shame or 

embarrassment. Education built on such values can in one 

sense legitimately be described as Christian because the basic 

values and view of humanity Christians can endorse with 

integrity. 

The existence of Christian Education in this sense may well be 

not in the least inimical to the further development of a 

multicultural society. It could even be argued that a 

Christian view of humanity and justice is a fine foundation 

for a multicultural society. If a different view of humanity 

and jus t ice were to preva i lin wh i ch some peop 1 e become 

regarded as dispensable or as inferior citizens, it could be 

then tha t the ex i s tence of severa 1 re 1 i 9 i ous and cu 1 tura 1 
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stances alongside each othe~ in one society becomes 

vulne~able. Hence the foste~ing of such values is not a 

non-Ch~istian o~ sub-Ch~istian pu~suit, but a vital Christian 

task. 

Some Christians might ~espond to this by saying that the 

desc~iption Christian Education should only be allolAied whe~e 

all the teaching staff of a school are Christians and all 

lessons indicate and commend a Christian view of the content 

of the lesson. Howe,.)e~, that IAlould be too strict a 

requi~ement and would probably involve maintaining that there 

neve~ has been Ch~istian Education in any school, since the~e 

needs to be only one lesson in which a Ch~istian insight or 

pe~spective is ove~looked or in which a non-Christian position 

is inadvertently propogated, for the strict standard to be 

missed. The possibil ity of interprettng Christian Education 

in such an extreme way illust~ates that whether or not any 

particular educational process or situation warrants the 

description Christian Education is not a simple all or nothing 

matter but rather a case of degrees. Many situations a~e 

'more' or 'less' Christian, rather than fully Christian or not 

at all Christian. 

Some people may prefer to speak of 'a Christian perspective on 

education' or 'a Christian view of education', even when 

considering education based on the values outl ined in this 

chapter. They might maintain that one can have 'a Christian 

view of educat i on,l in county school s but that the term 

Christian Education can never be val id for the county school 
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context, whatever values prevail. Clearly Christianity and 

education are not identical. However, the major danger with 

the phrase 'a Christian view of education' is that it can 

imply a complete separation between Christianity and 

education, as if education is inevitably an enterprise 

entirely distinct from Christianity. This thesis maintains 

that since they are both concerned about values they can come 

together in the matter of values. The phrase 'a Christian 

view of education' can appear to imply that education is only 

a process which Christians can examine as onlooKers observing 

something entirely separate, whereas the process itself can be 

shaped by Christian values. Education is not a process that 

can secure itself in a world of its own, unaffected by value 

questions. When education is based on values that are 

consonant with Christianity it can then meaningfully be 

described as Christian Education. However, the contention 

that these values and a Christian view of humanity can still 

legitimately have a fundamental place in the 1 ife of county 

schools does not rest on whether this is described as 

Christian Education or as a Christian view of education. 

In the 1960s and earl ier, the relevance of Christianity for 

the county schools was more often enunciated, than has been 

the case in the 1970s and 1980s. Much of the earl ier 

1 iterature speaKs naturally and confidently about it. The 

more recent multifaith nature of society, including the pupils 

in many schools, may have been a major influence in the 

tendency to assume that in the changed context Christian 

thought has less to contribute. This chapter does not claim 
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that the notion of Christian Education is not important in the 

various contexts explored in chapters 2 - 6, but it does seek 

to demonstrate that at the level of values it continues to be 

a val id and meaningful concept when appl ied to county schools. 

This impl ies that further investigation into the relationship 

of Christianity to schools that have little or no overtly 

Christian foundation could be worthwhile. 

Two particular questions arise from the way the term Christian 

Education is used in this chapter. First, can relating 

education to the Christian doctrine of humanity and general 

moral values ever be the basis of education that justifies the 

description Christian Education, whilst it appears never to 

mention Christ who has a central place in Christianity? 

Second, does the Bible have only one model of the nature of 

man, namely as a creature who is in the image of God but also 

fallen, noble but flawed? In response to this second question 

it should be noted that the Bible has at least two other 

models of man. There is Christ, the Son of Man (17), who is 

'the image of the invisible God' (18) and who 'committed no 

sin' (19). Also there is redeemed man made possible, 

according to Christian bel ief, by the worK of Christ. 

The first question raises matters far more controversial than 

the bel iefs about the fundamental nature of human beings. 

People with a wide variety of rel igious convictions accept 

general statements about all children having value quite apart 

from any academic achievements, about there being a 

n on -rna t e ria 1 dime n s i on to 1 if e an d so on. HOl-ve v e r, wh e nth ere 
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are statements more specifically about Christ and redemption, 

there is no such broad consensus of opinion. Asserting that 

every child matters is more 1 ikely to be accepted in our 

present society than trying to include reference to bel iefs 

about Christ and redemption in discussions about education. 

In terms of moral education it might be said that children 

should be helped to see Christ as a person of exemplary moral 

character and to feel drawn to trying to 1 ive a 1 ife of 

similar moral rectitude. Bel ief in Christ as a unique person 

particularly in terms of the qual ity of his moral 1 ife could 

have this kind of impl ication for moral education. However, 

it could be argued that inviting children to follow the moral 

example of Christ is inconsistent with a bel ief in the 

fallenness of humanity unless there is also a bel ief that some 

way of overcoming the results of their fallenne':.s is available 

to them all. Otherwise it is bound to be desperately 

depressing for children if Christ is seen only as a superior 

example which leaves them struggl ing to reach an impossibly 

high standard with grossly insufficient power to do so. 

Bel ief that Christ made redemption possible also has 

impl ications for any discussion about individual potential or 

understanding 1 ife. Several publ ications refer to the aims of 

education in terms which leave open the question of what 

precisely is human potential. The Norwood Report 1943 stated 

that the first aim of education is 'to help each individual to 

real ize the full powers in his personal ity - body, mind and 

spirit.' (20) A more recent publ ication said 'A school's tasK 
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is to equip pupils for adult life by developing all their 

qual ities and talents.' (21) and another said 'There is wide 

agreement about the purpose of learning at school, in 

particular that pupils should develop 1 ively, enquiring minds, 

acquire understanding, Knowledge and sKills relevant to adult 

1 ife and employment and develop personal moral values.' (22) 

In response to such statements it may be asKed if the 

qual ities and understanding to be developed include 

redemption. This partly involves asKing if 'understanding' 

and 'personal moral values' encompass understanding redemption 

and eternal destiny, and personal commitment to the value of 

redemption. If it were proposed that a Christian view of 

Christ and redemption should be inculcated in county schools, 

that would not be acceptable to many parents in our present 

plural society. There might well be widespread support for 

exploring the core bel iefs of Christianity, but that is not 

the same as encouraging pupils to accept that they are true. 

This perhaps indicates one reason why some Christians support 

separate Christian schools, whether financially independent or 

to some extent maintained from publ ic funds. They bel iet)e 

that only in separate Christian schools is there freedom to 

allow the whole range of Christian bel iefs to influence and 

permeate every area of the school's 1 ife, particularly bel iefs 

about Christ and redemption. It is probably the case that the 

extent to which bel iefs about Christ and redemption can in 

practice have impl ications for education in the county schools 

will vary from one part of the country to another, from one 
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era to another, from one school to another· and et)en fr·om one 

part of the school curriculum to another. Though on a 

national scale there may not be support for maKing a Christian 

view of Christ and redemption central in the 1 ife of county 

schools, there might be support for this in some areas. This 

could be the subject of further enquiry. Uncertainty about 

this should not detract from the importance of maintaining 

that a Christian view of humanity and general moral values 

legitimately can be the Key to the value base of county 

schools and that this can receive widespread support in the 

closing years of the twentieth century. 
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APPENDIX 1 

THE RELI G1 OUS PRO'JI SI ONS OF THE EDUCATION ACT 1944 

RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION 

Section 7 This gives local education authorities the duty 'to 

contribute towards the spiritual, moral, mental and physical 

development' of children. In particular they must ensure that 

the provisions of clauses 25 and 26 are carried out. 

Section 25(2) This states that ' .. rel igious instruction 

shall be given in every county school and every voluntary 

school.' 

Section 25(4) This gives parents the right to withdraw their 

children from rel igious instuction. 

Section 26 This says that rel igious instruction I •• shall be 

given in accordance with an agreed syllabus .. and shall not 

include any catechism or formulary which is distinctive of any , 

particular rel igious denomination'. This is the famous 

'Cowper-Temple' clause - section 14 of the Education Act 1870, 

also re-enacted in section 28 of the Education Act 1921. The 

law officers of the Crown said that the ten commandments, the 

Lord's Prayer and the Apostles' Creed are not distinctive of 

any particular denomination. 
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Section 27(1) Whe~e pa~ents of pupils at cont~olled schools 

~equest that ~el igious inst~uction be given in acco~dance with 

the school/s t~ust deed (o~ else in acco~dance with p~actice 

in the school befo~e it became a cont~olled school) the 

foundation manage~s/gove~no~s shall, unless they thinK it 

un~easonable, a~~ange fo~ such ~el igious inst~uction to be 

given at the school du~ing not mo~e than two pe~iods in each 

weeK. 

Section 28 Rel igious inst~uction at aided/special ag~eement 

schools shall be unde~ the cont~ol of the manage~s o~ 

gove~no~s and shall be in accodance with t~ust deeds (o~ else 

with p~actice p~eviously obse~ved in the school). If pa~ents 

want ~el igious inst~uction to be in acco~dance with any ag~eed 

syllabus adopted by the local education autho~ity (and pupils 

cannot with ~easonable convenience attend any school using the 

syllabus) then the manage~s/gove~no~s shall maKe a~~angements 

fo~ ~el igious inst~uction in acco~dance with the syllabus to 

be given and if they a~e unwill ing the a~~angements shall be 

made by the autho~ity. 

Section 29 and the Fifth Schedule set down how the Ag~eed 

Syllabuses a~e to be d~awn up. 

Section 30 The position of teache~s. Fo~ example, no teacher 

in a county o~ volunta~y school shall be penal ised because he 

gives ~el igious inst~uction and no teache~ in a county school 

shall be ~eQui~ed to give ~el igious inst~uction. 
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Section 77(2) This says that the Secretary of State shall 

/cause inspections to be made of every educational 

establ ishment •• /. HQlJJe~)er, Ht1Is may not inspect rel igiou'::, 

instruction of a denominational character in voluntary 

schools, though the appropriate governing/managing body may 

arrange such inspections. 

Section 77(3) This says that any local education authority 

/may cause an inspection to be made of any educational 

establ ishment maintained by the authority / .. . Re 1 i g i ous 

instruction is not exempt from the HMI or LEA inspections, 

except as mentioned in section 77(2). 

Fifth Schedule. This says that if the conference set up to 

prepare an Agreed Syllabus cannot agree, or if the Secretary 

of State considers that a local education authority has failed 

to adopt a syllabus unanimously recommended to them by the 

conference, the Secretary of state may arrange for a syllabus 

to be prepared which shall be adopted. 

RELIGIOUS WORSHIP 

Section 25(1) This says that the school day in every county 

and voluntary school shall begin with collective worship on 

the part of all pupils in attendance at the school, though it 

is not a requirement to assemble the whole school together for 

this if the local education authority for county schools and 

the governing body for voluntary schools consider that the 

school premises maKe it impracticable to assemble all pupils 
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together. 

Section 25(4) Parents may request the withdrawal of their 

children from worship and then the pupils 'shall be excused'. 

Section 26 This says that the worship in county schools must 

not 'be distinctive of any particular rel igious denomination'. 

Section 30 No teacher may be required to attend worship or 

may be penal ised because he attends or omits to attend 

worship. 
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APPENDIX 2 

LIST OF RECENTLY ESTABLISHED CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS 

Summary 

Sixty schools are 1 isted bel~». 

opened in the period 1978-1987. 

opened in 1969 and two in 1974. 

Fifty-seven of these were 

Of the other three, one was 

One of those opened in 1974 

has now closed (East Sutherland School); the other two are 

still open. 

Altogether, ten of the sixty schools 1 isted have been closed. 

Of the fifty still open, 39 completed and returned a short 

questionnaire, a response rate of 7~1.. 

The schools are 1 isted in alphabetical order. Most of the 

information has been obtained from the repl ies to the 

questionnaire which was first distributed in June 1987 with 

the help of Mr. Stephen Dennett (Headmaster, The King's 

School, Harpenden) and of Mr. Arthur Roderick (Accelerated 

Christian Education, Hebron Hall, Dinas Powis, South Glamorgan 

CF64YB). In January 1988 a shorter questionnaire was sent 

direct to Christian schools which had not responded to the 

earl ier one. Where at least some of the information is 

obtained from or confirmed by a publ ished source this is 

acknowledged after the name of the school. Some of the 
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information about the eleven schools that are open but from 

whom no completed questionnaire was received, was obtained by 

telephone during the first three months of 1988. All of the 

fifty schools 1 isted and open supplied information, either by 

questionnaire or telephone. 

Information about each school is in nine sections, as follows: 

1. Name of school. 

2. Address. 

3. Telephone number. 

4. Name of Head Teacher/Principal. 

5. Date school opened <and date closed where appl icable). 

6. Church under whose auspices the school operates (if any). 

7. Number of pupils on roll - in June 1987 unless otherwise 

stated. 

8. Age range of pupils. 

9. Composition of governing body of school. 

1. ABUNDANT LIFE SCHOOL 

2. Sports Pavil ion, Piddinghoe Avenue, Peacehaven, Sussex. 

3. Peacehaven 81290 

4. J. Cairns (Principal), S. Fitzgerald (Head Teacher) 

5. 15 September 1986 

6. Abundant Life Ministries, Peacehaven. 

7. 15 

8. 4 years 6 months - 10 years 

9. Church Elders. 
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1. ACORN SCHOOL (Linked with Covenant School, Barking) 

(DES Hl'1I Report 110/84) 

2. Hulse Avenue, Coll ier Row, Romford, Essex. 

3. Romford 76449 

4. Anita Traynar (Principal), Miss Marion Rideout (Head 

Teacher) 

5. September 1980 

6. -

7. 35 

8. 5 - 11 years 

9. Church Leader, parents, teachers. 

1. BALLYMONEY INDEPENDENT CHRISTIAN SCHOOL 

2. Market Street, Ballymoney, Co. Antrim, Northern Ireland. 

3. Ballymoney 63402 

4. Miss M. Keys 

5. September 1983 

6. Bal1ymoney Free Presbyterian Church. 

7. June 1987: 25, February 1988: 31 

8. 3 years 6 months - 12 years 

9. Principal, Church elders and two of the Church committee. 
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1. BANGOR INDEPENDENT CHRISTIAN SCHOOL 

2. 277 Clandeboye Road, Bangor, Co. Down, Northern Ireland, 

8T19 1AA. 

3. 0247 458422 

4. Mrs. E. P. Rutherdale BA 

5. September 1985 

6. Education Board of Free Presbyterian Church of Ulster. 

7. 50 

8. 4 years 6 months - 18 years 

9. Local Management Committee composed of local Bangor Free 

Presbyterian Church Minister, KirK Session Members, 50X of 

church deacons, and Principal (ex-officio). 

1. BARNSLEY CHRISTIAN SCHOOL 

2. Blucher Street, Barnsley, S70 lAP. 

3. 0226 200262 

4. Col in M. Green 

5. 22 September 1986 

6. Barnsley Christian Fellowship and Hemsworth Christian 

Fe 11 owsh i p . 

7. 43 

8. 4 - 11 years 

9. Church leaders, parents, teachers. 
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1. BEDFORD CHRISTIAN DAY SCHOOL 

(in Christian Parent-Teacher League Newsletter September 1979 

p.S, June 1980 p.S, December 1980 p.8., and Harch 1981 p.4) 

4. Susan Gerrard 

S. Opened September 1979. closed 1983. 

6. Operated by the Bedford Christian Day School Association 

(around thirty members). 

7. September 1979: 3, February 1980: 6. 

1. BETHANY CHRISTIAN SCHOOL 

(in Christian Parent-Teacher League Newsletter Summer 1983 

p • Sf. ) 

2. Formerly: Bethany Christian School Society, 47 Hamilton 

Street, Carluke, Lanarkshire, Scotland. 

5. Opened April 1983, closed 1985 

6. Parents 

7. Apr i 1 1983: 4 

9. Parents. 

1. BETHANY SCHOOL 

2. C/o Y~1CA, 11 Broornhall Road, Sheffield S10 2DQ. 

3. 0246 410122 

4. Stephen Richards 

5. September 1987 

6. -

7. January 1988: 12 

8. S - 11 years 

9. Parents 
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1. THE CEDARS 

(in Christian Parent-Teacher League Newsletter June 1980, p.7) 

2. 219 Maidstone Road, Rochester, Kent. 

3. 0634 47163 

4. Betty Gross 

5. 1969 

6. -

7. June 1980: 40. June 1987: 81 

8. 3 years 6 months - 16 years 

9. 

1. THE CHRISTIAN SCHOOL 

2. South Lee Christian Centre, Baring Road, Lee, London SE12 

o PI,., • 

3. 01 857 1370 

4. David Mouque 

5. September 1986 

6. South Lee Christian Centre; Downham Way Christian Centre; 

King~s Church, Catford; Plumstead Christian Fellowship. 

7. June 1987: 94, January 1988: 126 

8. Rising 4 - rising 14 

9. Church elders. 
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1. CLOGHER VALLEY INDEPENDENT CHRISTIAN SCHOOL 

2. C/o 13 Willend Crescent, Fivemiletown, Co. Tyrone, N. 

Ireland BT75 OQT. 

3. 03655 21851 

4. Miss Al ison Pattison 

5. September 1987 

6. Clogher Valley Free Presbyterian Church. 

7. January 1988: 11 

8. 4 - 11 years 

9. Church leaders. 

1.COLNE VALLEY CHRISTIAN SCHOOL 

2. Little Ramparts, Bakers Lane, Braiswick, Colchester, Essex 

C04 5BB. 

3. 0206 851903 

4. Colin E. Vernon 

5. September 1985 

6. Colne Valley Community Church. 

7. June 1987: 30, January 1988: 46 

8. 5 - 13 years 

9. Church leaders, parents, teachers. 
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1. COVENANT SCHOOL 

2. Greatfields Hall, King Edwards Road, Barking, Essex. 

3. 01 594 9862 

4. Anita Traynar (Principal), B. Davis (Head Teacher) 

5. September 1986 

6. Chadwell Heath and Coll ier Row Christian Fell~~ships. 

7. 31 

8. 10 - 14 years 

9. Church leaders and teachers. 

1. COVENANT CHRISTIAN SCHOOL, NORTHERN IRELAND 

(in Christian Parent-Teacher League Newsletter Winter 1982 

p.2,and Summer 1985 p.14f, 1 isted in The 1988 Master List New 

Malden, Master Plan Publ ishing, 1987 p.141) 

2. 17 Lisbane Gardens, Monkstown, Newtownabb,y, Co. Antrim 

8T37 OLD. 

3. 0231 67407 

4. Senior Teacher: Mrs Diane Whitla 

5. 1982 

6. -

7. 14 

8. 4 - 10 years 

9. The governing body is elected by parents. 
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1. COVENANT CHRISTIAN SCHOOL, STOCKPORT 

(in Christian Parent-Teacher League Newsletter March 1981 p.3, 

and Evans, Ross 'Is it worth the effort' in Spectrum Vol.16, 

No.1, Autumn 1983, p.19.) 

2. The Hawthorns, 48 Heaton Moor Road, Stockport SK4 4~X. 

3. 061 432 3782 

4. Dr. R.S. Slack 

5. March 1981 

6. The school is parent-controlled, not church-controlled. 

Parents belong to eight different churches. 

7. September 1983: 16; June 1987: 32 

8. 5 - 12 years 

9. A Management Committee elected by the Christian Education 

Trust which was set up by involved parents. 

1. COVENTRY CHRISTIAN ACADEMY 

(in Christian Parent-Teacher League Newsletter March 1981 p.4 

and DES HMI Report 229/83.) 

2. Bennetts Road South, Keresley, Coventry. 

4. Pastor-Principal: The Rev. John Pangle, Academic Head: The 

Rev. Ferrell Kearney 

5. Opened September 1980, closed 1984. 

6. Bible Baptist Church, Coventry; The Lighthouse Baptist 

Church, Birmingham; Bible Baptist Church, Nuneaton. 

7. Septeber 1980: 28, January 1983: 35. 

8. September 1980: 4 - 16 years, January 1983: 4 - 17 years 

9. -
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1. THE DOLPHIN SCHOOL 

2. Church House, Holy Trinity Church, Brompton Road, London 

SW7 1 JA. 

3. 01 589 9295 

4. t1iss Ruth Martin 

5. January 1987 

6. Holy Tr in i ty Church Brompton. 

7. June 1987: 7, January -1988: 14. 

8. 5 - 7 years 

9. Parents 

1. EAST SOlENT SCHOOL 

(in King~$ Education Supplement No.1, June 1984, p.5 and 

No.2, Spring 1985, p.4.) 

4. Peter Phillips 

5. Opened January 1985, now closed. 

9. The school had 1 inks with The King's School, Southampton 

and was at times known as Fareham School, Southampton. 

1. EAST SUTHERLAND CHRISTIAN SCHOOL, SCOTLAND 

(in Christian Parent-Teacher League Newsletter January 1978, 

p.4) 

2. Formerly at: Community Centre, Dornoch, Highland. 

5. Opened January 1974, closed 1981. 

7. 1977-8: 14, 1978-9: 20. 
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1. E~1ANUEL CHRISTIAN SCHOOL, FLEETWOOD 

2. Elm Street, Fleetwood, Lanes. FY76TJ. 

3. 03917 70555 

4. The Rev. Dr. t1ichael B. Smith MA BD PhD 

5. 1979 

6. Emmanuel Church. 

7. 85 

8. 5 - 17 years 

9. Governed as part of the normal church government, through a 

School Advisory Council. 

1. EMt1ANUEL SCHOOL, NORW I CH 

(in King~s Educational Supplement No.1, Summer 1984, p.2.) 

4. Principal: E.T. Hopley BSc CEng MIMechE 

Head: Charles Hainsworth BSc Cert Ed. 

5. Opened January 1984, closed 1987. 

1. FAITH CHRISTIAN ACADEMY 

2. Hatchley Barn Road, Bromeswell, Sufolk IP12 2PP. 

3. Eyke 460738 

4. Pastor Greg Iehl 

5. May 1979 

6. Faith Baptist Church. 

7. 10 

8. 8 - 16 years 

9. The Pastor (who is school Principal) and two parents (who 

are also on the staff of the school). 
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1. FAITH CHRISTIAN SCHOOL 

2. 16 Appletree Close, Oakley, Basingstoke, Hants. RG23 7HL. 

3. 0256 782028 

4. Tom Dotson 

5. September 1986 

6. Faith Baptist Church. 

7. 19 

8. 5 - 17 years 

9. Church leaders. 

1. FARE~1 SCHOOL, SOUTHAMPTON. 

(See East Solent School) 

1. GRANGEWOOD INDEPENDENT SCHOOL 

(in Christian Parent-Teacher League Newsletter June 1980 p.5) 

2. Chester Road, Forest Gate, London E7 8GT. 

3. 01 472 3552 

4. Mr. Stephen Sherwood 

5. 1979 

6. -

7. June 1987: 52, March 1988: 54. 

8. 4 years 6 months - 11 years 

9. Dr. & Mrs. C.W. Vellacott (founders), Head Teacher, the 

Pastor of East Ham Baptist Church, a local comprehensive 

school RE teacher. 
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1. HALTON CHRISTIAN SCHOOL 

2. Halton Pentecostal Church, Lugsdale Road, Widnes, Cheshire. 

3. 051 420 8837 

4. Mr. G. T. Hayden 

5. Opened January 1986, closed July 1987. 

6. 4 - 12 years. 

1. ~~OSWORTH CHRISTIAN SCHOOL 

(1 isted jn The 1988 Master List op. cit. p.142.) 

2. 231 Handsworth Road, Sheffield, South Yorkshire S13. 

3. 0742 430276 

4. Mrs. PIE. Arnott 

5. September 1986 

6. Handsworth Full Gospel Church, Sheffield. 

7. June 1987: 15, March 1988: 21 

8. 4 - 11 years 

9. Church Pastor, Head Teacher, two teachers from local 

schools, two parents, other adults from local churches as 

advisors. 
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1. HYFRYDLE CHRISTIAN SCHOOL 

2. Hyf~ydl~ Ch~istian C~nt~~, Hyf~ydl~ Road, Talysa~n, 

Gwyn~dd, No~th l,rJal~s. 

3. 0286 880089 

4. David M. Rowlands 

5. S~pt~mb~~ 1985 

6. -

7. 5 (planning p~rmission grant~d in 1987 fo~ inc~~as~ up to 

40 pupils) 

8. 5 - 10 y~ars 

9. Chu~ch Eld~~s and t~ache~s. 

1. KILSKEERY INDEPENDENT CHRISTIAN SCHOOL 

2. 51 Old Junction Road, Kilsk~ery, Co. Ty~one, N. Ireland, 

BT78 3RN. 

3. 036 555 564 

4. M~s. Ann Fost~r 

5. S~ptember 1979 

6. Kilsk~~~y F~~~ P~~sbyte~ian Chu~ch. 

7. January 1988: 48 

B. 4 - 18 y~ars 

9. The m~mb~rship of the School Committ~~ is: Minist~~, 

Elde~s, Head of school. 
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1. THE KING OF KINGS SCHOOL 

2. The King's House, 2 YorK Street, Manchester M1 7Hl. 

3. 061 273 2169 

4. Principal: Goos Vedder 

Head: Mrs Brenda lewis BEd 

5. September 1986 

6. Manchester Covenant Community Church. 

7. 13 

8. 5 - 13 years 

9. Two church elders and one church member (not parents). 

1. THE KING'S SCHOOL, BASINGSTOKE 

2. Sarum Hill, Basingstoke, Hants. RG21 ISR. 

3. 0256 467092 

4. Richard Britton 

5. September 1981 

6. Basingstoke Community Church. 

7. 100 

8. 9 - 16 years 

9. Church leaders and Head Teacher. 
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1. THE KING'S SCHOOL, HARPENDEN 

(in King's Educational Supplement No.3, Autumn 1985, p.3) 

2. "Elmfield", Ambrose Lane, Harpenden, Herts. AL5 4DA. 

3. 05827 67566 

4. Head: Mr. Step hen.J. Dennett, Principal: Mr. David Barker. 

5. September 1982 

6. Garston Church, Emmanuel Church, Bourne Valley Community 

Ch urch, Maple Church. 

7. 1984-5: 200 in main school and 21 in nursery. June 1987: 

156. 

8. 5 - 16 years 

9. Church Leaders. 

1. THE KING'S SCHOOL, MILTON KEYNES 

(in The King's Educational Supplement No.1, Summer 1984, p.2) 

5. Opened 1983, closed 1987. 

1. THE KING'S SCHOOL, NOTTINGHAM 

2. The Christian Centre, 104 Talbot St., Nottingham NG1 5GL. 

3. 0602 474038 

4. Mr. R. Southey 

5. September 1986 

6. Christian Centre, Nottingham and Cl if ton Christian 

Fellowship, Nottingham. 

7. June 1987: 70, February 1988: 84 

8. 5 - 16 years 

9. Two elders, Head of Teaching, staff member, Pastoral 

Officer, Financial Advisor, four parents. 
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1. THE KING~S SCHOOL, SOUTHAMPTON (Senior School) 

2. Fisher~s Court, Main Road, Fisher~s Pond, Eastleigh, S05 

7HG. 

3. 0703 600 956 

4. D.G. Trentham MA 

5. 1985 

6. Southampton Community Church and associated churches. 

7. 1986: 64, June 1987: 76. 

8. 11 - 16 years 

9. Elders of churches •. 

1. THE KING~S SCHOOL, SOUTHAMPTON (Primary School) 

2. 26 Quob Lane, West End, Southampton. 

3. Southampton 472266 

4. Mr. Douglas J. Will iams 

5. 1982 

6. Southampton Community Church and associated churches. 

7. c 170 

8. rising 5 - 11 years 

9. Church leaders and teachers in the school. 
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1. THE KING/S SCHOOL, WITNEY 

2. Merryfield House, New Yatt Road, Witney, Oxford aX8 6NR. 

3. Witney 78463 

4. Mr. David W. Freeman 

5. September 1984 

6. Oxfordshire Community Churches. 

7. 126 

8. 5 - 16 years 

9. School Council accountable to the Area Eldership. 

1. THE LANGLEY MANOR SCHOOL 

2. 19 London Road, Langley, Berks. 

3. Slough 825368 

4. Mrs. S. Eaton BEd 

5. September 1986 

6. Slough Christian Centre. 

7. 107 (age 5-12), plus 26 under fives 

8. 3 - 12 years 

9. Sole owners Mr & Mrs C. Eaton. 
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1. LIFE CHRISTIAN SCHOOL, BATIERSEA, LONDON. 

(DES HMI Report 162/85. School 1 isted in The 1~88 t1aster List 

op. cit. p .142) 

4. The Pastor of the Church was Principal 

5. Opened September 1981, closed 1986. 

6. Life Tabernacle Church, Battersea. 

7. January 1985: 26 

8. 3 - 15 years 

1. CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP SCHOOL, LIVERPOOL 

2. 1 Princes Road, Liverpool L8 ITG. 

3. 051 709 1642 

4. Mr. Philip Will iamson 

5. January 1981 

6. Devonshire Road Christian Fellowship, Kingsway Christian 

Fellowship, Merseyside Christian Fellowship, Old Swan 

Christian Fellowship, Sefton Christian Fellowship, Wavertree 

Christian Fellowship. 

7. 170 

8. 4 years 6 months - 16 years 

9. Church leaders. 
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1. MOUNTAIN ASH SCHOOL, CHADWELL HEATH 

(in Kin9~s Educational Supplement No.3, Autumn 1985, p.4f, 

1 isted in The 1988 Master List op. cit. p.142) 

2. Oasis House, Essex Road, Chadwell Heath, Romford, Essex RH6 

4JA. 

3. 01 590 8556 

4. Mr. John Norton 

5. 1983 

6. Chadwe 11 Christian Fellowship 

7. 35 

8. 5 - 11 years 

9. Elders, parents and teachers. 

1. NEWCOURT CHRISTIAN SCHOOL 

2. 1-5 Regina Road, Finsbury ParK, London N4 3PT. 

3. 01 263 3385 

4. Mr. Lindsey J. Mann 

5. 1981 

6. Newcourt, New River, New Rainbow. 

7. 98 

8. 2 - 16 years 

9. Church leaders. 
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1. NEW LIFE SCHOOL 

2. Maypole Road, East Grinstead, West Sussex. 

3. East Grinstead 22724 

4. David Dominy 

5. January 1986 

6. New Life Church, East Grinstead. 

7. 16 

8. 4 years 6 months - 10 years 

9. Elders of New Life Church. 

1. NEW RIVER CHRISTIAN SCHOOL 

2. Russell Road, London N.13 

3. 01 888 7181 

4. Mr. Lindsey Mann 

5. 1985 

6. Newcourt, New Rainbow, New River. 

7. 43 

8. 6 - 16 years 

9. Church leaders. 
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1. NEW TESTAMENT BAPTIST SCHOOL 

(1 isted in The 1988 Maste~ List Opt cit. p.142) 

2. formerly at Kenny Hill, Mildenhall, Suffolk. 

3. -

4. Pasto~ Jack Th~ift 

5. Opened September 1981, closed May 1982. 

6. New Testament Baptist Chu~ch, Kenny Hill, Mildenhall. 

7. 15 

8. 4 - 13 

9. Church leade~s. 

1. NEWTOIAINABBEY INDEPENDENT CHR I ST I AN SCHOOL 

2. Ballyclare Road, Glengormley, Newtownabbey, Co. Antrim, 

No~the~n Ireland. 

3. 0231 65714 

4. Miss Hazel Shie~ 

5. September 1983 

6. Newtownabbey F~ee Presbyte~ian Chu~ch. 

7. June 1987: 31, February 1988: 35 

8. 4 - 15 years 

9. Church Session 
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1. OAK HILL SCHOOL, BRISTOL 

2. Okebourne Road, Brentry, Bristol. 

3. Bristol 591083 

4. Ruth Deakin 

5. September 1984 

6. Bristol Christian Fellowship. 

7. June 1987: 91, anticipated September 1988: 104 

8. 4 - 12 years 

9. Teachers, parents and church leaders. 

1. PENIEL ACADEMY 

2. 49 Coxtie Green Road, Brentwood, Essex CM14 5PS. 

3. 0277 72996 

4. The Rev. M.S.B. Reid 

5. January 1982 

6. -

7. 68 

8. 5 - 18 years 

9. Church leaders, parents, teachers. 
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1. PILGRIt1 CHRISTIAN SCHOOL 

2. West Street Christian Centre, West street, Dunstable, Beds. 

LU6 1SX. 

3. 0582 61621 

4. Mr. R.S. Lightowler 

5. January 1981 

6. New Covenant Church. 

7. 51 

8. 8 - 16 years 

9. Church Elders. 

1. REFORt1ED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH SCHOOL 

<Listed in The 1988 Master List Ope cit. p.142) 

2. Archer Road, Ely, Cardiff, S. Glamorgan. 

3. 0222 592058 

4. The Rev. Richard Holst and The Rev. David Lock 

5. 1974 

6. Reformed Presbyterian Church. 

7. June 1987: 48, March 1988: 48 

8. 5 - 16 years 

9. Church elders. 
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1. THE REGIUS SCHOOL 

2. The Ktng/s Hall, 41a South Clerk Street, Edinburgh, EH8 

9NZ. 

3. 031 668 2662 

4. Mrs. Pam. Johnson (until December 1988 - thereafter Jan 

Hutchinson) 

5. September 1986 

6. Edinburgh City Fellowship. 

7. June 1987: 5, March 1988: 12 

8. 3 - 7 years 

9. Three Elders and their wives (two of the wives worK in the 

school) and one parent. 

1. THE RIVER SCHOOL 

2. Oakfield House, Droitwich Road, Worcester WR3 7ST. 

3. 0905 57047 

4. Mr. T.M.D. Crow MA 

5. September 1985 

6. -

7. 148 ie: 40 in Playschool (known as The BrooK School), 108 

in The River School. 

8. 3 - 15 years 

9. 1 lawyer, 2 parents, 2 teachers, 2 church leaders. 
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1. SHEKINAH CHRISTIAN SCHOOL, TOWER HAMLETS 

(in King/s Edycational Supplement No.1, Summer 1984, p.3; 

No.2, Spring 1985, p.3; No.5, Autumn 1986, p.l) 

2. St. Paul/s Church Institute, 302 The Highway, London E1 

9DH. 

3. 01 481 8097 

4. Mr. Gwyn Pritchard 

5. January 1982 

6. Tower Hamlets Christian Fellowship and Vineyard Community 

Church, Bermondsey. 

7. June 1987: 65, March 1988: 72 

8. Rising 5 - 14 years 

9. Two elders from each church, Head Teacher and one other 

adult (at present a parent). 

1. THE SHEPHERD/S SCHOOL 

2. 71 Tressill ian Road, Brockley, London SE4 lYA. 

3. 01 692 5015 

4. Mrs Mary Miller (until July 1988) 

From September 1988: Mr. David Pott 

5. March 1981 

6. The school building is owned by Youth With A Mission. 

7. 55 

8. 3 - 10 years 

9. Proprietorial school. 
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1. TREMORE CHRISTIAN SCHOOL 

(in Christian Parent-Teacher League Newsletter March 1981 , 
P .6. ) 

2. Tremore Manor, Bodmin, Cornwall, PL30 5JT. 

3. Lanivet (0208) 831204 

4. Miss Ann Whitaker, MA 

5. 1980 

6. Tremore Christian Fellowship. 

7. September 1983: 12, June 1987: 37, February 1988: 22 

8. 5 - 16 years 

9. Church leaders. 

1. TRINITY SCHOOL, DUNDEE 

(in Christian Parent-Teacher League Newsletter Summer 1985 

p.6) 

2. Mr. C.A. Webster, Secretary, Dundee & District Christian 

Education Association, 16 Bath Street, Broughty Ferry, Dundee 

DD5 2PY. (School meets on premises of Victoria Road 

Evangelical Church) 

3. 0382 739520 

4. Mr. S. Wi 1 1 

5. August 1981 

7. December 1984: 7, August 1985: 13, January 1988: 13. 

8. 5 - 10 years 

9. The Board of Governors has members from various Christian 

denominations: eg the Minister and an Elder from a local 

Independent Baptist Church, a Church of Scotland Elder, The 

Headmaster who is a member of a Free Church, and a 

representative of an Independent Christian Fellowship and an 

Independent Evangel ical Church. 
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1. TRINITY SCHOOL 

2. Birbeck Street, Stalybridge, Cheshire, SK15 1SH. 

3. 061 303 0674 

4. Joint Heads: Sylvia Baker, Paulette Green 

5. September 1978 

6. -

7. June 1987: 85, September 1987: 95, January 1988: 100. 

8. 5 - 16 years 

9. 5 parents, 1 church leader. 

1. V I CTORY SCHOOL 

2. Widcombe Hill, Bath BA2 6AA. 

3. 0225 319635 

4. Pastor All an Staggs 

5. September 1987 

6. -

7. September 1987: 9 

8. 5 - 13 years 

9. Church leaders. 
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1. THE VINE SCHOOL 

2. Primrose Hill, Brentwood, Essex. 

3. 0277 260308 

4. Mr. R. B. Trace, 

5. September 1987 

6. -

7. March 1988: 17 

8. 3 years 6 months - 11 years 

9. Interested adults from three local churches (one is a 

parent). 

1. WYCLIF INDEPENDENT CHRISTIAN SCHOOL, MACHEN, NEWPORT. 

(in Christian Parent-Teacher League Newsletter Winter 1982 

p.4) 

2 . C/o 8 Ffwrwm Road, Machen, Newport, Gwent NPl ~~F. 

3. Machen (0633) 440369 

4. Mr. Andrew R. Tampl in 

5. September 1982 

6. -

7. September 1982: 7, June 1987: 26 

8. September 1982: 6 - 13 years, June 1987: 4 - 17 years 

9. Parents. 
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APPENDIX 3 

FURTHER EXTRACTS WHI CH ILLUSTRATE SOt1E OF THE THINKING OF 

THOSE INI-JOL~)ED IN RECENTLY ESTABLI SHED CHRI STIAN SCHOOLS 

'While this is contrary to the wishes of many parents, the 

assault on the Christian faith within the state system gathers 

momentum. In principle, parents have the right to withdraw 

their children from certain lessons on the ground of 

conscience, but these children are nevertheless indoctrinated 

day after day in a pattern of thinKing which is humanistic in 

its presuppositions and approach.~ (Davies, D.E. Christian 

Schools Evangel ical Library of Wales and Association of 

Christian Teachers of Wales, 1978, p.42.) 

'This radical divergence or cleavage in the human race results 

in two radically different, irreconcilable philosophies of 

1 ife. These two philosophies of 1 ife may be broadly termed 

the secular- and the Chr-istian philosophies of life. The 

former is man-centred and holds that man as he exists today IS 

normal; the latter is God-centred and holds that man as he 

exists today is abnormal (his 1 ife having been bl ighted by 

sin) ••.• Education, then, must be either on a secular, 

non-Christian basis or on a Christian, God-centred basis. To 

obscure this distinction amounts virtually to abandoning the 

field to the non-Christian philosophY of life." (Chri~-tian 

Parent-Teacher League Newsletter, March 1979, pp.7f.) 
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